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ABOUT THE ABORIGINAL LEGAL SERVICE OF WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA 

ALSWA is a community-based organisation, which was established in 1973. ALSWA 
aims to empowe:r Aboriginal peoples and advance their interests and aspirations 
through a comprehensive range of legal and support seIVices throughout Western 
Australia. ALSWA aims to; 

• Deliver a comprehensive range of culturally-matched and quality legal services 
to Aboriginal peoples throughout Western Australia; 

• Provide leadership which contributes to participation, empowerment and 
recognition of AborigUlal peoples as the First Peoples of Australia; 

• Ensure that Government and Aboriginal peoples address the underlying 
issues that contribute to disadvantage on all social indicators, a.nd implement 
the relevant recommendations arising from the Royal Commission into 
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody; and 

• Create a positive and culturally matched work environment by implementing 
efficient and effective practices and administration throughout ALSWA. 

ALSWA uses the law and legal system to bring about social justice for Aboriginal 
peoples as a whole. ALSWA develops and uses strategies in areas of legal advice, legal 
representation, legal education, legal research, policy development and law reform. 

ALSWA is a representative body with executive officers elected by Aboriginal peoples 
from their local regions to speak for them on law and justice issues. ALSW A provides 
legal advice and representation to Aboriginal peoples in a wide range of practice areas 
including criminal law, civil law, family law, child protection and human rights law. 
Our servioes are available throughout Western Australia via 14 regional and remote 
offioes and one head office in Perth. 

BACKGROUND 

Scope of the reference 

ALSWA acknowledges that juveniles in detention are outside the soope of the 
Australian Law Reform Commission's (ALRC) inquiry. Nevertheless, ALSWA 
emphasises that reforms to laws and legal frameworks within the juvenile justice 
system have a huge potential to reduce the level of incarceration of Aboriginal adults. 
Decisions and actions made in relation to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children within the justice system have a direct bearing on future outcomes within 
the adult justice system. Therefore, where particularly relevant, ALSWA refers to 
issues concerning the youth justice system in this submission. 

Overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples In 
Western Australia 

Western Australia has the highest rate of overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander adults and juveniles in custody. As the ALRC observes, Aboriginal 
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and Torres Strait Islander people represent 3% of the population but constitute 27% 
of the adult prisoner population.I However, in Western Australia Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people make up almost 40% of the adult prisoner population 
and 73% of the juvenile detention population. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
women are also grossly overrepresented; as at 31 March 2017, 46% of female 
prisoners were Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander women (compared to 34% 
nationally) .2 Sadly, Western Australia also has the highest level of overrepresentation 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in out-of-home care.a 

As stated above, in terms of overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples in custody, Western Australia is the worst jurisdiction in Australia. 
ALSWA urges the ALRC to be mindful of this reality when determining its final 
ree-0mmendations for reform. In simple terms, why is Western Australia doing so 
baclly? 

ALSWA SUBMISSION 

For ease of reference, the structure of ALSWA's submission broadly follows the 
structure of the ALRC's Discussion Paper. ALSWA's extensive experience in 
representing Aborigjnal and Torres Strait Islander peoples throughout the state of 
Western Australia on a daily basis as well as its longstanding research and expertise 
has informed this submission. Wherever possible, ALSWA refers to case examples to 
provide evidence of the numerous problems faced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in the Western Australian justice sY13tem. Extremely busy and 
passionate ALSWA lawyers have provided these case examples. ALSWA thanks these 
lawyers for their valuable contribution. Many more examples exist but the tight 
timeframe for submissions coupled with the enormous workload of ALSWA lawyers 
has made it impossible to provide more. ALSWA asks the ALRC to view the case 
examples included in this submission as a 'sample' of cases rather than as the only 
evidence of the various problems discussed. 

Introduction 

Contrlbutblg fad4r• 

The ALRC explains that the findings from various 'other inquiries provide a fuller 
picture of both the drivers of incarceration and opportunities that exist to address 
offending behaviours before the point of imprisonment'.4 The ALRC states it will 
consider these issues :in more detail in its Final Report. ALSWA agrees that many 
past inquiries and reports have thoroughly documented the factors contributing to 
the disproportionate imprisonment rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people.s 

I Australian Law Rdonn c-mjo$on !ALRC), liloa.-aliott Ra1es of Ab<>rigVull on41bmo& S!Tail ~ 
Peop!e8, Discussion Paper (JUly2017) (l.301-
2 Wcimm Auottallan Depert:mf:llt of Com:ctivc Services, Adult Prisonsr& in Cu•loll!i Quarterly Stati.sti.!s Mw-ch 
Quwfer 2017; Young Peop/A in D<!tenoim °""7te>'fy Strnistios March Quarter 2017. 
3 Australian Institute of Health end Well&:~. Chlld l'rorection AustTalia 201.:;.2QI6 (2017) 52. 
4 ALRC, l~n Rates of Aboriginal Wld furr~• Strait [slander Peoples, DioC\lssion Paper (July 2017) 
(l . 13]. 
5 S.,., for example, the Royal Comml~<m into Abo~al Dealhs in Custody ( 1991); l<1w Refoim Ccmmission 
of Western Aust.t..U" (LRCWA), Aboriginal OUstatnwy Laws: The interaction of Wsstem.Auotraliw< law with Aborigiru>l 
law wtd o;ltwe, Pin...t Report (2006) & LRCWA. A~I C\<stommy L<>ws, DW:u...Wn Pap<" (2005) (in perticular, 
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In summazy, ALSWA is of the view that the factors fall into tl>ro main categories. The 
first category are underlying factors that contribute to higher rates of offending (eg, 
socio-economic disadvantage, impact of colonisation and dispossession, stolen 
generations, intergenerational trauma, substance abuse, homelessness and 
overcrowding, lack of education, and physical and mental health issues}. The second 
catego1y is structural bias or discriminatory practices within the justice system itself. 
There are many examples of this bias such as over-policing; lack of culturally 
appropriate programs in the community and in prison; mandatory sentencing; 
punitive bail laws; insufficient resourcing of Aboriginal-specific legal services; and 
lack of language interpreters. 

The Chief Justice of Western Australia, Wayne Martin has argued that: 

Over-representation amongst those who commit crime is, however, plainly not the entire cause 
of over-representation of Aboriginal poople. The system itself must ta1<e part of the blame. 
Aboriginal people are much more likely to be questioned by the police than non·Aboriginal 
people. When questioned they are more !ik""ely to be arrested rather than proceeded against by 
summons. If they are arrested, Aboriginal people are more likely to be remanded in custody 
than given bail. Aboriginal people are much more likely to plead guilty than go to trial, and if 
they go to trial, they are much more likely to be convicted. If Aboriginal people are convicted, 
they are much more likely to be imprisoned than non-Aboriginal people, and at the end of their 
term of imprisonment they are much less likely to get parole than non· Aboriginal people.• 

In this regard, it is important to highlight two issues. First, crime statistics (eg, rates 
of arrest, rates of imprisonment) do not measure the true prevalence of crime in the 
community nor do they tell us who is responsible for committing those crimes. 
Instead, crime statistics measure the demographics of those people who are caught 
and punished for criminal behaviour. As one example, it is an offence in Western 
Australia to consume alcohol in a public place (street drinking).7 The infringement 
penalty is $200 and the maximum penalty is a fine of up to $2000. Many people 
consume alcohol in contravention of this law (eg, drinking at a family picnic on the 
river). However, not everyone is charged with street drinking; ALSWA suggests that 
Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander people are charged for street drinking far more 
frequently than non-Aboriginal people. 

Second, if higher rates of offending among Aboriginal people were the sole cause of 
disproportionate incarceration rates then there should be no difference in the rate of 
overrepresentation benveen different states and territories. As observed by Morgan 
and Motteram, 

Unless one espousee the absurd notion that Aboriginal We'ltern Australians a.re many times 
more evil than their inter-state colleaguee, this cannot explain \Ohy Western Austra!iQ's 
imprisonment rate is eo much higher than the rest of th.e country.• 

Westem Australia has the worst overrepresentation followed by the Northern 
Territory. ALSWA suggests that the ALRC should look closely at why Western 
Australia's justice system is failing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island.er peoples. 

see pp 97-99); House of Repreoentatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torr<• Strait Islander Affair<>. Doing 
Tim.e -nine for Doing; lndigenou• youth in the criminal justice system (2011 ); Senate Leg.ll "'1<1 Constitutional Affair& 
Referenc .. Committee, Value of a Justice Reinvestment Approach to Criminal Juotic.i in Auwali<J (2013) (in parti~ar 
... pp 33-41 ). 
6 The Honoureble W(Q'11e MQttln AC, Chief Justice of Westem Austllllia, Indige,.,,us Inooroe"'1ion. Rotes: 
Straregtes fer much needed ref<ITm (Law Swnmer School 2015) 8-9. 
7 Liqucr CUnrrol Act 1988 (WA) s 119. 
S Morgan and Motten>m as q,uolbd in LRCWA. Aboriginal Customary Laws: The inreraction of \Ve..t""' 
Australian law with Aboriginal low and culture, Pinal Report t2006J 83. 
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Child prot:ection. and adult inca.rceratlon 

The ALRC observes that out-of-home care and juvenile detention are key contributing 
factors to adult incarceration rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.9 
As highlighted at the outset, Western Australia has the highest disproportionate rate 
of Aboriginal. and Torres Strait Islander juvenile detention and of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children in out-of-home care, (approximately 53% of all 
children in care!O). 

The ALRC notes that while reviews and strategies are occurring at the state/territory 
level, there has not been a 'national review of the laws and processes operating within 
the care and protection systems of the various states and tenitories. The ALRC 
considers that such a review would be timely'. I 1 The State Government is conducting 
a review of child protection laws in Western Australia and ALSWA provided a 
comprehensive submission to that review early in 2011.12 It is not yet known what 
reforms will be implemented but ALSWA emphasised in its submission that while 
reforms to current legislation may improve the position, the entire child protection 
system as it applies to Aboriginal children, must be redesigned 'from the ground up'. 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are tired of inquiries and reviews 
that rehash the same issues and seldom result in meaningful reform. Having said 
that, ALSWA would support a national child protection inquiry if its mandate is 
sweeping with a view to wholesale system reform. 

Rural an4 remoUI 

ALSWA agrees with the ALRC's observation that the lack of legal services and 
community programs in 1·emote areas is a contributing factor to incarceration. ta The 
pressures on ALSWA lawyers in regional and remote Western Australia are enormous 
with some lawyers representing up to 30-40 clients in Magistrates Courts on one 
day. In extreme cases, ALSWA lawyers have acted for well over 100 clients in one 
Magistrates Court sitting day. It is vital that sufficient resources are provided to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services (ATSILS) to ensure that all 
Aboriginal and To1Tes Strait Islander people across Western Australia have access to 
culturally competent and effective legal representation_ In terms of community 
programs, governments must invest in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
community controlled programs and services utilising local community members. 

Bail and the Remand Population 

In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the remand prisoner 
population at the national level. The position is no different in Western Australia; at 
the end of 2009, 15% of adult prisoners were on remand and by July 2014, this 
figure had risen to almost 25%. H As at 31 March 2017, approximately 30% of adult 

9 ALRC, I~an Rate• of A~o~ and :rbrres stroll Islnnder Pe-0ples, Discussion Peper (July 2017) 
fl.161-[l.17]. 
l O Department for Child Protection and Family S>tpP<'rt.. Annual Report 2015·2016 (2017) 34. 
11 ALRC, Inooroeralion Rareo of Abo~ <Uld :!brres Strmt Islander Peoples, Discussion Paper {July 2017) 
(l.24]. 
12 ALSWA, SU.l>mission to Ute Review of rh.e Children and C..mmwlity Services Act 2004 ( 13 April 2017) available 
al http; I lwww.als.org.au lwp-<>•>ntcnt lypfpajs/2015108 {ALSWA-SUbmission-tD·Review·o!-CC8A-13-Apr!l-
2017 .pdf. 
13 Ai.RC, lncarcerolion Rates of Aboriginal and Torre., Slrai! lsla'!.der Peoples, Discuo&on Paper (July 2017) 
(1.27]. 
14 OICS, We stem Australia's RapW.ly lnCf'easi1'g R<mUVtd Pbpulation (20 IS) 4. 
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prisoners in Western Australia were on remand.ls As the ALRC observes 'one-third 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in prison are held on remand'l6 and, 
therefore, measures to reduce the remand population will assist in reducing the level 
of over incarceration. 

The ALRC refers to a number of factors that influence a court's dec:ision to grant bail 
(or set bail on reasonable and appropriate conditions) for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people. These factors include unstable accommodation and employment; 
previous breaches of bail conditions due to cultural and/ or family obligations; and 
prior convictions. As stated in the Discussion Paper, Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people are 1ess likely to be ganted bail than non-Indigenous persons'.17 

The Western Australian Office of the Inspector of Custodial SelVices (OICS) has 
observed that approximately 90% of remand prisoners in Western Australia have had 
bail refused by the court and the n:maining 10% are unable to meet their bail 
conditions.1a OICS has also stated that the proportion of women on remand is 
increasing faster than the proportion of men and that this is 'primarily due to an 
extraordinary increase in the number of Aboriginal women on remand'. 10 

Under the Bail Act 1982 (WA) (Bail Act), there are two categories of bail decision
making: cases where there is a broad discretion to consider bail and cases where 
there is a presumption against bail (ie, accused will not be granted bail unless there 
are exceptional reasons). 

For the first category, the court is required to consider, among other things, whether 
the accused, if released, may fail to appear in court; commit an offence; endanger 
the safety, welfare or property of any person; and interfere with witnesses or 
otherwise obstruct the course of justice.20 If there is such a risk, the court is required 
to consider whether there are any conditions that would sufficiently address that 
risk. Such conditions include personal bonds, sureties, residential conditions, 
curfew conditions, reporting conditions and conditions to attend a prescribed person 
for counselling or attend a prescribed course or programme.~1 The court has 
discretion to impose any condition that it considers necessary. 

The second category is often referred to as 'Schedule Two Cases'; in these cases there 
is a presumption against bail. If an accused is charged with a 'serious offence' that 
was allegedly committed while the accused was on bail or su~ect to parole for 
another 'serious offence' the court is not to grant bail unle&ll there are exceptional 
reasons why the accused should not be kept in custody. Schedule 2 of the Bail Act 
defines 'serious offence' and the list covers a wide range of offences. While some of 
these offences are very serious (eg, mwder, aggravated ~"Ual penetration without 
consent], others may be less serious depending on the circumstances (assaulting a 
public officer, indecent assault, assault occasioning bodily hann, burglary, stealing 
a motor vehicle and breaching a police order). 

15 ALSWA notes tllac the proportion of children In custody on remond is "'"ell bJ&her; a& at 31 Mo.rd> '.2017 
45% tlf ~ dcta!n..,a were on """"'1d: DOCS, YOWIQ Peopi. in DetmtliDn Quwter!j/ SWlistics March Quarter 
2017. 
16 ALRC, ~ Ratu of Aborigi1lol ond Torres Stroit I~ J>sqpJeo, Diocusolon Peper {July 2017) 
12.11. 
17 Ibid (2.31 & 2.20). 
18 OICS, Western Au&tralia's Rapidly lncrocu;ing RemJJnd Popularion (2015) I . 
19 Ibid 5. 
20 BauAcl1982 (WA) Clausel, Part C, Schedule 1. 
21 Bail Act 19n (WA) Clause 2, Part D, S<:htdldc I. Under Reg 11 or the Bail Regulations 1988 (WA), a 
presaibed p~ •• a regiatered psychologist wbo ia employed in or providing ~Ct8 under contract to the 
Deportment of Com:c::tivc Semces. Presaibed prognune are Anger Management PnJe:nln!me; Domestic Violence 
Programme ""d Wamiinda Programme. 
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Bearing in m:in.d the presumption of innocence and the need to ensure that accused 
persons are not unnecessarily remanded in custody prior to conviction, ALSWA ill of 
the view that the provision. of the Ball Act should be amended to: 

1. Create a general presumption In favour of bail so that a court may only refuse 
bail where there is a substantial risk that the accused will fail to appear in 
court; commit an offence; endanger the safety, welfare or property of any 
person; or interlere with witnesses or otherwise obstruct the course of justice. 

2. Restrict Schedule Two Cases to the most serious offences only. 
3. Ensure that a court only imposes conditions to address any risk (that the 

accused will fail to appear in court; commit an offence; endanger the safety, 
welfare or property of any person; or interfere with witnesses or otherwise 
obstruct the course of justice) if the court is satisfied that the condition is 
reasonably necessaiy in all of the circumstances. 

Proposal 2-1 The Bail Act 1977 (Vic) has a standalone provt.SJon that 
requires bail authorities to consider any 'issues that arise due to tbe person's 
Aboriginality', including cultural background, ties to family and place, and 
cultural obligations. This consideration is in addition to other requirements of the 
Bal/Act. 

Other state and territory bail legislation should adopt a similar provision. 

As with all other bail considerations, the requirement to consider issues that arise 
due to the person's Aboriginality would not supersede considerations of 
community safety. 

In Western Australia. the Bail Act provides that when considering bail the court is to 
take into account, among other things, the 'character, previous convictions, 
antecedents, associations, home environment, background, place of residence, and 
financial position of the accused'.22 The Law Reform Commission of Western 
Australia (LRCWA) observed in 2006 that 'these criteria (many of which focus on 
western concepts) have the potential to disadvantage Aboriginal people applying for 
ball'.23 

ALSW A has represented numerous clients who spend weeks or months in custody 
on remand because they are unable to raise a surety. Magistrates may set a surety 
in the amount of$ I ,OOO or $2,000; however, for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people who are socially and economically disadvantaged, these amounts of money 
present insurmountable obstacles to obtaining surety bail. Instead, as the LRCWA 
proposed, an 'assessment of their family, kin and community ties would be more 
appropriate' for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.' "' 

The LRCWA also observed that customaxy law and cultural factors 'may explain more 
fully an Aboriginal person's ties to bis or her community. It may also provide a reason 
why an accused previously failed to attend court. Aboriginal customaiy law processes 
may impact upon the choice of appropriate bail conditions•.2s The LRCWA 

22 Bail Act J9~ (WA) Clause 3, Part C, Sobedule 1. 
23 Law Reform Commission of Westen! Auotrtllift, Aboriginal Customary Laws: 1lw inU>mctton. of Western 
.AuStr<llitln law with Aboriginal law Md cullw"•. Fi.Dal Report (2006) 165. 
24 Ibid. 
25 lbi<l 166. 
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recommended that Clause 3 of Part C in Schedule 1 of the Bail Act should provide 
that 'the judicial officer or authorised offioer shall have regard, where the accused is 
an Aboriginal person, to any known Aboriginal customary law or other cultural 
issues that are relevant to bail'.:16 Titis is similar to the approach adopted by the 
ALRC. 

ALSWA supports the ALRC's Proposal 2- 1 and agrees that the Vlctorlan 
provision la an appropriate model. Such an amendment will provide consistency 
e.nd ensure that courts are required to take into account issues that arise due to a 
person's Aboriginality. In order to ensure that issues relating to the accused person's 
cultural background and cultural obligations are properly presented to the court, it 
is also essential that ATSILS and Aboriginal language interpreter services are 
adequately funded.21 

Proposal 2-2 State and territory governments should work with peak 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander orgim:isations to identify service gaps and 
develop the infrastructure required to provide culturally appropriate bail support 
and dhtersion options where needed. 

There is a lack of culturally appropriate bail support and diversion options for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Western Australia. For this reason, 
Al.SWA supports Propo1al 2-2. 

There are two k-ey ways of supporting Aborigjnal and Torres Stntlt Islander people in 
relation to bail. The first is to ensure Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is lander people are 
not remanded in custody because they are unable to meet the bail conditions set by 
the police or the court. The Auditor General of Western Australia found that, in 2014, 
of the 43,249 accused persons granted bail, 1,663 remained in prison until they 
could meet their bail release conditions. Of these 1,663 remand prisoners, 740 were 
released within a week. The Auditor General observed that providing more support 
to accused persons 'at the time bail is granted would help reduce the number of 
people granted bail but held in prison'.~e The bail conditions that were the most 
difficult to meet were obtaining a sW"ety and providing a suitable residential 
address.29 

The second way is to provide assistance for Aboriginal and Torres Strwt Islander 
people on bail to ensure that they comply with their bail conditions and to ensure 
that they receive appropriate and relevant support to divert them from further 
involvement in the crllrrinal justice system. 

ALSWA considers that the best way to provide culturally appropriate bail support 
and diversion options is to develop and establish Aboriginal-run programs that 
provide holistic, flexible and individualised support and assistance. ALSWA's Youth 
Engagement Program is one such program. The Youth Enga.gement Program employs 
three Aboriginal diversion officers who currently work with 48 young people who are 
appearing in the Perth Children's Court. Although this program is only available for 
young people and applies at any stage of the justice process, it could easily be 

26 Ibid Re<ommendoilon 34. 
27 Reoo1m>:<• to ATSILS and for statewide interpreter 8<1"11ic•• !Ire addressed later In thi• submission. 
28 Auditor ~ of Wesrem Australia, MWtQg<mlent of Adulrs on Bail (2015) 7. 
29 Ibid 13. 
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adapted for adults who are on bail. Support provided by Aboriginal diversion officers 
includes accommodation assistance; referrals to programs (eg, drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation programs, educational and training programs, recreational programs); 
transport assistance; reminders for court and other appointments; mentoring and 
encouragement; and liaison and advocacy with various gowrnment and non
govemment agencies. The diversion officers work onsite at the Perth Children's Court 
as well as oonducting extensive outreach services. 

Aboriginal diversion/support workers could assist in ensuxing that an accused 
person meets the conditions of bail and support accused persons who are released 
on bail to comply with their conditions. The Western Australian government should 
work with ALSWA, as the only lndigimous-specific legal service provider for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people charged with criminal offences, to 
develop bail and diversion programs for adults. As discussed later in this submission, 
an ALS-run Custody Notification SeJVi.ce is another mechanism to assist in more 
positive bail outcomes at the time of arrest by police and such a service in 
conjunction with a bail support program would provide continuity of support. 

The recent findings oftbe Australian Institute of Criminology, in its literature review 
of bail support programs, endorse ALSWA's view and its approach under the Youth 
Engagement Program. The review observes that 'best practice principles' include that 
bail support programs should be voluntary; be timely and individualised (cg, 
available immediately and even before the accused has left court); be holistic 
(addressing full range of needs); be collaborative; consistently apply a strong program 
philosophy; prioritise support over supervision; be localised; have a court-based 
staffing presence; and be founded on sound guidelines and p:rocesses .30 

Nevertheless, the review also highlighted that the lack of accommodation options and 
limited treatment places poses challenges to the effectiveness of bail support 
programs.31 ALSWA agrees and urges state and territory govemm.ents to invest in 
alternative accommodation options such as bail hostels and to increase the number 
of culturally appropriate residential rehabilitation placement options. 

From its perspective, ALSWA considers that the idea of 'support over supervision' is 
a critical oomponent of success. Mainstream bail support programs for young people 
in Western Australia tend to focus on monitoring rather than enabling compliance 
(eg, regular check-in phone calls, checking on compliance with curfew conditions 
and residential conditions). The ALSWA Youth Engagement Program is able to offer 
young people support to comply v.>ith bail conditions; young people and their families 
will often contact the diversiQll officers if difficulties arise. nus enables a proactive 
and problem-solving response instead of disengagement out of fear of reprisals. 
ALSWA also oonsiders that restrictions on eligibility to be released to a bail support 
program, (egthat those charged with violence type offences are not eligiole), adversely 
impact on Aboriginal people as well as contributing to the rates of Aboriginal people 
on remand, and should be reviewed. 

30 Austtali<ln lnstiture al Cri.m.IMhlgy, Bail Support: A nWiw of tile lilernture, lttoearc::h Report 04 (:2017) iv. 
31 lblii. 
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Sentencing and Aborigina.lity 

Question 3-1 Noting the decision in Bugmy v The Queen [2013] HCA 38, 
should state and territory- gove:rrunents legislate to expressly require courts to 
consider the unique systemic and background factors affecting Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples when sentencing Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
[slander offenders? 

[f so, should this be done as a sentencing principle, a sentencing factor, or in some 
otberway? 

ALSWA 1- of the view that states and tenitorles should legblate to ezpreasly 
reci.uire sentencing court:a to coosld.er the unique ayatemic and backpound 
factors afl'ectlng Aborlgjnal and Torres Strait &lander peoples. 

The LRCWA considered this issue in its inquiry into Aboriginal customary laws in 
2006. An examination of cases in Western Australia revealed that sentencing courts 
have taken into account various factors such as social and economic disadvantage; 
substance abuse; hardship of imprisonment for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples due to loss of connection to culture, land, family and community; and the 
impact of past policies of child removal. However, it found that there was only a 
'limited number of cases that have aclmowledged the disadvantages experienced by 
Aboriginal people within the criminal justice system'.32 The LRCWA observed that: 

(!Jt is now widely acknowledged that part or the reason for the high leveb; of Aboriginal people 
in custody is lhe cumulative effect of what hu been described as 'structural racism' end bias 
withln the justice system. 33 

After examining the Canadian approach, the LRCWA considered that reform was 
required t.o encourage senrencing courts to adopt an approach consistent with the 
approach of the Western Australian Court of Appeal in WO (A Child) v The State of 
Western Australia.34 In that case, the court observed that: 

IT(he dramatic overrepreoentation of Aboriginal youth in the critninal justice system, snd 
particularly detention, may be a con&equence of a sequence of decisions, each of which appears 
relatively inconsequential o.t the time, but which compound and become serious retrospectively. 
Young Aborigines then quickly develop a 'profile' of chQJ"a.cteristics which identify them as 
habitual offenders and quickly exhaust whatever diversionary alternatives exist.3• 

And, as the LRCWA observed: 

The Court stated that as a consequence of these past decisions, children appearing before a 
court may incorrectly be assumed to be the more serious offenders and therefore the court held 
that it is 'critical that, at each sta81' cf that process, the Court should examine, by reference to 
the detailed circumstances of the prior offences, whether thoae assumptions are justified'. 36 

The LRCWA stated that 

The Commission wishes to make it clear lb.at its recommendation does not mean lhac Aboriginal 
offendcr& will not go to prison. Nor does it mean that Aboriginal people will be treated more 

32 LRCWA, Abc>rigirtal Cu•to"""l! L«ws: TM llitorac!Um of Western Au.stn>lian /mu with Aboriginal law and 
e><lture (20061 171-172. 
33 Ibid 174. 
34 12005J WASCA 94. 
35 Ibid [60J. 
36 LRCW A, AboriQinal Cuslomwy Law&: The inte>mtion of West.mt Australian law with Aboriginal Low a'ld 
e><llure (20061 176. 
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l=iently than non-Aboriginal people just on the basis of race ... Wh.11.t the Commission ia 
recommending is that when judicial officers arc required to sentcnoe Aboriginal people they 
turn their minds not just to the mattcra that are directly relevant to the individual 
cin:umstances of the offender but to the cir<:Umst.anccs of Aboriginal people generally. These 
circumstances include over-representation of Aboriginal people in the criminal justice system. 
A judicial officer would need to be satisfied that the particular offender bas experienced in some 
way the negative e!Tecta of systemic dUicri.m.ination and disadvantage within the criminal justice 
system and the community. 37 

The LRCWA recommended that the Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) and the Young 
Offenders Ad 1994 (WA) include a provision that 'when considering whether a term 
of imprisonment (or detention) is appropriate the court is to have regard to the 
particular circumstances of Aboriginal people'.'" This is similar, although not 
identical, to s 718.2(e) of the Cana.di.an Criminal Code, which provides that: 

All available ea.nctions, other than imprisonment, that are reasonable in the circumstances and 
consistent with the harm done to victims or to the community should be considered for all 
offenders, with particular attention to the circumst.ances of Aboriginal offenders. 

In R v Gladue,39 the Court explained that 'the fundamental purpose of s 718.2(e) is 
to treat [A)boriginal o:ffenders fairly by taking into account their d.ifference'<o and that 
the provision does not result in an 'automatic reduction of a sentence ... simply 
because the offender is (A]boriginal'.fl A recent case reiterates this view. In R v 
La.vergne42 the judge stated that although the offender is Indigenous, the 'record does 
not disclose anything else beyond his statement of his Indigenous heritage. There is 
no evidence of any systemic or background factors which may have played a part in 
bringing this accused before the court. A bare assertion of Indigenous heritage, 
without more, would not have any impact on the sentence imposed'.•3 

In R 11 Ipeelee'4 the court discussed criticisms of the provision.4S One critici.sm is that 
sentencing ill not ao appropriate means of addressing overrepreseotation. In 
response, it was stat.ed that 'sentencingjudges can endeavour to reduce crime rates 
in Aboriginal communities by imposing sentences that effectively deter criminality 
and rehabilitate affenders'.46 In addition, ~udges can ensure that systemic factors do 
not lead inadvertently to discrimination in sentencing' as 'sentencing judges, as 
front-line workers in the criminal justice system, are in the best position to re
evaluate these criteria to ensure that they are not contributing to ongoing systemic 
racial discrimination ':•7 

In response to the view that the 'Gladue principles' provide a race-based discount, it 
was stated that 'sentencing judges are required to pay particular attention to the 
circumstances of Aboriginal offenders in order to endeavour to a.chi.eve a truly fit and 
proper sentence in any particular case'.•S It was further stated that 'Gia.due is 
entirely oonsistent with the requirement that sentencing judges engage in an 
individual assessment of all of the relevant factors and circumstanoes, including the 
status and life experiences, of the person standing before them'.411 

37 Ibid l77. 
38 J\>id Reccmmendatlml 37. 
39 (I W9) 1 SCR688. 
40 Ibid (87). 
41 Ibid (88). 
42 12017) ONCA 54~. 
43 Ibid 133). 
44 12012) I SCR 433. 
45 Ibid 164) Lcacl J (IA!Bel J wrott the mojorify judgn1enl) 
46 Ibid 166). 
47 Ibid 167). 
48 Ibid (75). 
49 Ibid [75). 
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R u Jj>eelee also conflrIIled that in order to rely on the provisions of s 718.2(e) it is not 
necessary for the offender to establish a causal link between the background factors 
and the commission of the current offence and, further, that the provision is 
applicable for all offences.so 

In the recent case, R v Wes/ey01, McLeod J stated that the 'fa)pplication of the Gladue 
factors is at least in part aimed at understanding the individual offender's moral 
blameworthiness•.s2 ALSWA considers this analysis of the provision particularly 
useful because moral blameworthiness is always relevant to sentencing. An 
assessment of moral blameworthiness explains why it is considered less serious to 
steal 'for need' than 'for greed'. It also explains why a person who has been treated 
extremely badly by police in the past and then responds aggressive}y to police 
intervention by assaulting an officer is less morally blameworthy than someone else 
who assaults a police officer for abisolutely no reason at all . .ALSWA considers that 
tbe e.."Cperience of systemic discrimination within the justice system coupled with 
extreme disadvantage and vulnerability will often reduce an Aboriginal or Torres 
Strait Islander pen>on's moral blameworthiness. 

In Bropho u HarrisonS3 a magistrate sentenced an Aboriginal female offender to seven 
months' imprisonment for two offences of failing to comply with a move on order and 
one offence of carrying an article with intent to cause fear. The offender was homeless 
and had a chronic substance abuse problem. The more serious charge involved her 
holding up a pair of scissors in the air while adopting a fighting stance as she was 
arguing with her partner in the street. She had a long history of offending and had 
received multiple fines. She was paying $100 per fortnight from her Ceotrelink 
payments to pay off her .fine debt. The sentencing ~strate stated: 

When I have someone who is neorly 50 yeani of age with a 30-year offending history, then in 
my view if you remain unwilling or unable to take aci,'antage of support a.nd servfoe& that &R 

available to you, and rehabilitation available to you, then you remain a t risk or reo!Tending.M 

On appeal, Hall J observed that the magistrate erred by failing to take into account 
that her offending was a 'consequence of her long term issues of substance abuse, 
which, in turn, are particular problems in tbe Aboriginal community of which she is 
a part•.ss The sentence of imprisonment was set aside with an order that the offender 
be resentenced in the Magistrates Court. The offender spent approximately two 
months in custody awaiting the appeal. 

While the appeal was suocessful, ALSWA considers that this case demonstrates the 
need for legislative reform to require courts to take into account the unique systemic 
and background factors afi'ecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and 
the need for specialist sentencing reports (referred to below). The appeal court 
correctly followed past decisions about the need to take into accowit the offender's 
'impoverished circumstances and environment associated with her Aboriginality'.s6 
However, a broader inquiry as envisaged by the LRCWA's 2006 recommendation may 
have resulted in a deeper analysis of her treatment by the police and the justice 
system. Why did the police issue h er with move-on orders? As a homeless person, 
where was she supposed to go? Even the appeal court noted that there was nothing 
before the Magistrate to indicate what first brought her to the attention of police for 

50 181] & (84). 
5 l 12017) ABPC 206. 
52 lbid (83). 
S3 12013) WASC 250. 
S4 Ibid (24). 
55 Ibid (48). 
S6 Ibid (44), 
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the move on orders. During the appeal, it was suggested that it might have been 
street drinking.ST The Magistrate referred to this woman as being Wlwilling to take 
advantage of the rehabilitation a\•ailable to her. What, if any, rehabilitation had been 
made available to her? 

ALSWA submits that the Senfl!lll!fng Act and the Young Offenders Act should 
include a provialon that when sentencing an Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peno11 the coart muat take Into account anique systemic and 
'background (actors a1J'ectin.g Aboriginal and Torres Stuit :blander peoples. 

Question 3-2 Where not currently legislated, should state and territory 
govemments provide for reparation or restoration as a sentencing principle? In 
what ways, if any, would this make the criminal justice system more responsive 
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander offenders? 

Unlike other jurisdictions, Western Australia's sentencing legislation does not 
e~pressly refer to the purposes of sentenciog (ie, punishment, dotetrence, protection 
of the community, denouncement and rehabilitation). It also does not include a 
comprehensive list of relevant sentenci118 factors. Section 6 of the Sentencing Act 
1995 (WA) (Sentencing Act) sets out the principles of sentencing: 

( 1) A sentenoe impo&ed on an offender must be commensurate with the seriousness of the 
offence. 

(2) The seriousne&& of an offence must be detennined by taking into account
(aj the statutory penalty for the offence; and 
(bl the circumstances of the comruisllion or the offence, including the vulnerability of 
any victim of the offence; and 
(c) any aggravating factors; and 
(d) rany mitigating factors. 

(3) Subsection (11 docs not prevent the reduction of a sentence because of
(aJ any mitigating factors; or 
(b) any rule of law as to the totality of sentences. 

(4) A court muat not impose a sentence or imprisonment on an offender unless it decides that 
(a) the seriousness of the offence is such that only impru.onment can be justified; or 
(b) the pro~tion of the community requires it. 

In 2009, the J,,RCWA recommended that the Sentencing Act should be amended to 
include the purposes of sentencing.ss ALSWA highlights that any reco=endation 
that reparation or restoration should be included in sentencing legislation as a 
sentencing principle or as an objective of sentencing will be problematic in Western 
Australia in the absence of broader reform of the Act. The LRCWA 's recommendation 
was: 

1. That the &mUnciig Act 1995 (W !\I be amended to provide that the purposes for which 
a court may impose a sentence on an offender are as followe: 

(a) to ensure that the offender is adequately punished for the offence; 
{bl to prevent crime by deterring the offcndcx and other persons from 
committing similar offences; 

57 Ibid [7[ & [ll). 

(c) to protect the communi(y from the offender; 
(d) to promote the rehabilitatiOJ'l of the offender; 

58 LRCWA, Court l•f.<l>'venlion Program<, Fiwll Repmt (2009) Recommendation 11. 
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(el to make the offender aocountable for his or her actions; 
(f) to denounce the conduct of the offender, and 
(g) to recognise the harm done to the victim of th.e crime and the community. 

2. That the Se1itenci1tg Act 1995 (WA) pro,ide that the order in ">hich these purposes are 
listed does not indicate that one purpose is more or less important than another and 
that a court may impose a sentence for one or more of the abovementioned purpose6. 

ALSWA would have no objection to a similar reform in Westeni Australia noting that 
the purposes of making the offender accountable for his or her actions and 
recognising the harm done to the victim and the community adequately 
accommodate concepts of restoration and reparation. 

SpeciaUst S4mtencing reports 

Question 3-3 Do courts sentencing Aboriginal and Torres Strait !slander 
offenders have sufficient information available about the offender's background, 
including cultural and historical factors that relate to the offender and their 
community? 

Quution 3-4 In what ways might specialist sentencing reports assist in 
providing relevant information to the court that would otherwise be unlikely to be 
submitted? 

Question 3-5 How could the preparation of these reports be facilitated? For 
example, who should prepare them and how should they be funded? 

The ALRC alludes to two issues in relation to the adequacy of information available 
to sentencing courts. First, the ALRC notes that the pressures on lawyers coupled 
with the time constraints of busy courts means that sufficient infonnation about an 
offender's background and circumstances may not be presented to the court. Second, 
it suggests that pre-sentence reports (PSRs) may not provide adequate information. 
ALSWA agrees that workload pressures and time constraints will sometimes affect 
the ability of ALSWA lawyers to obtain and present a comprehensive account of the 
offender's background and circumstances. This can only be rectified by additional 
resources for ATSILS and for courts. 

ALSWA has lon~tanding concerns about the current approach to pre-sentence 
reports. In Western Australia, community corrections officers prepare PSRs and 
sentencing courts place significant weight on the content of these reports. In the 
absence of instructions from the court, a PSR is required under s 21 of the Sentencing 
Act to set out matters about an offender that are relevant to sentencing. While some 
PSRs are prepared well, and may provide information that is otherwise difficult to 
obtain (eg, information about the offender's prior involvement with child protection 
authorities or prior experience of family violence), ALSWA is of the view that, overall, 
the approach to PSRs is another example of systemic bias within the system. Some 
of the key problems are: 

• Interviews for PSRs can involve a one off interview and sometimes the author 
conducts the interview over the phone. If the report writer is non·lndigenous 
and the offender is an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander person, rapport 
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can sometimes be difficult to establish. In the absence of rapport, Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people will often consider the author to be another 
'white authority figure' who is there to be critical and they are unlikely to 
engage in the process. This lack of CJll:agement results in PSRs that frequently 
state the offender is not remorseful. 

• Where an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander person does not speak English 
sufficiently, authors oonduct interviews in English, without interpreters and 
miscommunication and m.isunderstandiJll: is likely. 

• ALSWA has seen many PSRs that have 'cut and pasted' significant information 
from previous reports and do not contain up to date information about an 
offender's personal and family circumstances, which may contradict 
information included from previous reports. 

• PSRs often contain negative statements such as the offender 'lacks victim 
empathy'; 'minimises offending behaviour' and 'doesn't acoept responsibility'. 
However, invariably the basis for these opinions is not expressed in the PSR 
and therefore it is difficult to obtain instructions from clients about these 
statements. 

• The tone used in PSRs is detrimental, for example, if an offender says 
something to the author of the report that is mitigatory, the report uses words 
such as 'the offender claims'. However, if there is negative information it is 
usually expressed as a fact (eg, the offender lacks victim empathy). 

• There may be cultural considerations which preclude an Aborigin.al and Torres 
Strait Islander person from discussing aspects of their offending with the 
author of a PSR. For example, an older Aboriginal man from a traditional 
background may be precluded by cultural considerations from discussing 
aspects of sexual offending with a younger female non-Indigenous PSR author. 
This cultural 'disconnect' may also result in conclusions re:flecting poorly on 
the offender (eg, that the offender lacks remorse, victim empathy etc). 

In Western Australia, PSRs are rarely culturally appropriate; they do not canvass 
issues of Aboriginality and systemic issues such as deprivation, intergenerational 
trauma and discrimination. 

Ca.se l&lcample A 

In 2017, the District Court sentenced A to 9 months' imprisonment for Aggravated 
Burglary. For the sentencing hearing, the court had a PSR prepared by a community 
corrections offo;er (CCO) and a Psyclwlogical Report. A was in custody in a regional 
prison; however, the CCO who prepared the PSR was from a metropolitan o.ffice. The 
CCO interviewed A over the phone. The report stated that A had poor insight, was 
reluctant to discuss the offence and his personal history and contended that this 
suggested potential difficulties with him engaging meaningfuUy with interventions that 
meet his cognitive and treatment needs'. The PSR was a typical deficit-focused report 
with constant referenoes to his failings, 'cognitive deficits' and poor pa.st compHanc.e 
with romrrw.nity based dispositions. 1'fle Psychological Report made similar re.fererwes 
to his 'Lack of insight' and reluctance to discuss the offences and his baclrgraund. 7"1e 
PSR mentioned that because hi.s assessment was oonducted by telephone it was 
'difficult to gauge physical Cl.le$ which may have been utilised to encourage an open 
discussion'. It is conceming the autlwr <Jfthe PSR acknowledges that it is only 'difficult' 
to gauge physical cues over the t,elephone - one would have thought it was impossible/ 
What is even more alo.rming is tliat neither the CCO nor the psychologist was aware 
that A had significant hearing loss in both ears. Fortunately, thi.s was known by the 
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ALSWA lawyer, who was able ID elicit significant infonnation about A's life and 
background from family members. 

ALSWA considers that there is a strong case for the provision of specialist sentencing 
reports for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. ALSWA is rarely able to 
commission private reports for its clients due to the high cost and limited availability 
of experts to provide reports. 

ALSWA considers that Gladue style reportll, prepared by an independent 
Aboriginal peraon or agency, would greatly usiat the aentenclng process and 
outcome. for Aborl&fnal and Torres stralt Islander people in Weatem Anatralia. 
PSRs could continue to provide information about the offender's experiences with 
corrections and other relevant government and non-government agencies and focus 
on providing factual material to the court. Gladue style reports could provide a deep 
understanding of the background of the person, their family and their community. 
ALS\VA ayees with the observations of the ALRC that sufficient resourcing is 
required to ensure that such reports arc prepared across the board for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people. Nonetheless, ALSWA recognises that it would be 
cost prohibitive to require a specialist sentencing report for every criminal matter. 
Arguably, such reports should be prepared for superior court matters or where they 
are specifically requested by the offender (eg, if the offender is facing imprisonment 
in a lower court). 

Sentencing Options 

Mal\datory sentencing 

Queatlon4-l 
Islander people: 

Noting the incarocration rates of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

{a) should Commonwealth, state and territory governments review 
provisions that impose mandatory or presumptive sentences; and 

(b) which provisions should be prioritised for review? 

ALSWA strongly opposes mandatory and presumptive sentencing regimes primarily 
because such regimes remove or restrict judicial discretion and result in injustice. 
Mandatory sentencing prevents a sentencing court from taldng into account the 
individual circumstances of an offence and the offender, and fails to recognise that 
all offences in a similar category (eg, all assault public officers or all home burglaries) 
are not identical or of equal seriousness and that all offenders arc equally culpable. 

Mandatory sentencing regimes are an ineffective tool for deterrence for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander offenders who are vulnerable or disadvantaged. The 
existence of mandatory minimum penalties is not likely to influence people who are 
suffering from mental impairment and alcohol and/or drug dependency or who are 
socially or economically disadvantaged. lo this regard, AJ..,SWA also notes that the 
New South Wales Law Reform Commission has commented on research, which found 
that 'increasing the risk of arrest or the risk of imprisonment reduces crime while 
increasing the duration of prison sentences "exerts oo measurable effect at all"'.59 
Moreover, it stated that: 

SO New South Wales Law Reform Commiaalon , Sentencir141, Report No. 139 (2013) 31 (=phMi• added). 
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The risk of detection and of imprisonment mey well have a atrongllr impact for white coUar 
criminals, environmental olfendcra and corporate offenders than it will for a dn.18 addict who 
feeds an addiction throQgh robbery, or to the homeless, or to those who are economically 
disadvantaged."" 

There are many other arguments against mandatory sentencing including that it 
contributes to higher recidivism rates because imprisonment is the least successful 
option for rehabilitating offenders.61 In addition, mandatory sentencing is likely to 
add to the trauma and stress for victims and lead to increased costs to the justice 
system62 because of a higher number of pleas of not guilty arising from the reality 
that there is no or little incentive to plead guilty to an offence that is su l:tject to a 
mandatory penalty. Finally, mandatory sentencing shifts discretion from transparent 
and accountable judicial decision-making to the less visible discretionary decision
making of police and prosecuting authorities. 

ALSWA also highlights that mandatory sentencing regimes are inconsistent with 
Australia's international human rights obligations. Of major significance is the 
requirement under the Convention on the Rights of the Child to ensure th.at children 
are detained only as a last resort and for a short a time as possible. These principles 
are reflected in the Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) yet completely ignored under the 
mandatory sentencing provisions that apply to children in Western Australia (in 
some instanoes, to children as yoW'lg as 10 years). While Al..SWA appreciates that 
the ALRC's terms of reference do not directly include Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander children, it should not ignore the reality that mandatory sentencing of 
children increases the likelihood of recidivism and future adult incarceration. A 
report in Western Australia observed that there is a 'worrying trend' in regard to the 
'criminalisation of welfare issues' such as instances where 'young children, 
particularly Aboriginal children in remote regions, were frequently arrested for 
breaking and entering houses to obtain food or to seek a safe refuge from the 
domestic violence occurring within tbe home'.63 Mandatory sentencing also prevents 
sentencing courts from taking into account mental health issues and cognitive 
impairment (eg FASD) that may reduce the moral culpability of offenders. 

The President of the Children's Court, Judge Reyno!~ has highlighted that on 15 
May 2012 there were 93 juvenile sentenced detainees in Western Australia. Of these, 
almost 40"Ai (37) were 'third strikers' for home burglaries.6'1 Clearly, the current 
mandatory sentencing laws have a si~ificant impact on the total number of juveniles 
in detention in Western Australia. 

The ALRC seeks submissions about whether governments should review provisions 
that impose mandatory or presumptive sentences and which provisions should be 
prioritised for review. The Discussion Paper identifies Western Australia as one 
jurisdiction with mandatory sentencing regimes that have a disproportionate impact 
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Jslander peoples. Specifically, the ALRC refers to the 

60 Ibid 32. 
6 l Office of the Inspector or CU stodiel Servieea, Recidivism Rates and the Impact of 'lhlatment Programs 
(September 2014) I. 
62 Roth L. Mandolory Sentencing LaWii (NSW Parlle.incntaiy Reoearch Services, e·brie! 1/2014, Januory 2014) 
3. 
63 Clare 111 et al, An Assessment oftltB Children'" Court of Western Austrolin: Parl of a MJ/onal .,....•••ment of 
Allolralia'o Childre>t's Coutts (Universify ofWeet.om AustrAllA, ~011) 31. 
64 Judt" O.:rutis Reynolds, Youth Justice ln Westsm Austra!U;i - Cont.emporwy Issues and tt4l ftltur• dir6<:1ian, 
(Unl•c,,,;ty of Notre Dame, 13 May2014) 19. 
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mandatory sentencing regimes for repeat home burglary, grievous bodily harm 
committed during a burglary and assault public officer. 

ALSWA conaideta that given Western Au.tralia has the high.eat cllaproportlonato 
rate of Incarceration of Ahorigblal and Torrea Strait lalander people in the 
nation, all mandatory and prnumptlve aentenclng laws in this etate should be 
immediately reviewed, fncladlng those that apply to chJldren. Ea.ch regime is 
discussed below. 

Repeat home burglary 

Section 401(4) of the Criminal Code (WA) provides for a mandatory sentencing regime 
for repeat offenders who are convicted of a 'third strike' home burglasy offence (a 
minimum of two years' imprisonment for adults or 12 months ' detention for 
cbildreo65), The so-called 'three strikes ' h ome burglary laws were introduced in L 996 
and apply to both adults and children (and have been recently amended to increase 
the mandatory minllnum terms). An early review of these laws by the Department of 
Justice found that over 81% of the children sentenced under the laws were 
Aboriginal.66 According to the Department of Corrective Services, from 2000-2005 
approximately 87% of all children sentenced under the mandatory sentencing home 
burglary laws were Aboriginal.67 When these laws were amended in 2015, the 
definition of a 'repeat offender' was tightened so that now a person is generally liable 
to the mandatory sentence if they have at least three convictions irrespective of the 
time the offence was committed. As the ALRC observes, the mandatory sentence may 
apply to a first offender who has committed three home burglaries searching for food 
in one night.68 

case &ample B 

ALSWA acted for B who was a 20.year-old Aboriginal female from a regional locatiDn 
w ho came to live in Perth. She oommenoed a relaiWnship and starting using drugs for 
the first time. B acted as a lookt>ut while her boyfriend committed various burglaries. 
She was a repeat offenderundertM legislation despite having no prior convictions other 
th.an an offence of providing fal$e details as a juvenile. The client was sentenced to the 
minimum mandatory tenn of 2 years' imprisonment; the prosecutor stated at sentencing 
that this case was not the type of case that the amendments to the 'three strikes home 
burglo.ry laws' were rum.eel at and that the conduct did not warrant imprisonment. 

Case ll:lcample C 

C, who was a 24-year--0ld Aboriginal male with an intellectual disability and no faTTUly 
support, was released from prison ajtsr serving an 18-month tenn of imprisonment. 
Within weeks of his release, C was charged with four burglaries on a dwelling and 
trespass. Three of the burglaries were committed by him alone because he was hungry 
and homeless. The fowth was committed with others. This client has a history of 
sniffing and previ<>US psyclwlogical reports have all noted his memory and reasoning 
are impaired; he is also illiterate. When he was released from prison, he was homeless, 

6S For juveW!es, the courts have illt.e:rpreted the lcgialatioc provisions BS permitting the impo$illon of a 
Conditional Releaae Onie£ {l\•hich i3 a suspended 9<ntmoc of detention) for 12 months. 
66 Morgan N. Blagg Hand W.illia!ns V, Mandatory Sentencing in WestemAustrolia and the Impact on Aboriginal 
Youth 20(H). 
67 LRCWA. Aboriginal customary Laws: 'Ill• lnteradion of We.stem Au.strolia law with Aborig!ro>I law and 
<uUura, Final Rc:port (2006) 86. 
<i8 ALRC, Incarceration Rates of Aboriginal and Ton-es S!rcti! Islander Prop/es, Di•cusa!Do Paper (Ju)y 2017) 
(4. 14). 
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was net receiving any Centrelink benefits and had no support in the community. It is 
unsurprising tit.at he would euentually offend in these circumstatu:e.s. C was sentenced 
to the mitiimum mandatory sentence of 2 years' imprisotimetit. 

Case Elcample D 

ALSWA represented D, an Aboriginal male adult who was charged with Aggravated 
Burglary on a Dwelling. While in a psychoti.c st.ate, he entered a house believing it was 
his mate's house. He ate a bowl of ce~ and turned on the stereo. If convicted, he 
would have been a 't/urd striker' and liable to the mandatory minimum sentetice of 12 
months' imprisonment (under the previous regime). Fortunately, ALSWA was able to 
negotiate with police and D pleaded guilty instead to an offence of trespass. However, 
successful negotiations witlt police/prosecuting authorities are depet1dent on many 
factors not least of which is access to legal representation. If this man had pleaded 
gut1ty withcut legal advice, he would have been sent to prison for 12 months. 

Case Example E 

E, an 18-year-cld Aboriginal male with FASD, was dealt with in a regional Children's 
Court for a hom.e burglary, w/uch had been committed when he was a juvenile. He was 
also due to be sentenced for a number of other charges including a breach of an 
intet1sive youth supervision order (IYSO). Some of these charges pre-dated the IYSO. 

The IYSO was imposed after E had spent 5 months and 15 days in a juvenile facility in 
Perth some 1800km away from his home. He was transported to appear in the Newman 
Children's Court for setltence. Immediately lift.er E was .set1tenced t.o this order, police 
took him back into custody and charged him with fiJ.rther offences that had oocu:rred 
some seven months prior to the order and the time spent in custody. When questioned 
about this procedure, the OIC of the police station advised that there had not been an 
opportunity to speak with him any earlier. 

In regard to the breach of the IYSO, the sentencing Magistrate noted that the report.from 
Youth Justice commented that his superoision /tad been 'incot1sistent' attd that although 
he maintained regular contact with his youth justice officer it was rorely on the days he 
was supposed to report. The Magistrate obseroed that t11is approach was disappointi119 
because Youth .Justice did not seem to wider.stand what a diagnosis of FASD means or 
how they should support. E. The Magistrate also commented that every government 
department, which had been charged with E's care since birth, had failed this young 
man. 

The home burglary offence involved the young man entering a house and eating two 
slices of c.ake. This offence was oommitted while he was under the iriftu.ence of cannabis 
and aloohol and because he was hungry. Because of the mmuiatory sentencitig 
provisions, the minimum martdatory sentenoe of 12 months' imprisot1ment had to be 
imposed. All other offetu;;es were dealt with by very small fin.es or small concurrent 
sentences of imprisonment. 

Assault public officer 

Sections 318(2) and 318(4) of the <..,nminal Code (WA) provide for a mandatory 
minimum sentence for juveniles and adults, for assaulting specified public officers 
and causing bodily harm. The minimum term is three months' imprisonment or 
detention for juveniles aged 16 years and over and either six months or nine months' 
imprisonment for adults (depending on the circumstances). Section 297 has the 
same minimum mandatory term for grievous bodily harm where the offender is aged 
at least 16 years but under the age of 18 years and the minimum mandatory term 
for adults is 12 months' imprisonment. 
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ea... &:ample F 

Fis an l 8-year--0/d Aboriginal female wile has been charged with assaulting a pu.blU: 
offioerm the prescribed drcumstan.oes. She has no prior convictioll.S. This YCYWl9 girl. has 
experienced multiple deaths in her family, her house has bwnt down, she has been 
hnspi.talisedfor a suicide attempt and has early onset psychosis. The police artege that 
they approached F in the street with ooncenlS about her welfare and she lashed out 
causing the poli.ce officer to suffer cuts and abrasions. After many months adr;ocating 
for the charges w be discontinued gluen her circumstances, the West.em Australia Police 
.fiMJly agreed to have her assessed for the START (Specialist Treatment and Referral 
Team) Court, which is ct specialist Magistrates Court for offenders with mental health 
problems. Dependirag on the outcome and her engagement with the START Court, the 
police may reconsider the 'prescribed circumstances' (ie mmui.atory compo11e11t of the 
charge). 

Reckless driving and other driving offences during a po/ioe pursuit 

Section 60B(5) of the Road Traffic Act 1978 (WA) provides for a mandatory nilitimum 
term of at least six months' imprisonment for the offence of reckless driving if the 
person was driving the vehicle concerned to escape pursuit by a polioe officer. The 
same mandatory minimum term applies under s 59A for dangerou s driving causing 
bodily harm committed in the same circumstances and where the offence is 
dangerous driving causing death or grievous bodily harm the mandatory mini.mum 
term is 12 months' imprisonment. The former Acting Minister for Police (Mr J Day) 
stated in Parliament that from the time that the laws commenced in Deoember 2014 
until 3 1 May 2014 there had been 3,538 offenders charged with 'pursuit offences'. 
However, he did not provide details in relation to the number of offenders sentenced 
under the mandatory provisions.69 

ALSWA represented G, a 22-year-old male, for one clu;uge of recJcless driving, one 
chn.rge of driving witJwut a licence and one charge of failing to stop. G made a rash and 
unfortunate decision to drive a motor cycle to worlt because his emplcyer {who rwmwlly 
picked him up for work was unable to do so). When he saw the police, he panicked, 
sped off, drove through a red light and veered onto the wrong side of the road. G had a 
relnJ.iuely minor record - his only p rior offences were failiJJg to s top, excess 0. 0296 and 
drivi:ng without a licence. These offences were dealt with in 2010 by the imposition of 
fines and the client had not offended since that time. When sentencing G the magistrate 
obseroed that he 'had the potential to actually live a productive life', worlted hard and 
that his prospects for staying out of trouble were very good. However, the magistrate 
had no choice but to impose the mandatory minimum sentence of six months and one 
day's impris-Onment. The magistrate indicated that if tt were riot for the mandatory 
sentencing regime, the sentence would have been different. ALSWA submits that tt is 
very unfortunate and counterproductive for a young Aboriginal man in full time 
employment with a limited criminal record to be sent to prison for sU: months. 

Serious offences committed during an aggravated home buralary 

ln 2015, various sections of the Criminal Cade (WA) were amended to provide for 
mandatory minimlllll penalties for serious violent and sexual offences committed 
during the course of an aggravated home burglary. For example, if an a du lt offender 

6\) Western Australia, Perliamentory Dcbli~. lo<:giolatire Aseembly, 22 Octobtt2014, 7753 (Mr J Day). 
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is convicted of causing grievous bodily harm in these circumstances, the court must 
impose at least 75% of the maximum statutory penalty (ie, either 75% of 10 years' or 
14 years' imprisonment depending on the circumstances). Therefore, if the applicable 
maximum penalty is 14 years' imprisonment, the offender must be sentenced to at 
least 10 ~ years. If the offender is a child, the mandatocy minimum penalty is three 
years imprisonment or detention. 

ALSWA emphasises that the likely penalty for these types of offences are usually 
significant periods of custody. For example, in Royer 11 The State of West.em 
Australia,10 the Court of Appeal dismissed an appeal against a sentence of 16 years' 
imprisonment imposed for various offences including burglary, deprivation of liberty, 
threats to kill and sexual assaults. Likewise, appeals were dismissed for serious 
violent and sexual offences committed in the course of a home bUiglary in Pollock v 
the State of Western Australian (a term of 14 years' imprisonment was imposed) and 
Ugle v The State of Western Austra/ia12 (a term of 11 years' imprisonment was 
imposed and the offender was 18 years of age). 

Thus, while it accepted that offenders convicted of serious sexual and violent offences 
during the course of an aggravated home burglary are highly likely to receive 
substantial terms of imprisonment (and possibly more than the minimum mandatory 
terms), the mandatory provisions are likely to result in injustice in exceptional cases. 

Breach Violence Restraining Orders 

Section 6 lA of the Restraining Orders Act 1997 (WA), provides for a presumptive 
penalty of imprisonment/ detention if the offender has been convicted of two or more 
prior offences of breaching a violence restraining order or a police order within two 
years. The sentencing court can deviate from the presumptive penalty if 
imprisonment or detention would be 'clearly unjust' given the circumstances of the 
offence and the person, and the person is unlikely to be a threat to the safety of a 
person protected by the order or the oommunity generally. 

This provision was examined by the LRCW A in its 2014 reference on family and 
domestic violence. [nterestingly, despite earlier concerns expressed in the media that 
some offenders were receiv:ing lenient sentences for breaching violence restraining 
orders (because the provisions were not strict enough), the Commission found that 
the vast majority of respondents to its Discussion Paper did not support the 
tightening of the provisions. In particular, the Women's Council for Domestic and 
Family Violence Services did not support full mandatory sentencing because some 
victims of family and domestic violence are inappropriately bound by a violence 
restraining order (eg, as a result of retaliation or defensive conduct) and therefore 
any subsequent breach of the order should be viewed with all of the relevant 
circumstances and background in mind.73 

ALSWA has serious concerns about this presumptive sentencing regime given that 
'com1ent' is not a defence to breaching a violence restraining order or a police order. 
Furthermore, even if the person protected facilitates or encourages the person bound 
to breach the order, there is no mitigation in the sentence. ALSWA has represented 
numerous clients where the person protected by a violence restraining order or police 

70 [2009) WA SCA l 39. 
71 [2009) WASCA 121. 
72 [2012) W4SCA 104. 
73 LRCWA, Enhan.dng Laws Concerning Family and ~me.stic Viole,.,,.,, FiDal Report. Pn\jcct No 104 (2014) 
ll6. 
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order initiates the contact with the person bound by the order. In a number of 
instances, persons protected by orders have informed ALSWA lawyers that they have 
contacted the person bound to seek assistance with children or .financial support, 
because they are jealous of a new relationship or because they always intended to 
maintain the relationship despite the order bemg in place. In these situations, the 
statutory regime does not enable the court to consider these circumstances. 74 ALSWA 
is also gravely concerned that the presumptive mandatory sentencing regime applies 
to police-issued orders (which do not require the provision of sworn evidence, are not 
subject to judicial oversight, do not necessarily take into account the views of the 
victim and are often made by police as a matter of convenience, for example, 
sometimes police orders are issued against the female victim because the residence 
belongs to the male and the female is able to access alternative accommodation).75 

Can '1X4m1'le H 

ALSWA represented H, an Aboriginal male who was subject to a violence restraining 
onier (VROJ. The proteded person was his female partner. H was at his home and the 
person protected came to his house and knocked on the door. He told her to go a.way 
because of the VRO. However, she did not listen and was relentfe.ss. She eventually 
threw a brick thnlw his window and climberl through the broken window without 
permissi.on. H was understandably startled and spontaneously threw a punch as she 
entered through the window. H was charged with breaching the VRO and the female 
was only charged with damage (dA?.spite entering the house without permission). 

Case &ample I 

ALSWA represented I, an Aboriginal rnale, in a regional court who was subject to a VRO. 
The female per$()n protected by the order approa£!hed the ALSWA lawyer at court and 
indicated that she wished to speak to I. The lawyer in.formed 'her t1ult she shouldn 'I 
speak to him because of the VRO and that if she did, he would Ukely be charged with 
breaching the order by polke who were outside the courtroom. The lawyer took l away 
from court as soon as possible to drive him to his residence, which was ab<lut one 
kilometre away. As they drove out of the car park, the protected person chased the car 
down the street. 

Cass Bxample J 

Jis anAboriginalfemalewho was charged with breaching a VRO. The person protected 
by the order had numerous restraining orders taken out against him and was well 
known in the community as difficult and a tro11blernaker. He had managed to obtain a 
restraining order against J when the resident magistrate was on leave. Soon after 
obtaining tile restraining order again.st J, he sent her a text message indicating that he 
had something nice for her and she should come over to see him. As soon as she arrived 
at his location, he immediately contacted police and she was arrested for breaching the 
order. 

A 28-year-old male K, was living in a regional town wtth his mother. He had an 
argument with her; police arrived and saw him behaving aggressively towards her. 
Police issued K with a police orchr. He advised police that he had nowhere to go and 
was not giuen an opportunity to take any clothes or bedding (blankets) from the house. 

74 S.ction 61B of the Restraining Orders Act 1997 (WA) stipulates that any aiding of a broach of the order by 
the protected person is not a mitigating CQctor. The combination of this ptO\oWOG with the preouoopt:lve sentence af 
imprieonment does not allow these cii'cum$t.an~a to be taken into account. 
75 S<e at.a LRCWA, E11hancit1g Low• Con.armirag Fo.rrUJy and Domestic V"wlerule, Dio<11...:on Paper, Project No 
104 (2(113) 71-72 where it was stated thal the 'n>06t oigoificant complaint received by lhc Caromlos!cn (from lawyer• 
sod victim rulvocatcs) in relation to police oroer. oonccrno the making of police ordeno egQin•t victim• of family and 
don1estic violence'. 
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The police dropped him off in the middle of the town square at approximately 11:30pm 
at night and l.eft him there. Unsurprisingly K went home. He was not long after arrested 
by police in the rear y ard of the property. The polir.e then tr an.sported him to the nearest 
major town ro appear the next day before the Magistrate (K spent one night in 
custody}. He received a conditional release order (similar ro a good behauiour bond} 
and K was then released from court to finti his own way back to '1is hometoum. 

Case Example L 

ALSWA represent.ed L, a 47-yeor-old male who had recently obtained '1/s own. house in 
a regional town. L invtted his sister ro stay with him fora short period because she had 
been living on the streets in Perth. There was WI argument and police atuJnded. Police 
observed L being 11erbally abusive tD his sister anti issued him with a police order for 
24 hours. Because he had only recently relocated to the town, he had nowhere else to 
go. The next day L returned to his home and walked inside. The Police Statement of 
Material Fact$ s tate that the victim 'allowed the accused to stay at the address'. There 
was another verbal argument and the victim called the police. L was arrested and 
tmnsported in cusrody ro the nearest major town. He spent two nights in custody before 
appearing in court. He was released and required to find his own way back hmne. 

Short sentences of tmprlsonment 

Question 4-2 Should short sentences of imprisonment be abolish ed as a 
sentencing option? Are there any unintended consequences that could result? 

Que•tion 4-3 If short sentences were to be abolished, what should be the 
tbrcsbold (eg, three months; six months)? 

Queatlon 4-4 Should there be any pre-conditions for such amendments, for 
example: that non-custodial alternatives to prison be uniformly available 
throughout states and territories, including in regional and remote areas? 

As observed by the ALRC, Western Australia is the only jurisdiction to have already 
abolished short sentences of imprisonment (ie sentences of six months or less). 
Section 86 of the Sentencing Act provides that: 

A court must not sentence an offender to a term of 6 months or lees unleas -

(a) the aggregate of the term imposed and any other term or terma impo8ed by the court 
is m-0re th.an 6 months; or 

(bl the offender is already aervini or is yet to serve another term; or 
(c) the term is impooed under uction 79 of the Prisons Ad 1981. 

The Sentence Legislation Amendment Act 2016 (WA) was passed in 2016 and s 73 of 
this Act amends the above provision to redu ce the limit from si..x months to three 
months. Once this section commences operation, Western Australia. will have a 
prohibition on sentences of three mon ths or less. The primary rationale for this 
reform is the view that the amendment in 2003 (which increased the threshold from 
three months to six months) has resulted in 'sentence creep'; that is, offenders who 
would have previously received a sentence of less than six months are now receiving 
longer sentences of imprisonmen t rather than a community-based option. 
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A review of the Sentencing Act in 2013 obsetVed that stakeholders were unanimous 
in their view that the current prohibition on sentences of six months or less should 
be removed because the prohibition bas resulted in 'sentence creep'. It was further 
stated that: 

Jn 2007, an int.emal report by the DCS revealed that offences that bad previously attracted 
sentences of less than six months were now receiving longer sentencea (known as 'sentence 
crtt:p'J. Several magistrates 1dso exprcesed the view that mandating a minimum custodial 
sentence at ebc month plu<1 one day results in a Jack of flexibility !or magistrates in their 
sentencing dellberations.7• 

Clearly, the abolition <Jf short sentences carries with it a real risk that offenders will 
re<:eive longer tenns of imprisonment. However, ALSWA acknowledges there is also 
a risk that full sentencing discretion will result in some offenders receiving 'short 
sharp' sentences of imprisonment io circumstances where the court would otherwise 
have imposed a community-based disposition. It is impossible to know in advance 
whether reform in this area will result in more people being sent to prison and/or 
longer imprisonment terms. 

Overall, ALSWA favours sentencing diacretion but emphul.ses there :111uat be 
alternative non-custodial optiooa available for Aboriginal and Torrea Strait 
hilander people to ensure that sentences below the cunent threshold 111 
Welltem Autralia are not Imposed. simply 'becauae there la no viable option 
available (eg, a remote location). Furthermore, prison support programs must be 
available for all prisoners irrespective of their sentence length. Aborigillal and Torres 
Strait Islander prisoners who are removed from their communities for short periods 
will face issues such as loss of accommodation, employment, traioin8 opportunities 
and child removal. Prison support programs must be accessible at the earliest 
possible stage of incarceration to enable these issues to be addreS6ed and negative 
outcomes minimised. 

AvatlabiUty of community-ba.sed sentcncin.g optl.ons 

Proposal 4-1 State and territory governments should work with peak 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations to ensure that conununity
based sentences are more readily available, particularly io regional and remote 
areas. 

The ALRC observes that 'the availability of alternatives to incarceration is l.inrited or 
nan-existent in many locations aod, in particular, in areas outside of metropolitan 
areas. This can lead to the imposition of sentences of imprisonment where 
community-based sentences would otherwise be appropriate'.'17 ALSWA agrees and 
notes that in Western Australian remote and regional areas, the imposition of 
imprisonment may also be an indirect side effect of the lack of appropriate 
community-based options. For example, an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
person in a remote area may be sentenced to a community-based order with 
supervision requirements and program conditions as directed by his or her 
community corrections officer (CCO). If the CCO is physically located hundreds of 
kilometres from the offender, supervision will often be sporadic and often by 
telephone. If no programs are available, this irregular contact between the CCO and 

76 Department of the Attomey General, Statu""1f Review of the Senlenci11g Ad 1995 rN A) (2013) 57. 
77 AL){C, lncarceranon Rates of Aboriguial and Torre• Strait Islan4er Peoples, Diecussion Paper (JU1)1 2017) 
(1.0SJ. 
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tbe offender is all that will take place. It is not surprising that in the absence of actual 
support to address the offender's un derlying needs, he or she will soon offend again 
and/or breach the order. 

ALSWA •appom Propo•al 4 -1 to en.sure that oommunlty-ba•od •entenco• are 
more readily available, particularly in regional and remote areas and agrees with 
the suggested approach that, in some instances, Aboriginal conununity members 
rather than distant community corrections officers should supervise and support 
offenders. In this regard, ALSWA notes that in 2006, in its reference on Aboriginal 
customary laws, the LRCWA recommended the establishment of Aboriginal 
community justice groups. While the LRCWA suggested various potential roles for 
community justice groups (eg, provision of information to courts and delivery- of 
diversionary programs), one proposed role was the supeivision of offenders subject 
to court-imposed orders.78 

Que•tion 4-5 Beyond increasin8 the availability of existing community
based sentencing options, is legislative reform required to allow judicial officers 
greater flexibility to tailor sentences? 

While an increase in alternative community-based options is necessaiy (as outlined 
above), ALSWA also recommends that atatc and territory governments should 
enaure that aeoteochlg lawa are flexible enough to accommodate alternative 
options. ALSWA considers that the current statutory framework for community
based orders is too rigid to facilitate Aboriginal community controlled programs. 
What is needed is a less regulatory approach to oommunity supervision. For example, 
a requirement to report to a CCO once a week at a designated time and day may not 
be workable. Instead, regular but flexible contact with an Aboriginal support worker 
who can provide mentoring and referrals to culturally appropriate programs and 
services would be more meaningful. In other words, the focus needs to shift to 
outcomes rather than outputs. The current legislative and policy requirements for 
community-based orders do not support such an approach. 

Unde:r ss 4 7 and 48 of the Sentencing Act a cou1"t may impose a 'conditional release 
order' (CRO) upon an offender if the court considers that there are reasonable 
grounds for expecting that the offender will not re-offend during the term of the order 
and that the offender does not need supervising by a CCO. A CRO is an order that if 
the offender commits an offence during the period of the order, the offender may be 
sentenced again for the original offence and the offender must comply with any 
requirement imposed by the court to secure the good behaviour of the offender. 
Section 49(2) pl'01lides that 'a requirement imposed by a court must not be such as 
requires or would require the offender to be supeivised, directed or instructed by a 
COO'. Under s 50, the court may direct the offender to re-appear at a particular time 
and place to ascertain whether the offender has complied with the conditions of the 
order. The court may impose a requirement for the offender to enter into a monetary 
bond or provide a surety if it is considered necessary to ensure compliance. 

78 LRCWA, AborigOwl Customary Lawa: Thi! lnteractio>l of Western Australian law wM Aboriginal law and 
cu!turs(2006) 109 and Recommendolion 17. 
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The Sentencing Legisl.ationArnendment Act 2016 amends Part 7 of the Sentencing Act 
to provide that the court may impose a reqltirement that the offender participate in 
an activity approved by the CEO {DOTAG). The CEO may approve any educational, 
vocational or personal development program, unpaid work, or any other activity that 
the CEO considers appropriate. The number of hours for such a requirement must 
be at lea.st 10 hours and not more than 60 hours. These amendments are designed 
to reduce the imprisonment of fine defaulters by providing an alternative option to a 
monetary fine. During the Second Reading Speech, the former Attorney General 
stated that it is hoped that some of the over 5,000 volunteer organisations, not-for
profit community organisations and local govemments will be involved in the 
scheme. It appears that this new option is loosely based on the New South Wales 
Work and Development Order Scheme, although it does not apply to fine defaulters. 
As discussed, further below, ALSWA is strongly in favour of the introduction of a 
work and development order scheme for fine defaulters based on the model in New 
South Wales. 

While ALSWA does not oppose th.is new option in principle, further flexibility is 
required to ensure that alternative and effective community-based sentencing 
options are available for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. As noted above, 
s 47 of the Sentencing Act provides that a court may only impose a CRO if, among 
other things, there are reasonable grounds for expecting that the offend.er VJ:i.1.1 not 
reoffend during the term of the CRO. This condition means that the option oo a CRO 
tends to be reserved for first time offenders or offenders with a short and minor 
crJminel history. It is not likely to apply to offenders with repeated less serious 
offending. These offenders will probably continue to receive and accumulate multiple 
fines or be placed on community-based orders supervised by CCOs. 

ALSWA recommends that a mon: flell:lble order should be available for adults 
(and young people) and key components of the order should be: 

1. That the court determines the appropriate conditions of the order. 

2. That the offender is required to reappear at a later date or dates for the court 
to assess whether the offender is complying or has complied with the order 
(this would enable a degree of judicial monitoring and would be particularly 
useful if specialist Aboriginal courts are in existence). 

3. That if the offender does not comply with the conditions of the order the 
offender is liable to be re-sentenced for the original offence. 

4. That the conditions of the order cannot include a condition that the offender 
is to be supervised, directed or instructed by a community corrections officer 
or a youth justice officer. 

5. That the court may impose the order if it is satisfied that the order is 
appropriate for the person's rehabilitation, treatment and support. 

6. That the court may request a representative from a non-government 
organisation to provide a report to the court (written or verbal) outlining any 
proposed conditions for the order and to provide a report to the court (written 
or verbal) about the person's performance on the order. 

7 . That the person must consent to the order. 
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ALSWA is of the view that this recommended new order, coupled with its 
recommended extension of the power to adjourn sentencing under s 16 of the 
Sentencing Act for up to 12 months (see further below), will provide a sufficiently 
ileicible suite of options to enhance justice outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples and facilitate the involvement of Aboriginal communily-owned 
initiatives. 

Prison Programs, Parole and Umiupervised Release 

Recidivism rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander prisoners a.re far higher 
than the rates for non-Indigenous prisoners79 and, therefore, ALSWA supports the 
ALRC's approach that aims to improve and extend the support and programs 
avail.able to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander prisoners during their incarceration 
and following release. 

Remand and short sentenoes 

Proposal 5-1 Prison programs should be developed and made available to 
accused people held on remand and people serving short sentences. 

Que•tion S· l What are the best practice elements of programs that oould 
respond to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander prisoners held on remand or 
serving short sentences of imprisonment? 

ALSWA agrees that tbe lack of••pport programs available ro.- nm.and prleoners 
and pri•oner• •erring short aenteace• ia a eerious flaw In the c.rrent a,..tem 
and therero.-e eupport• Propoaal 5.1 . Currently, prisoners on remand may spend 
several months in custody prior to the disposition of their charges (end even up to 
18 months awaiting a trial in a superior court). Depending on the circumstances, the 
court may impose a sentence of imprisonment and backdate the sentence to the time 
when the offender first went into custody. Therefore, some offenders will be released 
from custody at the time or very soon after the sentencing date. For others, even a 
short period as a sentenced prisoner precludes participation in programs. Such 
offenders are released into the community with no support and the risk of reoffending 
is therefore high. 

ALSWA considers that it is sbortsi8hted to justify a lack of programs for remand 
prisoners on the basis that these accused are not convicted. ALSWA believes that 
programs for remand prisoners can be effective if they respond to the underlying 
needs of the prisoner rather than focusing on the specific offence or offences for 
which the prisoner is in custody. Such programs could address practical needs such 
as housing; literacy; employment and training; substance abuse; access to 
Ceotrelink payments and related matters such as bank accounts and lack of 
identification; drivers licences and unpaid :lines; and work towards assisting the 
prisoner with transition back into the community upon release. Many of these 
prisoners will have prior convictions in any event (otherwise, it is highly likely that 
they would have been released on bail). Hence, there will probably be 'standing' to 

79 Office of the Inspector of Custodial Services, Rscitlivisnt R""'" Md the Impact of 'lr"'lment Progr"""' 
(September 2014) 12. 
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address criminogenic needs in any event (eg, substance abuse or anger management 
counselling). 

ProgrtUM for women 

Propoaal 5·2 There are few prison programs for female prisoners and these 
may not address the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander female 
prisoners. State and territory corrective services should develop culturally 
appropriate programs that are readily available to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander female prisoners. 

Question 5·2 
Aboriginal and 
behaviour? 

What are the beat practice elements of programs for 
Torres Strait Islander female prisoners to address offending 

The Westem Australian Department of Corrective Services is currently evaluating 
submisaiona for a tender to provide 'reintegration and rehabilitation services' for 
adult prisoners throughout the state. During the tender process, ALSWA received 
advice that submitting a response for a program for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander female prisoners in the metropolitan area would not be acceptable - any 
response must cover all female prisoners in the designated geographical area. This 
type of approach is not conducive to developing and implementing programs 
specifically designed to address tbe needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
female prisoners. 

As identified by the ALRC, Aboriginal and To:rres Strait Islander female prisoners 
have specific needs because of historical trauma and abuse; family violence and 
sexual assault; and family/ carer responsibilities, in particular due to the high 
number of female prisoners who are mothers.so In a recently published report by the 
Human Rights Law Centre and Change the Record, it was observed that: 

While the vast majority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women will never enter the 
juetice system as offenders, the lives of those who do are marked by acute dJ&advantege. The 
overwhelming majority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women in prioon are smvlvors 
of physical and sexual violene<:. Ma.ny also struggle with housing insecurity, poverty, mental 
illnese, dioability and the effects of trauma. Theoe factors intersect with, aru1 compound the 
impact of, oppressive and diocrimlnatoJ:y laws, policiea and practices, both pa.st a nd present. 
Tuo o!\cn, the impact of the justice syotcm is to punish and entrench di3advanusge, rather than 
promoting besting, support ond rehabilitation.•' 

ALSWA 1111pport:s the ALRC'a Proposal S -1 but emphaaiau that the development 
of culturally appropriate programe that are readily available to AbortOnal and 
Tone11 strait Ialander fe.male priaonera ahould be WJ.dertaken in collaboration 
with peak Aboriginal and Torrea Strait Imlander orpni&atlo.u . This should 
include ATSILS and Aboriginal Family Violence Prevention Legal Services because 
these agencies are at the coalface; they represent and assist women who are facing 
multiple layers of disadvantage and experiencing complex legal problems including 
criminal proceedings, applications for family violence protection orders, family court 

SO Al.RC, In=-aiion R<Ma of Aboriginal and Turres St>-ait Islander Peoples, Discussion Paper (July 2017) 
t5.L3J. 
SI Human Right> Law Ceotre & Ch""l!e the Record, OIJN-represented and OVerWoked.: Th4 en.;,, ef Aboriginal 
and TbrTM strait Islander women's g>owing oveNmprlsonmmu (2017) S. 
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proceedings, child protection proceedings and tenancy issues. The Human Rights 
Law Centre and Change the Record report stated that: 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community controlled legal services must be properly and 
sustainably funded. With Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women's over-imprisonment 
having increased so dramatically, and at a faster rate than men's, funding should also allo\v for 
these services to develop holistic models that are tailored to women's circumstanoes, both as 
offenders and victim/ survivors, including culturally safe and individualised support and case 
management,., 

A!SWA supports a 'one-stop shop' model, whereby Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander women can access culturally appropriate legal assistance and 
representation along with holistic support and case management. 

Discretionary and court orikre.d parole 

Proposal 5-3 A statutory i·egime of automatic court ordered parole should 
apply in all states and territories. 

Question S-3 A statutory regime of automatic court ordered parole applies 
in NSW, Queensland and SA. What are the best practice elements of such 
i:;chemes? 

In Western Australia, parole eligibility is set by the sentencing court but the Prisoners 
Review Board (PRB) determines if an eligible prisoner will be released on parole and 
on what conditions. However, s 23(3) of the Sentence Administration Act 2003 (WA) 
provides that the PRB may make a parole order in relation to a prescribed prisoner 
but must make a parole order in respect of any other prisoner. A prescribed prisoner 
is defined under s 23(1) as: 

• a prisoner who is serving a term for a serious offence; 
• a prisoner who was released from serving a term for a serious offence 

on a date in the five years preceding the commencement of the term 
that the prisoner is sen>ing; or 

• was subject to an early release order (includes parole} that was 
cancelled on a date in the n'lo years preceding the commencement of 
the term that the prisoner is serving. 

A serious offence is defm.ed under Schedule 2 of the Sentence Administration Act and 
includes all offences under Chapter XXVIII of the Criminal Code (Homicide: Suicide: 
Concealment of birth; Chapter XXIX (Offences endangering life or health); Chapter 
:XXX (Assaults); Chapter XXXI (SC"-'Ual offences); Chapter XXXIII (Offences against 
liberty); Chapter XXXIIlA (Threats); Chapter XXXIIIB (Stalking); Chapter XXXVIII 
(Robbery: Extortion by threats); Section 187 (Facilitating sexual offences against 
children outside Western Australia); an offender under section 60 of the Censorship 
Act 1996; an offence under section 61(1) or (2a) of the Restraining Orde1'S Act 1997. 
In summary, serious offences are offences of a violent, threatening or sexual nature 
againi:;t a person, as distinct to offences against property. Hence, Western Australia 
has a mix of automatic parole and discretionary parole. 

82 Ibid 28. 
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In ALSWA's experience, for discretionazy cases, the PRB will regularly decline to 
make a parole order because the prisoner has not completed the necessary or 
expected rehabilitation programs in prison. Often, this occurs through no fault of the 
prisoner but rather because there is a significant lack of programs available across 
the state, especially in regional prisons. ALSWA acted for a prisoner in a regional 
area who served his entire six-year sentence of imprisonment despite being eligible 
for parole. Throughout time in custody, he was repeatedly moved from one prison to 
another and, as a result, was always placed on the bottom of the waiting lists for any 
relevant programs. 

It has been observed that 80% of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander prisoners in 
Western Australia in 2014-2015 were not released on parole.S3 Apart from a lack of 
programs, other factors affect whether Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
prisoneJ"s will access programs in prison. For some, the only relevant programs 
require the prisoner to be transferred 'off country' and away from family. For others, 
participating in programs with non-Aboriginal prisoners may cause sham.e.84 For 
some, language and cultural barriers will mean that participation is pointless. 

The PRB website states th.at: 

The unavailabilil;y of programmes for any rcaaon, does not remove the requirement of the Board 
to consider the riak of re-offending and the riak to the safety of the communicy posed by Q 

person's rdea&e if tre9.tment needs hav.; not been met. ss 

The PRB is required to take into account a number of factors when determining 
whether to make a parole order; however, pursuant to s 58 of the SentEnce 
Administration Act, tbe board must regard the 'safety of the community as the 
paramount consideration'. None of the other legislative considerations expressly 
requires the board to take into account the need to provide support and supeIVision 
to the prisoner upon release in order to ensure the protection of the community in 
the long-term. The New South Wales Law Reform Commission (NSWLRC) 
recommended that the applicable legislation should include a statement that the 
primary purpose of parole is 'to promote community safety by supervising and 
supporting the conditional release and re-entry of prisoners into the community, 
thereby reducing their risk of reoffending'. 86 The NSWLRC observed that: 

At the heart of our review is the goal of improving the parolto 1<ystem to protect community 
safety, and to reduce reoffending by providing a means for supervised reintegration following 
imprioonment. Parole is not leniency shown at the end of " sentence, it is an integral part of a 
sentence or imprisonment that imposes sigJ>ificant restriction on liberl;y. n 

ALSWA ~commends that the Sentence Admfnfstrmfon Act 2003 (WAI should 
be amended to include a provision that the primary purpose of parole Ill 'to 
promote community safety by supervising and aupportln& the conditional 
release and re-entry of prilloners Into the community, thereby reducing their 
risk of reoffendina' . 

Further, ALSWA aupporta the concept of automatic court ordered parole and 
conaldera that the current automatic parole system should be ezpanded in 
Westem Auatralia to a broader range of offenders. This would place a far greater 

83 Commonwealth Oovemment, Jlri!;on w Work Report (2016) 97. 
8~ Ibid. 
85 http: I /www.pdMncrtgeyieyrbnard.wa.gov .au t f'/frtguentJy n*':d m1pstiona.aw 
86 New South Wal .. Law Reform Conuni"6ioo. Parole (20151 Recommend.atlon 2. 
87 Ibid (L.35). 
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onus on the newly formed Department of Justice to ensure that there are sufficient 
programs and services available for Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander prisoners 
while in prison and especially in regional areas because the department will know 
that each prisoner subject to automatic parole will be released on a specified date. 

Countlng time spent on paro"le when parole n1<voked 

Propo11a1 S-4 Parole revocation schemes should be amended to abolish 
requirements for the time spent on parole to be served again in prison if parole is 
revoked. 

As observed by the ALRC, in Western Australia, time spent on parole from the date 
of release on parole up until the date of the breach of parole count s towards the head 
seaten ce.88 ALSWA agrees that this approach is preferable because it encourages 
prisoners to apply for parole and reduces the time spent in custody in the event of a 
breach. ALSWA suppom the ALRC'111 Proposal 5-4. 

Throrighcare 

The ALRC describes throughcare as measures to 'support the successful 
reintegration of offenders returning to the community at the end of their head 
sentence - ie, prisoners released without parole',&9 ALSWA strongly supporta the 
provision or resources for culturally competent throughcare services for 
Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander prlaonens. A critical component af effective 
throughcare is the provision of individualised case management and support at the 
earliest possible stage in custody and continuity of care for a considerable period 
following release. 

Fines and Drivers Licences 

Imprlaonme1't terms that 'cut out' jiAe debt 

Proposal 6-1 Fine default should not result in the imprisonment of the 
defaulter. State and territory governments should abolish provisions in fine 
enforcement statutes that provide for imprisonment in lieu of unpaid fines. 

The ALRC highlights, 'imprisonment for fme default is most prevalent' in Western 
Australia.oo ALSWA has advocated stron gly for the removal of imprisonment as an 
option for fme default s ince the tragic death of Ms Dhu in 2014. A compreh ensive 
briefmg paper, Addressing Fine Default by Vulnerable and Disadvantaged Persons: 
Briefing Paper, is available on the ALSWA website.vi AJ..13WA u nderstands that the 
ALRC has already considered this paper and reiterates the submission s contained in 
that briefing paper for the purposes of this submission. ALSWA fully supports the 
ALRC's Propr>1al 6°1. 

86 ALRC, lnoorcoralion Rats• nf AborigUu>t and Torres Stroil Islander Pe<>p1"s. Discussion PQper (July 2017) 
[~.39J. 
89 Ibid [5.43J. 
90 Ibid (6.18). 
9 L htto: //www.aJA,org.a9 /wp-gmtent/uP1ood o/2015/08/Brlefing-l!aper-Augu6t·2016-#!iBMd .. I pdf: 
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TM impact of fnjrl.ttgement nottcf/s 

Q\le1tion 6-1 Should lower level penalties be introduced, such as 
suspended infringement notices or written cautions? 

Q\leation 6-2 Should monetary penalties received Wlder infringement 
notices be reduced or limited to a cert.a.in amount? lf so, how? 

Queltion 6-3 Should the number of infringement notices able to be issued 
in cme transaction be limited? 

ALSWA understands that some jurisdictions (eg, NSW) use infringement notices 
more frequently or more broadly than in Western Australia. Western Australia has 
ooly recently moved towards expanding infringement notices {see discussion below 
in relation to the Criminal Code Infringement Notices scheme). 

In relation to infringement notices generally, ALSWA highlights that standard 
minimum moneta:ry penalties for offences such as speeding, parking and other 
regulatory offences will have a greater detrimental impact upon vulnerable and 
disadvantaged people. ALSWA supports measures designed to decrease the use of 
infringement notices and/or to reduce the financial penalty imposed. For many 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, infringements for amounts such as 
$100-$500 cannot be paid and result in fines enforcement strategies such as drivers 
licence suspensions. 

Prosecuting agencies should have the discretion to issue written cauticms, especially 
for ve:ry low-level offending by vulnerable and disadvanta.ged persons. For e."'ta?Uple, 
it might be appropriate to issue a written caution for a failure to pay for attain ticket 
by a homeless person. Similarly, a council worker might caution a person who did 
not have enough money to pay for a parking ticket outside the local medical centre 
where she rushed to take her very sick child for treatment. While governments may 
view infringements as a method of revenue raising, it is important to bear in mind 
that vulnerable and disadvantaged people are not likely to pay the iDfringement 
a.mount in any event. Hence, different approaches to regulatory type olTendllig is 
sensible for this cohort. The issuance of infringements to people who are unable to 
pay will, in the end, actually incur greater administrative and enforcement costs to 
the state. ALSWA &upporta a scheme whereby prosecut:iq agencies can Issue 
written cautions ID lieu or an infringement. 

However, ALSWA warns e,gsinst the introduction of conditional cautioning schemes 
in the absence of evidence of their impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples. Operation Turning Point has been operating in Western Australia as a pilot 
program since 2015 for low-level first offenders. ALSWA understands that the 
program is being evaluated and a final report will be produced. Operation Twning 
Point is similar to a conditional cautioning scheme because the offender enters into 
an agreement with police to participate in specified activities and if those conditions 
are complied with, the offender will not be prosecuted for the offence. ALSWA does 
not consider that it is appropriate to introduce a conditional cautioal.ng scheme 
a.cross the board prior to the final evaluation results of Operation Turning program 
being made publicly available (in particular, its impact on or utility for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people). 
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In/rl.ngemsnt notices for offensive language/con.duct 

Question 6-4 Should offensive language remain a criminal offence? If so, in 
what circumstances? 

Question 6-5 Should offensive language provisions be removed from the 
criminal infringement notices schemes, meaning that they must instead by dealt 
with by the court? 

Section 74A(l) of the Criminal Cade (WA) creates the offence of disorderly behaviour 
in public. If a pe:rson behaves in a disorderly maoner in a public place or in the sight 
or hearing of any person who is in a public place; or in a police station or lock up, 
the person is guilty of an offence and liable to a fme of up to $6,000. The provision 
defines the phrase 'behave in a disorderly manner' to include using 'insulting, 
offensive or threatening language' or behaving in an 'insulting, offensive or 
threatening manner'. 

In March 2015, the Criminal Code Amendment {Infringement Notices) Act 2011 (WA) 
commenced and this Act enables police to issue a Criminal Code Infringement Notice 
(CCIN) for disorderly conduct and stealing (where the value of the property stolen 
does not exceed $500). A CCIN can only be issued to a person who is 17 years or 
older and the set penalty is $500 (this penalty is enforced in the usual manner 
through the Fines Enforcement Registry process). The Western Australian 
Ombudsman is required under s 723(1) of the Criminal Cade to review the operation 
of the scheme, including its impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
communities. At the date of this submission, the Ombudsman's review has yet to be 
published. 

ALSWA has advised the Ombudsman of its views and concerns about the CCIN 
scheme. ALSWA appreciates the potential benefits of the Western Australian CCIN 
scheme for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (eg, fewer arrests and fewer 
court appearances; diversion from formal court proceedings and no criminal 
conviction recorded). It is also acknowledged that there are potential benefits for the 
justice system overall (eg, reduced costs for the police and the courts). However, 
ALSWA is extremely concerned about the potential detrimental impact of this new 
scheme on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Western Australia. The 
key concerns raised by ALSWA with the Ombudsman were: 

l. Net widening 
ALSWA considers that there is a significant risk that Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people will be issued with CCINs in circumstances where they 
would have previously been cautioned or where police may have decided to 
take no action. Tiris is especially likely for alleged offences of disorderly 
conduct. The New South Wales Ombudsman observed in relation to a similar 
scheme in that jurisdiction that: 

The initial state-wide data indicates that C!Ns a.re contributing to a &ignifica.nt net 
increase in legal action taken on offensive language and offensive conduct incidents. 
Tha.t is, some offenders are being diverted from court, but the early data indicates that 
the decrei<se<s in court appearances are being eclipsed by the very high numbers of 
minor offenders now being fined for those offonces.92 

92 New South Wales Ombudsman, Review of the lmpa<:t of Crimi~al lnfringemem Notkes on Aboriginal 
Commu..mes (2009) 71. 
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ALSWA is also concerned that there may be an increase in police activity or 
the targeting of Aboriginal people in public spaoes. The relative ease in which 
a CCIN can be issued in comparison to arrest and charge may encourage 
police to take action in response to particular types of public nuisance 
behaviour. For example, a CCIN may be issued instead of endeavouring to 
disperse a group or may be issued in preference to encouraging people to 
desist with anti-social behaviour. 

2. Difficulties in paying the infringement amount 
Many Aboriginal people will fmd a fixed penalty of $500 difficult or impossible 
to pay. The New South Wales review found that 'only 8.5% of CINs received by 
Aboriginal people were paid at penalty notice stage compared with 48.3% paid 
overall'. It also found that the vast majority of ClNs (89%) issued to Aboriginal 
people lead to enforcement action, with additional costs and 8allctions.93 
Al.SWA also emphasi.Bes that, u nlike the New South Wales scheme, the 
Western Australian scheme applies to children aged 17 and over. While 
Al.SWA strongly supports diversion of young people from the court system, a 
$500 penalty will be prohibitive for most young Aboriginal people. Failure to 
pay this penalty will draw young people into the :fines enforcement system and 
resulting dri\•ers licence suspensions. 

3. Lack of understanding of the requirements of a CCIN 
The New South Wales Ombudsman report observed that it 'is essential that 
people are given clear, comprehenlrive and accurate information about their 
options on receiving a CIN'. 9< It also stated that: 

Aboriginal CIN recipimtll arc, for example. much more likely to live in regional or remote 
areas far from gpvemment services and court facilities. Also, many Aboriginal people 
do not have easy II.CCC$& to i.otemet Cadlities, may not have high levels of En&)ish lltcracy 
(or computer literacy) and, because of socio-economic strcGSOnS, may have more 
immediate concerns to deal with than their fines. os 

ALSWA considers that some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, 
especially those who do not speak English as their first language and/or who 
have literacy problems may have considerable difficulty in understanding the 
content and consequences of a CCIN. In addition, some Aboriginal people who 
are issued with a CCIN may be intoxicated by alcohol or drugs (or both), be 
homeless, have mental health issues s:niJ/or suffer from a cogitative 
impairment (such as FASO). This cohort is now regularly subject to move-on 
orders and applications for prohibitive behaviour orders. From ALSWA's 
experience with clients subject to those orders, it e.."'Pects that many Aboriginal 
CCIN recipients will have very little capacity to understand the content of a 
CCIN and will be highly unlikely to understand their legal rights (such as the 
right to elect to have the matter dealt with in court]. Furthermore, this cohort 
is likely to already have accumulated a large debt because of unpaid fines and, 
therefore, ALSWA questions the utility of issuing further financial penalties to 
already lllghly disadvantaged and vulnerable Aboriginal people. 

93 Ibid IOL. 
94 Ibid IOL. 
95 Ibid 102. 
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4. Inappropriate acceptance of CCIN penalty 
The New South Wales review found that only seven of the 895 Aboriginal CIN 
recipients elected to have their matter determined by a court.96 It was further 
stated that the reasons that Aboriginal people do not elect the court option 
include homelessness, disability, lack of literacy, lack of access to legal advice 
or 'lack of awareness that they even have this option'.97 ALSWA considers that 
many Aboriginal people will simply accept the CCIN in circumstances where 
they are not guilty of the alleged offence. This is particularly relevant for the 
offence of disorderly conduct where alleged behaviour such as swearing or 
shouting in particular circumstances may not necessarily amount to 
disorderly conduct at law. As stated above, many CCIN recipients are likely to 
be intoxicated and/or suffering from mental impairment at the time of the 
alleged offence and, therefore, they will not have a subsequent 1·ecollection of 
the incident. When a pernon is charged with an offence and attends court in 
such circumstances, they may receive legal advice that they have a defence at 
law and/or the evidence i6 incapable of establishing an element of the offence 
beyond reasonable doubt. In the case of a CCJN, there is no practical and 
effective way for the evidence against the person to be objectively assessed. 

5. Lack of access to therapeutic interventions for offending behaviour 
The offence of disorderly conduct under s 74A(2) of the Criminal Code has a 
maximum penalty of a fine of $6000. Pursuant to s 44 of the Sentendng Act 
1996 (WA) and Reg 6AA of the Sentencing Regulations 1996 (WA) a court 
convicting an offender of an offence of dfoonl.erly can impose no sentence, a 
conditional release order, a fine or a community based order. For some 
offenders, alternative penalties such as a requirement to comply with a 
substance abuse treatment program (as a condition of a community based 
order) is more likely to address offending behaviour than the imposition of a 
line that cannot be paid. Depending on the outcomes of the review of the new 
scheme in Western Australia, it may be worth considering the feasibility of an 
alternative diversionary option that enables participation in programs in lieu 
of payment of the infringement. 

ALSWA has had limited direct involvement with the CCIN scheme; this is expected 
given that most people are not likely (for the various reasons explained above) to seek 
legal advice in relation to an infringement notice. 

Nevertheless, ALSWA represented a client who was charged with one offence of 
stealing two loaves of bread and another offence of stealing three loaves of bread. The 
police offered to issue an infringement notice; however, the client told police that he 
wanted the charges to be dealt with in court. The client received two Conditional 
Release Orders (similar to a good behaviour bond) for $100 each for a total period of 
12 months. This case demonstrates that, for some people, the penalty imposed by a 
court may well be significantly less than the infringement penalty of $500. 

It was reported in the media in October 2015 that an Aboriginal woman was issued 
with a CCIN for stealing a$6.75 box of tampons. The excuse provided by the woman 
to the police was reportedly that she stole the tampons for another person because 
that person was too ashamed to buy them. ALSW A considers that this case is a 
pertinent example of the risk of net-widening from the CCIN scheme. Given the type 
of offence, the circumstance underpinning its commission and the value of the 

96 Ibid 102 
97 Ibid 114. 
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property stolen, there is a compelling argument that this matter should have been 
dealt with by diversionary means not involving the issuing of a CCIN (eg, by way of a 
police caution). 

More recently, ALSWA represented a client who elected to have a CCJN dealt with in 
court. While this is rare, the circumstances of this matter demonstrate the risks 
identified above are real. 

Case &campl.e II 

ALSWA represe1lted M, a 57-year-old Aboriginal man who was issued with an 
infringement for disorderly conduct under s 74A(2}(a) of the Crimin.al Code (WA). 

M was the front passenger in a vehicl.e driven by his partner. The police sk>pped the 
i;ehicle at 9 pm. allegedly because the vehicle was swerving. However, the police did 
not issue a traffic infringement. The police searched Mand his son under the Misuse of 
Drugs Act but no drugs were found. It was alleged that M leaned out of tlte window and 
shouted 'You fucking dii:k head'. The police officer told M he would receive a fine for 
disord.erly conduct in the post. 

M elected to have the matter dealt with in oourt and he pleaded ru>t guilty. M was 
acquitted after trial on the basis tl!at his words 'You fucking dick:head', in all of the 
circumstwu:es and judged by contemporary standards was not such as to warrant the 
intervention of the criminal law and therefore did not amount to disorderly conduct. 

Without knowing the outcome of the Ombudsman's Review, ALSWA has not yet 
formed a view about whether disorderly conduct should be removed from the CCIN 
scheme. However, it remains concerned that the risks of such schemes are very real. 

More generally, however, ALSWA recommends that offeneive l&llguqe should no 
longer be aufllclent to provide the baala for the offence of dlaorderly con.duct 
1D Weatern AuatraUa. Swearing is now commonplaoe on social media. TV and other 
public forms of communication. While it may be viewed as, 'bad manners' offensive 
language is not sufficient to justify the intervention of the criminal law. Furthermore, 
because of the historical negative relations between Aboriginal and TolTes Strait 
Islander peoples and police, intervention for offensive language is often the trigger 
for :more serious criminal conduct. 

Ca.se &campU N 

N, a 35-year old Aboriginal woman from a remote area. was cJuzrged with disorderly 
conduct. N was seen by police outside a Deli at about 8:45 pm to be yelling and 
screaming. The sample of language referred to in the Statement of Material Facts was 
simply, 'Fuck off". N was warned numerous times Ill st;Jp but she continued to act in a 
disorderly manner by saying 'Fuck you' repeatedly. N was arrested and subsequently 
bailed from the police station to appear in court. 

ea... &cam,.l• 0 

ALSWA represented 0, a 28-year-old Aboriginal female from a regional location who 
was charged with disorderly oonduct after police approached her and other females 
who were allegedly shouting at each other in an aggressive manner in the street. The 
Statement of Material Facts alleged that despite repeated warnings, 0 continued to 
shout in an aggressive a11d abusive manner. The Statement of Material Facts included 
as example of the la11guage: 'Fucking cunts, leci11e us alone'. 0 was arrested but she 
struggled and broke free from poli.ce-1\jter ru1111ing SO metres away, police detained her. 
0 refilsed to enter the police VQJ1 and had to be physically lifted inside, while this was 
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occurring 0 punched one police offioer to the head causing soreness. She was charged 
with escape lawful custody, obstruct police and assault public officer and was 
sentenced to a suspended tenn of imprisonmerli. 

ALSWA suggests that the initial police interoention was neither justified Mr appropriate. 
ALSWA represrnts a number of clients from this regional area who are charged with 
relatively miner (fine-only) offences such as disorderly oonduct but who end up being 
also charged with more serious charges because of the police officer's inability to 
respot1d to Aboriginal people in a cultumlly sensitive mcmner. For behaviour such as 
shouting aggressively in the street, a more cctu:iliatory appTOa.Ch would he preferable, 

Alternatives to court imposed fl.nes 

Queation 6-6 Should state and territory governments provide alternative 
penalties to court ordered fines? This could include, for example, suspended fines, 
day fines, and/or work and development orders. 

The ALRC comments that fines are the lowest penalty a court can impose. However, 
in Western Australia this is not strictly the case. Section 39 of the Sentencing Act 
1995 (WA) creates a hierarchy9S of sentencing options for natural persons. These are, 
in order: 

• no sentence 
• conditional release order 
• fine 
• community based order 
• intensive supervision order 
• suspended imprisonment 
• conditional suspended imprisonment 
• immediate imprisonment 

Question 6-6 is seeking submissions about whether there are alternative sanctions 
that would prevent people receiving fines in the first place and hence avoiding the 
fines enforcement system. The ALRC notes that Western Australia has already 
introduced suspended fines; however, the provisions are yet to commence. ALSWA 
supported the introduction of suspended fines in its response to the Sentencing 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2016. 

Nevertheless, as the ALRC notes, a suspended fine without the provision of support 
services is unlikely to address the underlying issues. For this reason, ALSWA 
generally supports the proposed amendments to the provisions of the Sentencing Act 
in relation to conditional release orders (CROs) (these amendments are discussed 
earlier in this submission and are yet to commence). Currently, s 49 of the Sentencing 
Act provides that a court making a CRO may impose any requirements on the 
offender that it decides are necessary to secure the good behaviour of the offender. 
The amendments provide that without limiting this option, the court may impose a 
requirement that the offender participate in an activity approved by the CEO 

98 Section 39(3} provides tbe.t a court must not \tee a sentencing option in the list of options w'tless s.atis.B.ed 
that it is not approprial.e to use any cf the optfon.s. llietcd bcfOR" that option. 
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(DOTAG).99 The CEO (DOTAG) may approve any educational, vocational or personal 
development programme; unpaid work; or any other activity the CEO (DOTAG) 
considers appropriate. The aim of these amendments is to reduce the imprisonment 
of fme defaulters by providing an altemathre option to a monetary fine. 

However, ALSWA is concerned about the likely effectiveness of these amendments in 
reducing fine default. Section 4 7 of the Sentencing Act provides that a court may only 
impose a CRO if there are reasonable grounds for expecting that the offender will not 
reoffend during the term of the CRO. As explained earlier, the option of a CRO not 
likely to apply to offenders with repeated offending. These offenders will probably 
continue to receive and accumulate multiple fines. Many of ALSWA's clients who 
accumulate multiple fines (and who are unable to pay those fmes and are ultimately 
imprisoned for non-payment) sufier from mental health issues and/or cognitive 
impairment; have substance abuse problems; aJ3d/or are homeless. These are the 
most vulnerable and disadvantaged members of the community and precisely the 
cohort who would benefit from the imposition of a CRO with appropriate programs. 
ALSWA recommends that the provisions dealing with CROs should be flexible enough 
to enable such orders to be imposed on a wider range of offenders (ie, not just those 
who are unlikely to reoffend). 

NSW Work and Development ON!hrs 

Proposal 6-2 Work and Development Orders were introduced in NSW in 
2009. They enable a person who cannot pay fines due to hardship, illness, 
addiction, or homelessness to discharge their debt through: 

• community work; 
• program attendance; 
• medical treatment; 
• counselling; or 
• education, including driving lessons. 

State and territory governments should introduce work and development orders 
based on this model. 

As evident from ALSWA's briefing paper (referred to above), ALSWA 1$ strongly iD 
favov of the establishment of a work and development scheme based on the 
New South Wales model. ALSWA submits that such a scheme must be available for 
fine defaulters. 

The ALRC questions if such a scheme should also be available as a sentencing option 
(ie, before a fine is imposed). As discussed immediately above, amendments have 
been made to the provisions under the Sentencing Act in relation to CROs and it 
appears that these amendments are intended to establish a similar scheme as a 

99 CEO (DOTAO) is the CW of the Department of the Attomey General. Since this pto,~sion wao pa:soed the 
Dopartn>ont Qf the Atromey General bas been amolgama1ed with the Department of Corrective Servioe• e.nd io now 
the Department of J11stiee. 
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sentencing option. ALSWA supports this approach if the option is not restricted to 
only those offenders who can satisfy the court that they are unlikely to reoffend. 

The AI.RC suggests that it may be difficult to establish a WOO scheme in regional 
and remote areas because these areas may lack the infrastructure required to 
implement the programs.too The New South Wales scheme is a joint project between 
relevant government agencies, ALS (NSW /ACT) and Legal Aid NSW. The role of ALS 
(NSW /ACT) and Legal Aid NSW is to provide support and assistance to proposed 
agencies to enable them to be approved as sponsors and to link clients with sponsor 
agencies to participate in the scheme. So long as the criteria for approval is flexible 
and encompasses a wide range of organisations and health practitioners, ALSWA 
does not consider that the scheme will be ineffective in remote and regional areas. 
For example, government agencies can (and should be require<l to participate) as 
sponsors. nus may include local councils as well as state government agencies. 
Aboriginal health services, Aboriginal land councils and Aboriginal agencies should 
be provide<l with the necessary support to apply for and to be approved ae sponsors. 

The advantages of the NSW scheme is its flexibility. There is no set number of hours 
that must be perlormed in any given week. This is an essential component to ensure 
that the scheme works for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, especially in 
regional and remote areas. As the ALRC mentions, one example of a potential activity 
under the scheme is a life skills course such as driver licence training. If the 
Department of Transport and/or Depar1ment of Justice runs a driver licence training 
program in a remote area, a participant with unpaid fmes should be able to 'cut out' 
a proportion of the unpaid fines by participating in and completing the course. This 
might be a one-off event. Then the same person may be able to 'cut out' further 
unpaid fines, by attending an appointment each time the visiting mental health 
practitioner visits the community. 

ALSWA also highlights that in New South Wales, Corrective Services is an approved 
sponsor and prisoners who complete volWltary programs in prisons can count this 
towards 'cutting out' their fine debt. This approach should be encouraged because it 
enables prisoners to address multiple issues at the one time and set themselves up 
for a more positive re-entry outcome. 

Loss of Ucence through fine dqault 

Que.stion 6-7 Should fine default statutory regimes be amended to remove 
the enforcement measure of driver licence suspension? 

Question 6·8 What mechanisms could be introduced to enable people 
reliant upon driver licences to be protected from suspension caused by fine 
default? For example, should: 

(c) recovery agencies be given discretion to skip the driver licence 
suspension step where the person in default is vulnerable, as in 
NSW; or 

(d) court be given discretion regarcling the disqualification, and 
disqualification period, of driver licences where a person was initially 
suspended due to fme default? 

100 ALRC. Jru:arceratioo. Rat"8 of Aborigiool ond Tom>s SlrajI INla'lder Peoples, Olllcus!don Paper (July :2017) 
(6. 7 1). 
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ALSWA strongly supports the amendment or the Finstl, Pcmalti.es and 
lrifringem.rtt Notices Bnforcem.nt Act 1994 (WA) (FPIRE Act) to allow 
ddlcretion ID relation to the enforcement meuure of' licence auspe01!ion. The 
Fines Enforcement Registrar may impose a driver's licence suspension order for 
u npaid infringement notices (under s 19 of the FPINE Act) and for u npaid court fmes 
(under s 43 of the FPINE Act). The FPINE Act provides the registrar with discretion 
not to make a licence suspension order or to cancel a licence suspension order in 
certain cases of hardship.101 The relevant ground$ are that the licence suspension 
order would deprive the alleged offender of the means of obtaining urgent medical 
treatmei:it or the principal means of obtaining income or that the suspension would 
hlnder the alleged offender in performing family or personal responsibilities . In 
addition, ss 20 and 44 of the FPINE allow the Registrar to cancel a licence suspension 
order for infringements and fmes for 'good reason' . 

ALSWA aclmowledges that there are some fine defaulters who refuse to pay their 
fines and simply ignore their obligilti.ons. The major debtors list on the Department 
of the Attorney General's website on 18 August 2017 shows that of the 17 fine 
defaulters with a fines debt in excess of $100,000, 12 were corporations. However, 
for many vulnerable and disadvantaged people, failure to pay fines is not a deliberate 
strategy but rather a consequence of impoverished and complex circumstances. In 
this regard, it has been observed tbat for h omeless and other vulnerable people, the 
accumulation of 'massive fine debt adds to the problems of finding food and shelter, 
dealing with a mental illness or navigating the world with a cognitive impairment. It 
is all but impossible for those surviving on a Centrelink benefit (and sometimes on 
oo benefit at all), to pay off their [fine] debts •. 102 

ALSWA submits that the current discretion not to make a licence suspension order 
or to cancel a lice:noe suspension order should be expanded to also cove.r the 
categories of persons eligiole to participate in the New South Wales Work and 
Development Order scheme referred to above. This discretioo should not be 
conditional upon proving a specific hardship relating to medical needs, income or 
family reasons. Instead, if a person has accumulated infringement notices and/or 
fines, and the person: 

• has a :mental illness; 
• has an intellectual disability or cognitive impairment; 
• is homeless; 
• is experiencing acute econol1l.lc hardship; 
• is experiencing or has e.'tperienced family violence;103 or 
• has a serious addiction to drugs, alcohol or volatile substance 

and the person can demonstrate a genuine need to drive (eg, medical reasons, family 
and community responsibilities, em}iloyment, training, obligations under justioe 
orders, cultural obligations, lack of public transport) then the recovery agency should 
be able to exercise discretion to skip or cancel the licence suspens.ion order. 

l 0 I J>ine.9, PeMlties and Infringement Not it» a E>\l!>=mentAct 1994 (WA) s 27 A & & SSA. 
l 02 Santmv E, 1lie NSW Work and D1wolopmmit Scheme: A tlteropeulic respon.se IO an irifrinQemont s yst•m Iha! 
oppresses people e"P"riencing hmn.e/essness (20141 S l avEliloble al 
http;/ twww.Pioc asn.au/publication/2 014111 tnm-work·and-devel9pment-ordi:r-m;hane. 
103 In it1' <»n....it.ations with Legal Aid NSW. it was argued that the sclle~ ohould apPIY t<> per~• 
.,q,erienclng family Ql>d dotne&tic violen ce: see ASLWA, Addr.,,,,;,,g Fine Default l>y T/Ulrum>bls anti Di3aduant1111ed 
Pe=n.s: ~ng Paper, 2016) 11. 
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Further, where a person la charged with an olTence of drlvtns wlthout a licence 
after havtn1 their licence •••pended due to fln.e default, ALSWA recommends 
that the sentencing court should have discretion as to whether or not to order 
di&qualiflcation of the peraon's driver"s licence and in relation to the 
dfsqualiflcatlon period. This will allow the court to take into account the individual 
circumstances of the case including the reason for driving and the reason why the 
person has been unable to pay their fines. 

Access to driwir l~ 

Queatlon 6-9 Is there a need for regional drive:r permit schemes? If so, how 
should they operate? 

Queatioll 6-10 How could the delivery of driver licence programs to regional 
and remote Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities be improved? 

ALSWA submits that there :la a strong need for a reaional driver perm.it scheme. 
Several studies have highlighted the low rates of driver licensing in the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander community and tbe expected prevale:noe of licence holding 
is very low in regional and remote axeas.104 KJ Rangers have advised ALSWA that 
they estimate the percentage of Martu people (from the East Pilbara region! who 
currently hold a driver's licence is less than 5%. los There are major barriers to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who live in regional and remote areas 
obtaining their driver's licence, as set out below. Coupled with the low rate of driver 
licensing is a very real need to drive. The House of Representatives Standing 
Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairst06 recommended a licence 
for people living in remote communities in 2011. The rationale was that people living 
in remote communities do not have the same traffic regime as people in cities and 
should not be subject to tbe same rules.107 The Standing Committee recommended 
that the licence would cost less, not require the same number of logged ho\ll'S in 
qualified driving instruction and have a reduced Learners and Probationazy 
periods.IO& ALSWA considers that a licensing system that is less arduous, requires 
fewer identity documents, costs less to access, and has fewer requirements in 
relation to driving competency than is required in an Ul'ban setting is urgently 
needed. Although some people lllB.Y need to drive further than the region in which 
they live, a regional driver permit limited to the region in which a person lives would 
be a useful initial step to assist with the most pressing needs to drive. 

104 Sec Elliott & Shaoshan Rce<an:h. 'Reseru:ch Report An Jrrrestigiili.on of Aboriginal Driver Ucenaing lseueB' 
(ptepared for Roads & lmllic Au~ of NSW, 2008); Helps. Y & Moller J, •f>borlgjnal People TravclllDg Well 
literature Review: Driver Licenoibg INue&, Seat Restraint Non-compliance, Aborip>al Heallh. Abe>Iiginol DieabilitY 
(Reoearch and Analysis Report, Aurtrolian Transport Safety Bureau, Commoawealth of Auotralia, November 2Q07). 
105 Wormation provided to ALSWA from the Kanyiruinpa J\llcunpa (KJ) orgao.i6'>don. Por further informs.lion 
see ~.ki org.au. 
106 Houoe of Representmive• ~@ding Committee on AboriginaJ and Torre• Sttalt !$lander Affairs (SCATSTA). 
Doing Timi· Ti""' for Doing; /ndi(lenous Ym4h ill the Criminal Ju•llcs System (2011) Recommend~tion ZL )l 16J. 
107 lbi4 J133). 
108 lbi4 (137). 
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Banjers to obtaining a driver's licence for Aboriginal and To= Strait [slander people 
who live in regional and remote areas 

There are major structural barriers to obtaining a driver's licence for Aboriginal 
people who live in regional and remote areas. One of these is the lack of sufficient 
identi.fi.cation. Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people do not have a birth 
certificate to prove their identity for licensing purposes. Another barrier is many 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people's lack of literacy and the fact that 
English is often not their first language. This makes it extremely difficult to fill in 
forms and other paperwork necessary to apply for a driver's licence. The Department 
of Transport offers translation services to people who have come from overseas 
countries; however, this option is not available for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander People.109 In addition, there is a lack of education and understanding of 
technology and the protracted, bureaucratic licensing process. Access to technology, 
such as computers, that many people take for granted, is just not available to many 
Aboriginal and To= Strait people living in regional and remote areas. 

There are also many families with limited financial capacity and the costs associated 
with applying for a licence can be a significant barrier. This also means there is a 
lac1c of suitable, licensed vehicles for people to learn to drive in and use for their 
practical driving assessment. \\O The Wyatt report11J recognised low levels of 
employment and limited financial capacity as a significant barrier to Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Western Australians obtaining a driver's licence.I•~ In January 
2011, Rio Tinto Iron Ore bigblighted that :many young Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
people in the Pilbara cannot get a job because they do not have a driver's licence, 
end they cannot afford to get theiI licence because they do not have a job and noted 
this as a 'chicken and egg' situation.113 

Currently in Western Australia, it costs $18.80 to sit the learner's permit theory test 
and another $18.80 for every retest. There is a $77.20 application fee for a driver's 
licence and that cost includes one practical driving assessment; every subsequent 
assessment is $77 .20. Once a driver has passed that test, they raust purchase a 
logbook for $18.70 and record 50 hours of supervised driving before they sit a 
computer based hazard perception test that costs $21.20 (and the same amount for 
every retest).114 As of 9 October 2017, a person must complete the theory test, 50 

109 Department of Transport <WWW. trQMPOTt.-.gov.au /licensing/other·llulg>.>agoo.aop> . 
110 Barter A, 'h>digonous driving issues In the Pllbara region' in Melissa Cast>o.n. & Paula Gerber (ed.o) Proof of 
Birlh, Sydney, NSW: Futun: Leaders, 2015, 64 - 66. 
111 Wyatt, B. (2007) 'Indigenous l.i.censing i\>ld Fine Default: A Clean Sl.ole' Weotc:m AuirtroJJan Parliamentary 
Committee Ti> Explore The Effect Of Motor Ori-'$ Littnce And Drtving Law• On Romote Communitle•, Report 
presented on belu\lf of the Minister for Corrective Service&, Margaret Quirk Ml.A. 12 
112 See alao Helps, Y. &. Moller, J. (2007) 'Aboriglnli f'a>ple Travelling Well l.i.t«atur<: Review: Driver l.ic""'""8 
!1oues, Seat Restrsmt N0t>-Compllimee, Aboriginal Heeltlt, Aboriginal Disability' Resea-ch Cenln! ror h\jury Studie&, 
Australian Treru!port Safety Bureau ~•earth - Analysis Report. Road Safety Reoearch <Jnnt. 
bttpj//@borigfn&]bt;fflthflinde.rs.edu.au/NmY3'kttrr!l20JO/Downloe.ck/Aborigin~Peopl(ti®l'rm."ffint'f40Wd 
ll!4Qh!.Cr!l!l!tt!%20ra pdf; Elliott & Sbanahau Rueao"CI• (2008) 'Re6eerch Report: An 1n..,~ or Aboriginal 
Driver Licenoing 1"""es'. Prepared lat Roade & ImfJJc Aull>oril)' of NSW 
http:/ l"'!JW.na.nt" goy.ap /ooblicatimu1stadrdcForzn1ldmmloads£aborigittel bttnNpg repgn 171208,pdf; 
Bcbnon11on CJ et al (2003) 'Working with Jndlgalau• Communities to Improve on- l.J<.lcnlll>& Prc>tocols and 
Offender Management' in Pro=dinp Rood Safety RMearch, PollciDg and Education Conk<cnco. Sydney, 2003, 
231· 238, http://ep:rints.ouLt;du au /9393/l 1939Ja.pdf; Anthony T & Blagg H1 'Addressiug the .. crime problem• of 
tbc Northern Territory Intervention: alternate path• to reguladng minor driving otreru:ea ln remote Indigenous 
oommunitiea' (2012) Report to the Criminology Research Council Gnlnt CRC 38/09-10. 
113 Burrow, A. (2011) Subroi~on to the House of Repreoe:ntatM:s Standing Commiru>e on Aborigjnal and 
Torrca Slrnit lslonder AJrairo Inquiry into the high levels ofinvol..,,,,.nt of indigenous juvenile$ A.l1d .rouns adults in 
tbc eriruinal justice system' SUperint=dent, Work Ree.di.neH B.lld Education, Rio 1lnto Iron Ott, 3 
<"1WW,aph.gov.au/Parliamentmy_Buslne.../Committees/Houoe_o(.Repreoentativea...Committeeo%3Fl.lrl%30%2Fat 
sia%2Foentencing%,2Fsubll¥o2Fsub%2520110.p&> 
114 Oepartmmt of Transport 'Get your Brat driver'• licence', Drivu and Vehlcle Serv\ccs, 
<http://w..vw.transport.wa.gov.Qu/lloena!ng/20663.118P#2161> 
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hours (including five hours of nighttime driving) and the hazard perception test 
before attempting the practical driving assessment. 

Further, many Aboriginal people have a historical distrust of the police and the 
government. This means they are reluctant to access government agencies t-0 obtain 
the required identification and paperwork end to sit licensing tests. Some Aboriginal 
people feel 'shame' and intimidation, because they do not like walking into a licensing 
centre or police station where they are tbe only Aboriginal person. There is a lack of 
services in regional Western Australia and regional areas suffer from centralised 
government. All government oflices sucb as the Registry of Birth, Deaths and 
Marriages and the Department of Transport are based in Perth. These problems are 
compounded by licence suspension orders for non-payment of fines. Apart from the 
difficulties in paying fines with limited incomes, there is a lack of understanding of 
the process so people do not know when they are allowed to drive again.us 

There are also ideological barriers to obtaining a driver's licence. The relevance of a 
driver's licence is different for regional end remote Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples compared with the maitl.stream community. There is a sense that 
'you do not need a licence to drive in the bush'; not having a driver's licence is the 
norm and is intergenerational. There is also a lack of understanding as to the 
purpose of a licence aod a lack of understanding of and respect for 'whitefella'law.116 

The need to drive 

The nature of living ill a remote area means that people have a very real need to drive. 
It is impossible to compare driving in the city or a large town to driving in the regional 
and remote parts of Western Australia; tbe vast distances, harsh environment and 
lack of public transport means people must drive whether or not they bold a valid 
licence. Many of the communities in Western Australia are extremely remote with 
people needing to get into town to conduct business, access medical services, do 
shopping and attend court with many people living hours away from the nearest 
town. The cost of taxis is often prohibitive, for example, taxis in Newman cost $10 
per person to travel three kilometres. Due to the long di.~tances and harsh conditions, 
other options like walking or riding bicycles are not feasible. Furthe:r people need to 
drive in connection with employment. According to the 2011 Census of Population 
and Housing, almost three-quarters of people who travelled to work used a car (74%) 
and the proportion was even higher in regional and remote areas (87%) .117 

There are also cultural reasons for driving without a valid licence. The notion of 
'culture' has two different aspects: firstly, people need to travel for law business, 
funerals, hunting and to visit family; secondly, in some areas in Western Australia, 
an Aborigjnal person is obliged under customary law to follow directions from an 
elder so they ma,y be compelled to drive.11a Many Aboriginal people see their cultural 
obligation and traditional law as more important than the mainstream law. In the 
local Aboriginal cultures, bereavement or 'sorry time' is very important and people 
are expected to leave employment or other obligations to travel vast distances to pay 

l!S B-'· Alice, 1ndlgeru>us driving~eein the Pilbanl regian' inMeli...a CutaD & Paula Gerber ~ol Proof 
of Birth. Sydney, NSW : PUture Leaders. 2015, 64-66; WyaJt, B. (2007) 'lndlgcnouo !Jcenoing ond Fine Default.: A 
Clean Slate" Weot<:rn Australian Parliamentary Committee To Explore The Elfert Of Motor Ori'""" Ucenec And 
Driving Law• On R<:mote Comm uni tie•, Report preocnted on behalf of the Mmlotel" for Com>etive Service•, Miugoret 
QuirkMU..12. 
116 Barter A ibid 64 - 66. 
117 Ivers R et .i 'Driver Licensing: Descriptive Epidemiology of a Social Determinant of Aboriginal and TOJT<• 
Strait Islander Health" (2016) 40 Australian and Nsw z.ra.r.a,,d .Jownnl of Public Health 377. 
118 Barter. Alice, 'lnd~ua driving issueil in the Pilbara region' in Melisoa CUtOll18' Paula Gerber (eds) 
Proof of Birth, Sydney. NSW : Future Leaders, 2015, 67. 
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their respects to the deceased person and their family. Many of the places they need 
to travel are only accessible by driving a car.119 

How a regional driver permit scheme should operate 

ALSWA submits a regional driver permit should provide an alternative licence to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait l!llander people living in regional areas tbat addresses 
some of the barriers described above. 

The regional driver permit should require a reduced number of logged hours in 
qualified driving instruction and have reduced Learners and Probationary periods. It 
should also require fewer identity documents. The principal reason for a driver's 
licence scheme is to ensure people driving vehicles !mow how to drive safely. This 
could be achieved by a modified test that is more relevant to country driving rather 
tban city driving. A regional permit could be granted to low income earners on a 
reduced fee basis. 

ALSWA submits a regional driver permit could relate to the person's community, 
relevant native title determination areas or regional boundaries for example in 
Westen1 Australia; East Kimberley, West Kimberley, Pilbara, Gascoyne, Gol.dfi.elds, 
South West. There should be an option to expand the geographical oonstraints of the 
permit after a certain period without any traffic convictions. 

Registration of vehicles 

The cost of regi!ltering a vehicle is insurmountable to many Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait [slander people. The registration of vehicles is important for insurance reasons 
aod so ALSWA suggests a reduced fee for low-income earners who also reside in 
regional or remote areas. 

Current programs in place in Western Australia 

There arc some positive programs currently being run in Western Australia. These 
include the Remote Areas Licensing Program, the Aboriginal Justice Program Open 
Days, and the Department of T:raosport partnering with schools to implement 
programs to assist students to obtain their learner's permit and progress to a 
provisional driver's licence.1!!0 Despite these programs, there is still a dire need for 
assist.ance with obtaining and maintaining driver's licences in remote and regional 
areas. 

ALSWA makes the following recommendations to Improve the delivery of 
driver's licence program& to regional and remote Abori&fnal and Torres strait 
IaJander communities: 

• Increase the frequency aod geographic scope of visits from the Remote Areas 
Licensing Program and of the Aboriginal Justice Program 'Open Days', thereby 
increasing the accessibility of the services they provide to regional and remote 
Aboriginal communities. 

• School programs to assist students obtain their learner's permit end progress 
to a provisional driver's licence be run in all regional and remote schools. 

119 Barter, Alice, "Indigenous driving iaoue• In the Pilbara n:gion' in Melissa ca.tan & PIWIO. Gerber (eds) Proof 
of Birth, Sydney. NSW : ~uture Leaders, 2015, 67; Wyatt, B. (2007) 'Indigenous Licensing an4 Fillo Ddault: A Clean 
Slll.t.e' We&tern Auotmlian Parliamentary CommitlOl'I To Explor<: The Effect Of Motor Dtiver'& Ucc::nce And Driving 
Law• On Remote Communities, Report preoented on behalf of the Minister for Con:ective Service•, Margaret Quirk 
ML.A, 12. 
120 Department of'l'ran,,port, 
<http:/ /WWOR .trall8port. wa.gav .au/mediaFiles/ ebout·u•/ DOT _P _RAP _2017_19.pdf> 
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• Adapt Department of Transport service provision to better meet the needs of 
Aboriginal communities by undertaking the following measures: 

o reduce requisite fees for driving assessments, learner guides, and 
logbooks, or alternatively, provide subsidies or fee waivers for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people; 

o provide publicly funded driver education in remote Aboriginal 
communities; 

o revise cu1Tent licens.ing education materials to develop more culturally 
appropriate and context-sensitive resources, with particular 
consideration for users with low literacy levels; 

o review testing procedures to ensure that oral, pictorial, and outdoor 
testing options are available to all applicants, and that assessments in 
traditional languages are provided, with interpreters supplied when 
needed; 

o in collaboration with Aboriginal community representatives, conduct a 
review of existing cultural competency training procedures for all 
Department of Transport employees, and identify and implement areas 
for improvement; 

o relocate Department of Transport offices currently situated within 
regional law enforcement facilities; and 

o employ more local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People in the 
Department of Transport to work in regional areas. 

Extraordinacy Driver's Licences 

The current criteria for an Extraordinary Licence under the Road Traffic 
(Authorisation to Drive) Act 2008 (WA) allows a person to apply for an extraordinary 
licence on the following grounds: 

• that it is necessary for the applicant to obtain urgent medical treatment for 
him or herself or a member of his or her family; 

• that the absence of the extraordinary licence would place an undue financial 
burden on the applicant or his or her family by depriving the applicant of his 
or her principal means of obtaining income; or 

• that it is the only practicable means for the applicant or a member of the 
applicant's family to travel to their employment. 

Many Aboriginal people (especially those living in remote areas where there are no 
other feasible transport options) may need to drive to attend a funeral or other 
cultural ceremonies, as described above. Therefore ALSWA s11bmits that the terms 
of extraordinary driver'$ licences under the Road Tra.J11.c {Authorl.sa.tton to 
Drive) Act be revised to allow an applicant's family and cultural obligations to 
be considered. In 2006, the LRCWA recommended that the relevant criteria for an 
application for an extraordinary driver's licence be amended to include: 

I. Where there are no other feasible transport options, Aboriginal customary law obligations 
should be taken into account when determining the degree of hardship and inconvenience 
which would otherwise result to the applicant, the applicant's family or a member of the 
applicant's community. 

2. When making its dedsion whether to grant an extraordinary driver's licence the court should 
be required w consider the cultural obligations under Aborigini<I customary law to attend 
funerals and the need to assist others to travel to and from a court as required by a bail 
undertaking or other order of the COUl't.121 

121 LRCWA. Aboriginal customary Lauxs: Ths in"'7'2Clion of Western Austmlian law with Aboriginal law and 
<>dtwe, Fino! Report 12006} Recommendaticm 13. 
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ALSWA echoes the Law Reform Commission of Western Australia's recommendation 
and also submits that the Road Traffo; (Authorisation t.o Drive) Act should be revised 
to allow people who have had their licences suspended for fme default to apply for 
extraordinary licences. 

Mandatory accumulation of suspension§ 

Under s 49(8) of the Road Traffic Act (WA) when sentencing a person for driving 
without a valid licence, if the person is already serving a period of clisqualiiication or 
suspension, then the Court must disqualify them for nine months cumulative on any 
other suspension. This means that people can be convicted for driving without a valid 
licence vecy early on in their life and if they continue to drive for the reasons set out 
above, it could be tens of years before they are eligible to even attempt to obtain a 
valid licence. If people have no hope of ever being able to apply for a driver's licence, 
they will continue to drive unlicensed. 

Therefore, ALSWA supports repealing the mandato:ry accumulation of suspension 
periods in section 49(8) of the Road Traffic Act (WA) and providing a discretiomuy 
range of suspension periods. 

Removal of licence disgualiiication 

The need for people to have a chance to change their life around is very important. 
Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in regional and remote areas of 
Western Australia have had very limited opportunities and have been exposed to 
severe trauma and disadvantage throughout their lives. Many people have 
accumulated an extensive poor driving record in the early part of their life. When an 
employment or community opportunity then becomes available, these people should 
have a realistic mechllilism to clear their suspensions/ disqualifications, obtain their 
licence and change their offending and life trajectory. 

Under the Road Traffic (Authorisation to Drive) Act 2008 (WA) if a person has been 
disqualified by a court from holding or obtaining a drivers licence for a period of more 
than thxee years then, after a specified waiting period, they can apply to the District 
Court or Supreme Court for an order removing the disqualifi.cation.122 

The court must consider the following matters: 

• safety of the public generally - that the public will not be endangered by the 
disqualified driver driving a vehicle; 

• character of the disqualified driver - that they are of good character; 
• circumstances of the case - that their case is one where they should be given 

their licence back, for e.."'tample, they have a need for a driver's licence for 
employment or transporting children; 

• nature of the offence(s) which gave rise to the disqualliication - that the 
offences for which they were disqualified can be explained; and 

• conduct of the disqualified driver since the disqualification - that they have 
taken steps to rehabilitate themselves since they were disqualified (eg alcohol 
consumption is under control), and they have done nothing wrong since the 
disqualification .123 

122 Road Tralfo; {Aulhmisation to DriJJe) Act 200IJ (WAI• 2'1. If the Supreme Cow1 imposed the disqu».lrncation. 
the tq>pllcation must be made to the Supn:me Court(• 2'1{2ll. Thi• <v<>uld lneh•de oomeonewllo ha• been permanently 
dioqu~ or dioqualified for llfe by a coutt from holding e drive"' licence. 
123 Roa.d. 11-11/fic (Avl/lmisancn w Drioo) Act :W08 (W Al • 24(5) and •ee Davia v Commio~ of Polics ( L 990) 12 
MVR297 
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This is a very lengthy and complex process and for the reasons people need t.o drive 
in regional and remotes areas as set out above, ALSWA suggests that this process 
should be reviewed and made more accessible to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people. 

Community education and legal representation for traffic matters 

Legal Aid WA provides limited advice and representation for Aboriginal people who 
are applying for an extraordinary driver's licence or the removal of a licence 
disqualification. There is a dire need for more resources for legal repre1entation 
ln this area. ALSWA submits that the We&tem Australian 1:ovemment should 
provide resources to ALSWA for the plll"poce or providing: 

• educative strategies for Aboriginal people across the state (in particalar 
in reinote locations j about driving and liceming; and 

• legal representation for AbortOnal people who are applyln1 for an 
extraordinary drive.r's Ucence, the cancellation of a licence suape.nslon 
order (lf applicable I or the removal of a licence dlsq11alifiication. 

Justice Procedure Offences - Breach of Community-based Sentences 

Bl"flach of commun"ity.band senc:enca 

Proposal 7-1 To reduce breaches of community-based sentences by 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islande:r peoples, state and territory governments 
should engage with peak Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island.er organisations to 
identify gaps and build the infrastructure for culturally appropriate community
based sentencing options and support services. 

The ALRC reports that ~ustice procedure offending is the third most common type of 
offending resulting in sentences of imprisonment for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people' and that a considerable proportion of these Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander prisoners have breached. their community-based sentence.1~4 Despite 
being the worst in nation in terms of overrepresentation, Western Australia appears, 
on the face of it, to fare well in relation to imprisonment for justice procedure 
offending. There were 142 AborigiDal and Torres Strait Islander people imprisoned 
for ajustice procedure offence in December 2016 (representing 6% of all Aboriginal 
a.ad Torres Strait Islander prisoners in custody in Western Australia at that time). 
The national average was 11 % and Western Australia had the lowest proportion. 12s 

The ALRC outlines some of the potential issues concerning communi'ty-based 
sentences including that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people may be subject 
to inappropriate conditions a.ad prouams, and that they do not receive the 
appropriate level of support. 

The ALRC's discussion of AH v Western Austmlial26 is particularly instructive; not 
only does it demonstrate the failures of and gaps in the system, it also shows the 
disastrous consequences that result from ineffective community based options. This 

124 ALRC. m...rcernlion RQtes of AlxJrigiruJI r:md 'l'c>rnls Strait Islander Peopl&. Diocu&SioD Paper (July 2017) 
f7.2J. 
125 Ibid f7.12J. 
126 J2014J WASCA 228. 
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young Aboriginal woman with extremely oomplex needs was not provided with any 
services or support yet ahe was expected to report to her communit;y corrections 
officer at regular times. She failed to report and reoffended by stealing a car. She was 
sentenced to 'another community-based order, under which services were again not 
provided, and AH again reo:ffended'.121 ALSWA highlights that after AH was placed 
on her second community-based order by the District Court, for the subsequent six 
weeks she 'was spoken to only once' by her community corrections officer and this 
was immediately after the order was imposed. The Court of Appeal observed that 
while 'the various agencies involved communicated with each other during that 
period, none of them actually did anything to provide any fonn of support or 
assistance to AH, who then reoffended'.12s ALSWA has experienced this in other 
cases; where govenunent and non-goveniment agencies communicate and 
'collaborate' about a particular 'client' but little is done with them or for them. On 
the third occasion that AH breached the community-based order by reoffending (two 
aggravated burglaries and other offences). she was sentenced to two years' 
imprisonment. This woman's data would not be included in the data for 
imprisonment for justice procedure offending because her most serious offence 
would be recorded as aggravated burglary. 

Hence, the comparatively low proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
prisoners who are in custody in Westeni Australia due to breaching a community
based order should be viewed with extreme caution. This data takes no account of 
the reality that many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people will reoffend 
because the community-based order has not achieved the purpose for which it was 
imposed. 

Caae~&!P 

Jn a recent case in Western Australia, a Vistrict Court judge referred to the lack of 
effective programs within the Deparlment of Corrective Seroires (DCS). He commented 
that during his mDst recent regional cirruit he dealt with 1m offender who had been 
sentenced to a commwlity-based disposition with a requirement to attend psyclwlogical 
counselJing. Some nine months after the order was imposed, he still had not seen a 
psychologist. The man stopped reporting to his community oorrections ojfiDer for 
supervision. As the judge eloquently stated 'Who cculd blame him when {DCS) weren't 
prolliding him the psyclwlogico.I input they have mandated for him?' DCS instituted 
breach proceedings and the man then reoffended, he is now servin(I a substantial temi 
of imprisonment. 

Cau Example Q 

ALSWA recently represented Q, an Aborigi11al female who was serttenced to a Pre
Sentenoe Order (PSO) by the District Court. Q had been a victim of extreme domestic 
violence. A male community oorrections officer managed her PSO. Q instructed ALSWA 
that she felt unromforlable with this male officer. In his report to the cowt, he indicated 
that she had been rude to pathology staff and inappropriately attended her urinalysis 
test =mpanied by other people. The pathology agency had informed the community 
oorrections officer that Q had failed to attend for testing. Q disputed this and attended 
the pathology centre to inquire about wha.t had occurred. They claimed that they had 
no record of her attendance and she argued with them that they were 'p1.ayi.ng with her 
freedom'. After ma.king further inquiries, they euentually informed her that they had 
misfiled lter results and that Q had in fai::t attended as required under her order. The 

127 Al.RC, l""""'8rnti<m Rates of Aboriqinal and 1°l>rr<>• Strait Jslo.llder Peoples, Di&cu•olon Pttptr tJuly 20171 
[7.17J. 
128 AH v Ths &ate of WestemAuslralia [2014) WASc.A ~28. [4J. 
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pe<Jple Q had attended with were her children. As soon as Q became aware that she 
was not supposed to attend with any other people she ceased bringing her children. 

ALSWA supports Proposal 7 -1 not only because a reduction in imprlJionment for 
justice procedure offences will reduce the number of Aborigillal and Torres 
Strait i.tander people in prison b11t also because more culturally appropriate 
and effective community-baaed orders is vital to enaure that Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people are provided with the right support to prevent 
reofi'endJng. 

The ALRC refers to a number of programs across Australia th.at appear to be working 
well in relation to supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to 
successfully complete community-based orders. It also mentioned that consjderation 
should be given to enabling local Aboriginal community members to supervise and 
support offenders on community-based orders m remote communities.129 ALSWA 
emphasises that appropriate solutions will vary from one location to another. In a 
state as large as Western Australia, flexibility is essential. ALSWA also agrees that 
working with peak Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations to identify 
gaps and build infrastructure would be facilitated by the re-establi8hment of an 
independent Aboriginal Justice Council in Western Australia. 

Finally, ALSWA again refers to its Youth Engagement Program. While this program 
is designed for young people, many of the activities undertaken would be equally 
applicable to adults on community-based orders (eg, assistance with attending 
appointments, reminders, liaison and advocacy with the Department of Corrective 
Services and other program providers; mentoring and encouragement and practical 
assistance (eg, Centrelink payments, opening bank accounts, obta:ining drivers 
licences, obtaining Medicare cards)). 

Alcohol 

The ALRC refers to the haxmful effects of alcohol misuse in Aboriginal communities 
and its link to the incarceration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
ALSWA agrees with the observation in the Discussion Paper that alcohol misuse is a 
health issue rather than a criminal issue.130 While public drunkenoess is no longer 
an offence in Western Australia, police office:rs often use offences such as street 
drinking and offensive language as a back.door method to criminalise Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people who are under the influence of alcohol in public spaces. 
In this submission, ALSWA has recommended that offensive language should be 
decriminalised. ALSWA also refers later in this submission to civil protection 
schemes such as move on orders and prohibitive behaviour orders that similarly 
disproportionally impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (and often 
because those people are affected by alcohol). 

The ALRC refers to FASD noting that although there is some research linking FASO 
to Aboriginal incarceration rates, the evidence is 'scarce'.131 ALSWA notes that the 
Telethon Kids Institute of Western Australia is undertaking various research projects 

129 Al.RC, 1"""""'"'1it,,, Rares of Aboriqinal <ln4 1bmos S!Tait Islander Pwples. Discussioo Paper (July 2017) 
11.111. 
130 AI.RC, b!.oarcerurion Rai"" of Abori{lin.al 01IA 1'om19 SmUl ki/ander E'eop~s. Diocussion Paper (July 20171 
1s.121. 
13 l AI.RC, Inooroorari<>n Rai..., of Aboriginal cw:! 1'orres Strak Islander People'" Di•cu8SiOD Paper (July 2017) 
l8.41-18. L9J . 
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in relation to FASO including a study of young people at Banksia Hill Detention 
Centre. While ALSWA acknowledges that assessment and diagnosis of FASD has 
improved, there is a massive gap in the provision of appropriate supports and 
services following a diagnosis. Investment in Aboriginal community controlled 
solutions is essential. As evident from Case Example E, there remains a lack of 
understanding within government justice agencies about FASD and the needs of 
people with FASO. 

Assessing solutions 

Question 8-1 Noting the link between alcohol abuse and offending, how 
might state and territory governments facilitate Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities, that wish to do so, to: 

(e) develop and implement local liquor accords with liquor retailers and 
other stakeholders that specifically seek to minimise harm to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, for example 
through such things as minimum pricing, trading bours and range 
restriction; 

(f) develop plans to prevent the sale of full strength aloohol within their 
communities, such as the plan implemented within the Fitzroy 
Crossing community? 

Quastlon 8-1 In what ways do banned drinkers registers or alcohol 
mandatory treatment programs affect alcohol-related offend~ within Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander communities? What negative impacts, if any, Bow from 
such programs? 

As the ALRC explains, there have been various recommendations made in response 
to alcohol misuse in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities including 'dcy 
communities; pricing controls; supply reduction strategies and reduction in trading 
hours; community controls and patrols; and other laws that restrict the sale of 
alcohol to intoxicated persons'.132 

ALSW A does not have direct experience providing legal advice, representation or 
support in relation to these types of strategies. For tbat reason, ALSWA only wishes 
to emphasise (as aclmowledged by the ALRC) that strategies must be community-led 
and community-owned. Different communities may wish to adopt different solutions 
and the desired solutions may alter over time, depending on the dynamics and 
circumstances in a particular community. State and territory governments must 
provide support to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities to develop and 
implement their own responses. 

Finally, alcohol-harm reduction strategies such as those mentioned above, cany 
risks such as sly groggi.ng, displacement of persons to different locations, and 
replacement of alcohol with illicit drugs or other substances. It is vital that 
communities have access to culturally competent alcohol rehabilitation programs 
and services because it is unrealistic to expect a person with alcohol addiction to 
simply stop or reduce drinking without any support. 

,., 
ALRC. Incarceration Rates of Aooriglnal and Tones Slrail Ialaru:lsr Pwples, l)ill(;Usoioxl Pape< [July 2017) 
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Female Offenders 

ALSWA emphasises that all of its responses and recommendations in this 
submission are relevant for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander females. ALSWA is 
deeply concerned about the ever-increasing rate of imprisonment of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander women in Western Australia and across the nation. As at 31 
March 2017, 46% of women in prison were Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
women.'33 It has been observed that Western Australia has 'by far the highelilt 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women's imprisonment rate in Australia relative 
to population size at nearly twice the national average'.1S4 

The ALRC discusses the multiple and complex factors that underpin this shoclcing 
situation. Many of these factors are sadly also common to Aboriginal men; however, 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander female prisoners have extremely high rates of 
family violence•3S and sexual abuse and are often sole carers of children (as well as 
carers of elderly family members). As the ALRC observes, it has been estimated that 
up to 80% of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander female prisoners are mothers. 136 
As the Human Rights Law Centre and Change the Record report observed 
'imprisoning women is damaging for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, 
who are already overrepresented in child protection and youth justice systems'.137 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women are frequently imprisoned for low-level 
offending and fine default and are not provided with adequate supports and 
interventions in the justice system. The tragic case of Ms Dhu is one stark example. 
Other examples are contained in the recent i;epo11: from the Human Rights Law 
Centre and Change the Record. Set out below are further examples: 

Case Exampl• R 

R was imprisoned for seven months for driving under suspern;ion. W1u1e she was in 
prison, her ex-partner caused $26,000 worth of damage ro her Homeswest property, 
where she hDd resided for 20 years. R was ellicted by the public housing aut/u>rity and 
is u11able to access a farther Homeswest house because ofthe unpaid debt. Following 
her release from prison, R was homeless. She developed a .seri.ous drog addiction and 
her offending has escalated. 

Caae Example S 

Police arrested S, who was heavily pregnant, on the weekend and she gave birth ro her 
baby on the Swlday. The Department for Child Protection remoood her baby from her 
care. Had this woman already been in Bandyup Prison before she went into labour she 
would have been able ro keep her baby with her in prison. 

case Example T 

ALSWA represented T, who was a victim of ongoing family violence; however, she had 
a tendency not ro tum up to court to give evidence agairist the perpetrator. T was 
seriously assaulted by him (ribs broken) and she responded by throwing a knife at him 
that stuck in his back. Police charged T with aggravated unlawfal wounding. The court 
released her on bail even though she was already on bail for another serious offence. 

133 Department al. Con-ecm"' SC>"Vices, Adu!t ~ In Custody Quarterly Stati8t!c.s March Quarter 20 l T. 
134 Human Rigllt s Law Conuie ""d Change Ille Record, °""7"""'P'=•nted and Ouerloolocd: 1h4 crisis of 
Aboriginal and ThtYu Srroit Islander women's growinQ owr-impriaonment (2017) l 0. 
135 A recent orudy in West= A\latralia f0W1d that up to 90% of Aboriginal vrom•n in prison had been subjeet<d 
to violence: Human filtlhto Law Centro: and Change the R.ocotd ibid 17. 
136 ALRC, Incaroer<lli<>1t Rat.,. of AOO>igi11al Qlld Torres Strait l•lartil"1' Psopl•"'· C>i1a1ooion Paper (July 20171 
(9.14). 
L37 Human Rish•• Law C..ntre and Ch<n>gc tho Reoord, OIXtN'eprSsmtled Wtd Ove<loolred: The crisis of 
Aboriginal 07id Torros Strafl Islandar women's g>vWing ouor-in\Prisonmsnl (2017) 5. 
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However, shortly after her release T breached the protective bail condition by having 
contact with tJie perpetrator. Consequently, she was rem.anded in custody. The police 
did not charge T's partner with anything euen tliDUgh the police took T to the hnspital 
for her injuries wlu1e she was in their custody. 

Caae&wnpleU 

U is an Aboriginal woman with five children whl> was imprisoned for approximately 
$15, 000 of unpaid fines. She was required to spend about 10 days in prlscm and as a 
result she was forced to orgaJ'lise Iler violent partner to look after her childnln while she 
went into custody. 

Queation 9-1 What reforms to laws and legal frameworks arc required to 
strengthen diversionary options and improve criminal justice processes for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander female defendants and offenders? 

As mentioned above, many of the ALRC's proposals and ALSWA's recommendations 
in this submission will address the needs and circumstances of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander women (eg, removing imprisonment as an option for fUte default; 
establishing a CNS in each jurisdiction; increasing resources to ATSILS). ALSWA 
submits that the recommendation that courts are required to take into account the 
unique systemic and background factors affecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people will particularly beoefit Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women. 

Finally, ALSWA suggests that diversionary and rehabilitation programs for Aboriginal 
and Tones Strait Islander women must be designed, developed and delivered by 
Aboriginal women.138 Such programs must be culturally competent and b-auma 
informed and should recognise the specific needa of Aboriginal women and provide 
holistic and flexible wrap around sexvioes to enable women to address their complex 
needs. For many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander female offenders this support 
would include: 

• practical assistance (eg, Ce:otrelink, housing, obtaining a birth certificate, 
food hampers, addressing W1pald finea, obtaining a driver's licence); 

• legal assistance (eg, assistance with family law and/or cbild protection 
matters, applications for family violence protection orders; and tenancy 
issues); 

• referrals to rehabilitation and therapeutic programs (eg, substance abuse, 
counselling, education and training, mental health); 

• support to comply with a.oy court orders or reqWrements of a community 
based-order (eg, reminders, transport assistance and moral su pport}; and 

• assistance for other family members (eg, helping motben; re· enrol their 
children into school). 

138 &e ~ HUman Rigbm Law Centre and Change the Re<:orcl, Over-represent"'1 wld Ouortooked: The crisis of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait ls lander wome11 's growifl(J •--imprisonment (20171 5. 
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Aboriginal Justice Agreements 

Proposal 10-1 Where not currently operating, state 
governments should work with peak Aboriginal and Torres 
organisations to renew or develop Aboriginal Justice Agreements. 

and tenitory 
Strait Islander 

The ALRC observes that Aboriginal Justice Agreements (AJAs) have been introduced 
in some states and territories 'as a coalition between peak Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander organisations and state or territory governments to improve justice 
outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People'. 139 

The original intention for AJAs was that they would include 'targets to reduce the 
rate of over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons in the 
criminal justice system and to decrease incarceration rates' and they would address 
the delivery and funding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander programs and 
services.1<-0 

In Western Australia, the former Aboriginal Justice Council developed an Aboriginal 
Justice Plan (2000), which was the precursor to the Westem Australia Aboriginal 
Justice Agreement 2004-2009 (WA AJA). However, the state gove1nment disbanded 
the Aboriginal Justice Council in 2002 following a recommendation from the former 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission.141 The Department of Justice, 
Department of Communities, Department of Indigenous Affairs, Western Australia 
Police, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission, Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Services and ALSWA entered into and signed the WA AJA. The WA 
AJA had three main outcomes: achieving safe and sustainable communities; 
reducing the number of victims of crime; and reducing the overrepresentation of 
Aboriginal people in the criminal justice system. The intended AJA process was to 
develop an Aboriginal Justice Implementation Plan; Regional Aboriginal Justice 
Plans and Agreements; and Local Justice Plans.142 The LRCWA observed that after 
18 months of operation it was 'dillicult to find any evidence of direct action which 
empowers Aboriginal people to determine their own justice issues and solutions'. t•3 

The LRCW A made a comprehensive recommendation for the establishment of 
Aboriginal community justice groups coupled with a recommendation for the 
establishment of an Abori~ Justice Advisory Council (comprised of members of 
the Aboriginal community and government departments). The proposed role of the 
Aboriginal Justice Advisory Council was to consult with Aboriginal communities and 
provide advice and assistance to enable communities to establish local community 
justice groups.144 The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice 
Commissioner submitted to the LRCWA that this proposed Aboriginal Justice 
Advisory Council was 'critical to the success of any Indigenous justice initiatives'. •4 s 

l39 ALRC, Incarceration RaJ.e.s of Abariginal and Tom>• S!Tait /s!ande>' Peoples. Discussion Paper (July 2017) 
110.21. 
140 ALRC, Incarcer<Jtion Rates of .AbcTriginu.I and Tomes Strai1 lslandw People$, Diocu.,.ion Paper (July 20171 
l10.6J. 
141 Western Australia. Government, Aboriginal Justice Couna7 in WA to be di.sbwvied. Media Starements (1 lllay 
20021. 
142 LRCWA, Aboriginal Cusroma>y Laws, Discussio.n Paper, Project No 94 (2005) 110. 
143 Ibid 111. 
144 La,. Reform Commission of Western Australia, Aborigin<ll CUstt>mLlry Laws: The inte"1Clio7t of West.ml 
Au•fra~a law with Aboriginal law and culrure, Discussion Paper, Project No 94 (2005) 98. 
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The WA AJA was superseded by the State Aboriginal Justice Congress, State Justice 
Plan: Aboriginal Community Solutions for Statewide Issues (2009-2014), which has 
now expired.146 In June 2011, the former Attorney General, Christian Porter stated 
in Parliament that the original budget allocation for the WA AJA was $10.8 million 
over four years and that the government had reviewed the program. The review found 
there were some difficulties in convening regional meetings with Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander leaders and far less meetings were held than initially hoped 
for. Mr Porter further stated that the results of the review would be released after he 
had consulted with the Aboriginal Justice Congress. The government decided to use 
the AJA resources to expand the parts of the program that had been successful, 
namely, measures to assist with licensing such as Open Days in remote communities 
and further work was to be done in relation to repeat low level offending and domestic 
violence.147 

Jn making its proposal above, the ALRC identifies four main components for effective 
.AJAs: collaboration, governance, joint objectives and strategic direction, and 
accountability. The ALRC suggests that AJAs may represent a useful mechanism to 
facilitate the implementation of its proposals that require state and territory 
governments to work with peak Aboriginal and TOITes Strait Islander 
organisations.143 

ALSWA supports PropOBal 10-1 and emphasises that the successful development 
of a new AJA for Western Australia will require close collaboration with Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, communities and organisations at the outset to 
ensure appropriate governance, joint objectives and accountability. In addition, 
ALSWA considers that the focus for a new AJA in Western Australia must be on 
achieving tangible outcomes. The ALRC observes that the ACT AJA has an action 
plan that includes 'key initiatives, measures and delegates for each program' and for 
the criminal justice system, this includes developing culturally appropriate corrective 
services programs; increasing participation in throughcare; creating outreach 
support to aid compliance with community-based orders; and maximising existing 
diversion options.149 

ALSWA would welcome the opportunity to be closely involved in the development of 
a new Aboriginal Justice Agreement for Western Australia. It also considers that the 
establishment of an independent Aboriginal Justice Council/Congress with 
representatives from across the state would complement any such agreement by 
ensuring that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have an independent 
voice in the development of solutions to the alarmingly high levels of over 
incarceration in this state. 

146 ALRC, lnoarceration Rate• of Aborigil>al and Torres Slralt lSlaMN Peoples, D1scusston Paper (July 2017) 
(10.7). 
147 Western Australia Par!Wn<nt<!ry Debat<:s. Lc:giolative A.soembly. 337-338, I June 2011 (Mr CC Porter, 
Attorney General). 
148 ALRC, Tnoorceration Rates of Aboriginal and n,,,..s StraiJ /slander Peoples, Diocuosion Paper (July 2017) 
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Crlmtnaljustfce targets for 'Closing the Gap' 

Question 10-1 Should the Commonwealth Government develop justice 
targets as part of the review of the Closing the Gap policy? If so, what should these 
targets encompass? 

ALSWA is a strong proponent of justice targets as part of the Closing the Gap 
strategy. ALSWA believes that the current omission of justice targets discourages 
state and territory governments from ensuring accurate data recording and from 
developing and utilising effective alternative strategies to imprisonment. The 
inclusion of justice targets will also ensure that the Commonwealth and state and 
territory governments work together to address Aboriginal overrepresentation. 

ALSWA agrees with the views expressed in the 2017 report by the Human Rights Law 
Centre and Change the Record that justice targets should be developed in 
partnership with peak Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations to close 
the gap in the disproportionate rates of imprisonment of and violence against 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.ISO Sub-targets for overrepresentation 
might include targets to reduce arrest rates; reduce the number of people remanded 
in custody; increase diversion by police; increase resourcing to Aboriginal community 
controlled programs and services for people involved in the justice system; increase 
compliance rates for community based orders; and increase the number of prisoners 
released on parole. Specific targets may vary from one jurisdiction to another 
depending on the most pressing issues faced by each state or territo1y. Sub-targets 
for reducing violence might include an increase in alternative accommodation 
facilities for victims and perpetrators of violence; increase in resourcing to 
Indigenous-specific legal services to assist victims of violence; and an increase in 
culturally competent perpetrator programs. 

Access to Justice Issues 

Proposal 11-1 Where needed, state and territory governments should work 
with peak Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations to establish 
interpreter services within the criminal justice system. 

InterpN1ter sennces 

In order to ensure just outcomes, access to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
language interpreter services at all stages of the criminal justice system is essential. 
For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who do not speak English 
sufficiently, wrongful convictions or harsher sentences are likely to result from the 
inability to properly understand proceedings and communicate effectively. The 
consequences of a lack of language interpreters in Western Australia in the context 
of police interrogations are well !mown. The case of Gene Gibson is a clear example 

LSO ALRC, ~lion Ra1e.s of Aboriginal and Torres Straii Island.er People';. Diocuosion Paper (July 20L7) 
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of the serious dangers of interviewing Aborigina.l and Torres Strait Islander people 
who do not speak English sufficiently without an interpreter. 

ALSWA highlights that the negative impacts extend far deeper. In Westem Australia, 
community corrections officers interview offenders for a pre-sentence report without 
the use of interpreters. As explained earlier in this submission, negative reports 
referring to an offender's lack of cooperation, remorse and insight into their offending 
behaviour are common for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people :in Western 
Australia. While other factors also contribute to this situation (eg, culrural barriers, 
manner of conducting the interview), it is unquestionable that the lack of interpreters 
is negatively affecting the quality of pre-sentence reports. How can an offender 
express his or her views about the oB"ending behaviour if they are unable to 
understand the questions posed and/or communicate their views? Access to 
interpreters is also essential to achieve rehabilitation and reintegration. How can an 
offender who does not speak English sufficiently participate and meaningfully engage 
in rehabilitation, education, training or treatment programs without access to an 
interpreter? 

The ALRC refers to the Northern Territory Aboriginal Interpreter Service (AIS) as a 
useful model for developing a statewide Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
language interpreter service. ALSWA understands that Al$ provides interpreters at 
all courts on a regular basis. The Kimberley Interpreting Service is the only Aboriginal 
language interpreting service in Western Australia; it is under-resourced and 
struggles to acconunodate the interpreting needs of all Western Australian Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. ALSWA •11pporta the ALRC'• Proposal 11·1 and 
emphaeisea that a -u-resourced statewide Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
lalander la11.g11.aae Interpreter suvice .. a neceaeary component of any reform 
deatped to reduce the 11.11.aeceptable level of overrepresentation in Western 
Australia. 

Specialist court. c:&nd diversion programs 

Queation 11-1 What reforms to laws and legal frameworks are required to 
strengthen diversionary options and specialist sentencing courts for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples? 

As discussed earlier in this submission, ALSWA supports the development of more 
effective diversionary options for Aboriginal people. Ideally, diversionary options 
should be available at the earliest possible stage, reducing the need for police to 
charge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people for less serious or low-level 
offending. 

Equally, diversionary options should be available prior to sentencing and hence the 
pre-sentencing process needs to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate participation 
in culturally competent diversionary programs. ALSWA highlights from its experience 
in operating the Youth Engagement Program for young people, that it often takes 
time to develop rapport and trust with participants and if programs arc too short it 
is difficult to make significant progress. ALSWA's Youth Engagement Program has 
no set duration and it has found that for some young people, positive outcomes are 
not evident until many months have passed (and in some cases in excess of 12 
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months) after the young person commenced participation. If Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people can access diversionary options before sentencing takes 
places, less severe sentencing options will be imposed and this will, in tum., have a 
positive effect on imprisorunent rates. 

Specialist sentencing courts such as Drug Courts, Mental Health Courts and 
Aboriginal Cowts are a form of diversion because successful compliance usually 
results in less severe sentencing outcomes. There are currently two main specialist 
courts in Western Australia for adults: tbe Perth Drug Court and the STARr Court 
for offenders with mental health issues. Both of these specialist courts are only 
available in Perth. 'lbe Kalgoorlie Aboriginal Community Court and the metropolitan 
Family Violence Courts have ceased operation. The Bardima.lgu List has now 
replaced the Bardimalgu Court in Geraldton and operates in a similar way.1s1 

Currently, in Western Australia there are two mechanisms under the Sentencing Act 
1995 (WA) that can facilitate diversionary options and access to specialist sentencing 
courts. First, s 16(l)(e] of the Sentencing Act enables sentencing to be adjourned for 
any reason that the court considers proper and s 16(2) provides that sentencing 
cannot be adjourned for longer than six months after the offender has been 
convicted. A sentencing court might adjourn a matter to enable an offender to 
participate in a diversionary program in the community. In a number of different 
reports, the LRCWA has recommended that• 16121 of the Senmru:fng Act should 
be amended to enable sentencing to be deferred for up to 12 months.1s2 ALSWA 
considers that reform would facilitate greater participation in a wider range of 
diversionary and altemative pre-sentencing options. 

Second, Part 3A of the Sentencing Act provides for pre-sentence orders {PSOs). A 
court can only make a PSO if the seriousness of the offence warrants a tenu of 
imprisonment; the PSO would allow the offender to address his or her criminal 
behaviour; and tbe court might not impose imprisonment if the offender complies 
with the conditions of the order. A PSO may be made for up to two years. A 
community corrections officer or a speciality courttss determines the precise 
conditions in relation to treatment, rehabilitation and curfews. The LRCWA observed 
in 2008 that compliance rates for PSOs were higher than for community-based 
sentencing orders.I!H 

ALSWA i.8 of the view that divenio113.1Y programs including specialist court 
progralD.8 could operate more effe.ctively for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Ialander people if there was gresrter De:idbility with PSO.. For example, there is 
no reason why a PSO should not be available for offending that does not warrant 
imprisonment. Successful compliance might result in a less punitive sentencing 
option. For example, if an offender has successfully complied with a 12-month PSO, 
the court might sentence the offender to a Conditional Release Order. ALSWA also 
notes that there is power under s 46 of the Sentencing Act to release an offender 
without sentence; however, the option is only available if the offence is trivial or 
technical. ALSWA sugeats that the criteria for release without sentence under 
a 46 should be QpaDded to cover a wider range of ctrcnmatancee (eg, to 

151 F<>r further informatJon about the BarndirollJ:U Court in <kraldton, - LRCWA, EnJ.un.cing 1cn"3 
Co"""""'1.g l'"amily and Dom&lic lli<>!e,...., Diocussion Paper (2014) 133-135. 
152 LRCWA. The Jnt,mldion of Wes!em AuolroUan L4w with Aborigw:d Law and Culture, Final Report (20061 
Recommendation 4-0; LRCWA, Court lnle""""'°n Programs, Final Report (2009) Rccommendatie>n 13; LRCWA, 
Enlur~g Law<t Concerning Fumily and Dome8fi<; Viol8nu. Final Rep<>rt {20141 Re<:QDUlltndation 60. 
153 Cw:rently the only opeciality court 1$ the Perth Drusi Court, see S<ntencing Regulations 1996, Reg 4A. 
154 LRCWA. Cowl Jnt.•rv•inli<>n Progrnm.s. Diocuoaion Paper (20081 200. 
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encourage offenders to participate in rehabilitative programs because successful 
compliance will result in no further supervision or conditions). 

In addition, ALSWA has recommended, earlier in this submission, a new flexible 
sentencing order based on the current provisions under the Sentencing Act for 
conditional release orders to enhance justice outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples and facilitate the involvement of Aboriginal community-owned 
initiatives. 

Specialist sentencing courts 

ALSWA Is supportive of Abortgina.l aentencing courts such aa the Koori Courta 
in Victoria. Currently, there are no formally established Aboriginal courts in 
Western Australia. The former Attorney General, Michael Mischin, clisbanded the 
Kalgoorlie Aboriginal Community Court due its perceived ineffectiveness in reducing 
reoffending. In 2015, the media reported that the most recent evaluation of the court 
demonstrated that 55% of participants had reoffended within s.ix months compared 
to 48% in the mainstream courts. In addition, after 24 months the reoffend.ing rates 
were 78% and 72% respectively.1ss As far as ALSWA is aware, this evaluation is not 
publicly available. 

An earlier evaluation of the Kalgoorlie Community Court made similar findings; 
however, it also explained that: 

• more serious offences (hence more serious offenders) were being referred to 
the Kalgoorlie Community Court than the mainstream; 

• that although the 'time to fail' for the Kalgoorlie Community Court 
participants was shorter than for mainstream participants, •a greater 
proportion of the 'failure' cases for Community Court participants were less 
serious than their 'original' offence compared to offenders choosing the 
mainstream court•; 

• Kalgoorlie Community Court participants were 'much less likely to have no 
prior convictions'; 

• The 'groups were so different in characteristics that the difierence in time to 
fail cannot confuiently be attributed to' whether the offender attended the 
Communicy Court or the mainstream court."" 

The evaluation also found that a lack of mainstream and Aborlginal-specific 
treatment, intervention and rehabilitation programs and support services coupled 
with a lack of knowledge and .iI:iformation sharing concerning those programs 
compromised the effectiveness of the program. Furthermore, planned extra resources 
for the Kalgoorlie Commwiity Court were not forthcoming. ,., 

ALSWA has remained deeply concerned about the lack of appropriate investment and 
support for the Kalgoorlie Community Court and is of the view that its perceived 
failure in those circumstances should not be used to justify a lack of investment in 
Aboriginal Courts in Western Australia. 

Bearing in mind the significant overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in the Western Australian justice system, ALSWA supports the 
establishment of Aboriginal Courts (such the Koori Courts in Victoria). The 
establishment of an Aboriginal Court would enhance options for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people and facilitate the greater use of Aboriginal community-

155 See https; //tht\lout oom au/newst au•traHA!aboriginAJ-g>Urt-gets-the-cboo--ng-ya-127355. 
I S6 Shelby Consulting, Eualualion of lhe Jcalqoorlis A1>ori9inal Senuncing Court (2009) v·vl. 
1~7 Ibid vii. 
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01;\'lJ.ed initiatives. ALSWA believes that the establishment of an Aboriginal Court 
must be Wlderpinned by legi&lation and highlights that sucb legislation exists in 
Victoria.158 ALSWA aclmowledges that work would need to be Wtdertaken prior to 
establishing such a court and ALSWA recommends that tbe Western Australian 
Government immecliately facilitate the development of this option by setting up a 
working group comprised of representatives of the Aboriginal community, Aboriginal 
organisations, and relevant justice agencies. Furthermore, if an Aboriginal Justice 
Agreement is renewed in Western Australia, this would provide a suitable forum for 
developing a model for an Aboriginal sentencing court in this state. 

ALSWA Is alao aupportive of the Neighbourhood Justice Centre (NJC) model ID 
Victoria. The NJC combines a problem·solving approach with the provision of 
various onsite programs and services and it has been subject to positive evaluations. 
The LRCWA was supportive of this model in its report on Court lnteIVention 
Programs in 2009. It suggested that the Western Australian government should 
examine, follo'"oing the results of the evaluation of the NJC, the feasibility of 
establishing a community court in Western Australia.159 The University of Western 
Australia's Centre for Indigenous Peoples and Community Justice is currently 
undertaki.og an 18-month study exploring the feasibility of a NJC 'demonstration 
project' in Western Australia. ln May 2017, ALSWA representatives attended the 
Neighbourhood Justice Centre Feasibility Study Roundtable. ALSWA lends it support 
to this study and trusts that the development of any demonstration project will place 
the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people at the forefront. A pilot 
project with strong Aboriginal involvement and support would be a useful step in 
addressing the over-representation of AbOJ"i8inal and Torres Strait Islander people in 
the Western Australian justice system. 

Indefinite detentlon when ur\flt to stand trial 

Propo•lll 11-2 Where not already in place, state and territory governments 
should provide for limiting terms through special hearing proceslie$ in place of 
indefinite detention when a person is found unfit to stand trial. 

ALSWA has been calling for urgent reforms to the Criminal Law (Mentally Impaired) 
Accused Act 1996 (WA) for many years. As part of this advocacy work, ALSWA, the 
Western Australisn Association of Mental Health, Developmental Disability WA and 
a number of other agencies prepared an Advocacy Brief Priorities for Urgent Reform 
in October 2015 outlining the five most critical and urgent reforms required in 
Western Australia.1&0 A significant number of people with extensive experience and 
expertise in relation to individuals with cognitive or psychiatric impairment in the 
justice system contributed to the development of these five key reforms. The five key 
reforms are that the legislative scheme dealing with mentally impaired accused must 
include: 

158 See Clti.ldre11, Youth Md l'Wllllie• Ad 2005 (Vk) s 504; &fo~mile.s' CourtAcr 1989 (Vic)" 4D; County Court 
AC! 1958 (Vi<:) a 4A. 
159 LRCW A, Cowt Intervention Progmma, Final Report (~009) 117. 
160 http.a' I /wn1unh.org.au/e 'KU/dgq1m@nts/mftmJj(Cadvpcacy/tjrnja=pMtige0:fnr-rd'onn-advocacy·brid-
finel.pdf. 
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• Judicial discretion to impose the appropriate order/disposition based on the 
individual circumstances of the case (ie, no mandatory custody/detention 
orders and a full range of appropriate community-based dispositions). 

• Special hearings to test the evidence against an accused in cases where 
unfitness to stand trial is raised so that a mentally impaired accused who is 
unfit to stand trial is not treated more severely than other accused (ie, if there 
is insufficient evidence to prove that the accused committed the relevant act 
or omission, the charge is dismissed). 

• Finite terms for custody/detention orders so that mentally impaired accused 
cannot be detained for any longer than they would have been imprisoned if 
convicted of the offence (ie, no indefinite detention of mentally impaired 
accused). 

• Procedural fairness (eg, right to appear, right to appeal/review, right to 
reasons for decision and right to legal representation). 

• Accountability and transparency so that determinations about the release of 
mentally impaired accused and acy conditions attached that their release is 
made by a relevant qualified board or tribunal and subject to judicial oversight 
(eg, right of annual review by the Supreme Court). 

ALSWA made a comprehensive submission to the Statutory Review of the CrimiTIL!I 
Law (Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 1996 (WA) in December 2014 and prepared two 
submissions to the Senate Community A1fairs References Committee inquiry into 
indefinite detention in 20 16 and these submissions are available on its website. 161 

In summary, ALSWA a11pports Propoaal 11-2 to ensme that mentally impaired 
ac.rused are not held in C11Stody or under supervision for any longer than they 
wo'llld have been if they had been convicted or the offence and that they are 
afforded fairness via the introduction of a apeeial hearing in-ocesa and other 
procedural safeguards. 

While the need to reform the Criminal Law (Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 1996 (WA) 
is urgent and compelling, it is not a panacea for responding to the hlgh levels of 
cognitive impairment, intellectual disability and mental illness amongst Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people who are involved in the criminal justice system. 
Governments must pTovide resources to enable sufficient screening and diagnosis 
coupled with necessary programs and services to support Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people throughout the entire justice process. For many people with 
cognitive impairment and intellectual disability, it is unrealistic to e:Kpect compliance 
with onerous court orders and other legislative regulatory schemes. 

The following case study demonstrates how the system criminalises Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people with cognitive impairments or intellectual disability 
because of their lack of capacity to comply with 'orders'. 

ea- Example v 

V was a home.less, alcohl>!ic, Aboriginal man with a cognitive impairment caused by 
sniffing soluents. V's criminal history largely comprised low-level public order type 
offending. He had 16 convictions for breaching a mow-on order, 23 corwictions for 
breaching bail, as well as 48 convictions concerning regul.atory ITansporl offences. An 

16 l http: I /www,illa.org.QU lpublicatiogs/aubmis-'imo/. 
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application for a prohibitive behaviour order (PBO) sought to exclude V from enteririg 
Norlhbridge and the Perth CED for 18 months. The offences relied on in support of the 
PBO were two offences of failing to obey a n1.0ve-<1n order. The first involved V being 
found sitting on bench a few hours after being asked to leave the area. For the other 
offet1r:.e, V was asked to 111.0ve 1 km from Norlhbridge atid he was found a few hours 
later sniffing glue and drinking alcolwl allltost but not quite l Ion away. A PBO was 
gmnted itt the terms saught. V has breached the PBO on at least two occasiortS atid 
further breaclt£s may result in a period of imprisonment His circumstances strongly 
suggest that he is unable to understand the terms of the PBO atid has little capacity to 
comply with the order 

Prof1flriort of legal .serrllces and supports 

Q11estion 11-2 In what ways can availability and access to Aboriginal and 
ToITes Strait Islander legal services be increased? 

The ALRC comments there are 'four discrete but complementary categories of legal 
services that provided targeted and culturally appropriate legal assistance to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities'. These are Legal Aid 
Commissions, Community Legal Centres, Aboriginal Legal Services and Aboriginal 
Family Violence Prevention Legal Services. •6a 

Whilst ALSWA aclalowledges the benefits of the services provided by Legal Aid 
Commissions and community legal centres, it emphasises that Aboriginal controlled 
legal services have the greatest capacity to provide culturally competent legal 
assistance and support services. ALSWA has over 40 years' experience representing 
and providing culturally appropriate services to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples across Western Australia. Furthermore, approximately 40% of ALSWA's staff 
are Aboriginal and ALSWA's board is wholly comprised of Aboriginal community 
members. 

The most obvious way of increasing the availability and access to Aboriginal. and 
Torres Strait Islander legal services (ATSILS) is for the Commonwealth to increase 
ib f1m~ for legal aemce provialon to each ATSILS. Libwiae, state and 
territory government• ahov.ld contrlbute more re•oW'Ces to ATSILS. In Western 
Australia, the only state funding is for ALSWA's Youth Engagement Program (a two
year grant from the Department of Corrective Services). ALSWA does not receive any 
state funding for legal service provision despite the fact that the overwhelming 
majority of ALSWA's legal assistance work concerns state laws. 

While direct funding for legal services is the preferred method, 111tate and territory 
govemmenta could contribute Indirectly by wafv:lng state fees aacl charges 
hnpoged on ATSILS. For example, ALSWA is required to pay the State for filing fees 
for civil litigation and for transcripts of proceedings, (such transcripts axe often 
required for further bail applications after an initial bail refusal by a court and are a 
necessity to assess prospects of an appeal.). 

ALSWA also emphasises that ATSJLS are increasingly providing non-legal support 
services to its clients (eg, ALSWA Youth Engagement Program; NAAJA Throughcare 
Program; CAALAS Kungkas Stopping Violence Program). This type of holistic joined-

162 ALRC. Jncaroeratlon Raws of Abo>iginal and Thmrs StJuit Tsla,,der Peoples. Discussion Pa~ (July 2017) 
(11.lj. 
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up service provision increases the effectiveness oflegal assistance by enhancing the 
information available to lawyers representing clients. It also improves outcomes for 
clients. This in turn reduces pressure on ATSILS lawyers. For example, in the ALSWA 
Youth Engagement Program, Aboriginal diversion officers will provide a wealth of 
information about the young person, their family and circumstances to the lawyer 
who is representing the young person in the Children's Court. Lawyers are able to 
focus on the legal issues and devote less time attempting to assist clients with non
legal problems. Furthermore, if positive outcomes are achieved (eg, greater 
compliance with court orders) there will be a reduction in legal needs (less court 
appearances) thus opening up resources for other or new clients. 

ALSWA recommends that the Co-onwealth and state and territory 
governments should provide additional reaources to ATSILS to operate and 
expand these types or non·legal support programs. 

Proposal 11-3 State and territory governments should introduce a statutory 
custody notification service that places a duty on police to contact the Aboriginal 
Legal Service, or equivalent service, immediately on detaining an Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander person. 

AI.SWA fully support& Propoaal 11-3. 

ALSWA has been advocating for the introduction of a Custody Notification Service 
(CNS) in West.em Australia (based on the New South Wales model) for a number of 
years. The key components of ALSWA's recommended model are: 

• That there must be a legislated mandatory obligation on police to notify the 
CNS whenever police take an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person into 
custody (irrespective of whether the detained person requests to speak to a 
lawyer and irrespective of the reason the person is detained). 163 This will 
ensure the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who are detained in 
police cuswdy for outstanding WaJ'J'a.llts 164 or for other protective reasons are 
also covered by the CNS. 

• That specially trained ALSWA lawyers must operate the CNS because ALSWA 
lawyers have the capacity to provide .relevant and culturally competent legal 
advice; negotiate with police in relation to bail and any available diversionary 
options; provide cultw·ally competent welfare checks; and utilise communit;y 
networks to contact family members for bail and other purposes. 

ALSWA is also of the view that the current so-called notification service run by the 
Department of Corrective Services in Western Australia falls far short of the ideal 

163 'J'bj9 dilfera from the New South Wales llChemc, wtiich only require• pc>licc to notify ALS (NSW/AC1} iftlJ.c 
police detain a pet800 ID ~lation to an offence. However, ALSWA UDderotanda ft'QQ\ Ito consultations "~th ALS 
(NSW /AC'!] tha1 police uwally contact the CNS whenever they detain an Aboriginel per""'1. Once exception to ~ 
was a tra_<;.c death of >l.n Aboriginol woman in e poll<:< cell in July 2016. Poli<>< detained her beC8llse she """ 
intoxicated but they did not ehorgc her with an offeooe. The New South Weleo legislation dld oot mandate notilicaUoo 
to CNS in this instance. 
164 ALSWA notes that under the New South Walea logish\tlon. police would not~ been required to contact 
the CNS for Ms Dhu bocau5" ahc was arrested on e. warrant of eotnmitment for wtpai4 flnM. 
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model. As observed by the Western Australian State Coroner in the Record of the 
Investigation into the Death of Ms Dhu: 

The Western Australia Police Service 11.nd Department of custodial Services h ave developed the 
Aboriginal Referral Scheme, whereby detamees in police metropolitan and n:gianal Jock-ups, 
and the Perth Watch House, who self-identify as being Aboriginal (the Aborigi.oal detainees) can 
have access to staff from the Aboriginal Vi$itors Scheme (AVSI. Jn February 2016, in line with 
the IAU recommendations, it was expanded to a 24 hours a day, seven days a week telephone 
support scn~ce fur Aboriginal detainees and I.heir families. It is managed by the Department of 
Corrective Services.>65 

Notification to the AVS is not mandatory and, as such, notification is dependent on 
wishes of the detained person and/ ar the approach of the individual police officer. 
Whether an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person in police custody elects to 
access AVS will depend on a multitude offactars including the physical and mental 
state of the person; his or her level of intoxication; and whether the detainee 
sufficiently understands English to appreciate the nature of the service. It will also 
be largely dependent on how the police officer explains the nature of the service and 
at what point in time the police offer access to the service. 

Moreover, AVS cannot provide legal advice and assistance and are not equipped to 
liaise with police about possible bail conditions; nor would they be able to inform the 
person detained of the next steps in the legal process. As the State Coroner observed: 

A primary difference between the AVS and the CNS is that the latter is staffed by lawyers and 
operated by the ALS in that jurisdJction, an agency that is independent of the police and/or 
corrective services. On the informar.lon before me I am not presently persuaded that the AVS is 
modelled on key aspects of the CNS. 166 

The State Coroner recommended that the 'State Government gives consideration as 
to whether a state-wide 24 hours per clay, seven days per week Custody Notification 
Service based upon the New South Wales model ought to be established in Western 
Australia, to operate alongside and complement the Aboriginal Visitors Scheme'.167 

ALSWA supports an ALS-operated CNS because it: 

• enables an independent agency to check on the welfare of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people in police custody; 

• provides a mechanism for protecting legal rights of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people in custody; 

• enables appropriately qualified persona to provide advice to Individuals in 
custody about the future legal process and likely outcomes thus relieving 
stress and pressure and this, in tum, will reduce diflicult behaviour in police 
lock ups; 

• enables lawyers to immediat ely liaise with police and advocate for the most 
appropriate bail options for Aboriginal people in custody with a view to 
minimising unnecessary remands in custody; 

• enables ALSWA lawyers to be informed of the charges at the earliest possible 
opportunity thus increasi.og the effectiveness and timeliness of legal advice 
when the person first attends court; and 

165 R-rd of the 1nvestigati0J1 into the Death ofMo Dhu (834). 
166 Ibid (846). 
167 Ibid Re<:ommendaticm lO. 
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• provides independent oversight of police conduct because there is mandated 
communication between police and professional lawyers and this is likely to 
result in improvements to police practices and processes over time. 

Police Accountability 

The ALRC discusses the historical tensions between police and Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples and highlights that police, as the gatekeepers of the system, 
have a considerable impact on whether an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
person is imprisoned.168 The questions posed by the ALRC focus on improving 
relationsmps between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and police 
(including :improving response& to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander offenders and 
victims). ALSWA responds to those questions below. 

However, In ALSWA's view, what is missing from the analysis is the need for 
independent accountability. While the measures suggested by the ALRC will 
improve outcomes for police officers who are well intentioned, they will not address 
negligence, misconduct and corruption. ALSWA does not consider that the current 
mechanisms to ensure police accountability in Western Australia are sufficient. 

CauBxamp~W 

ALSWA represented W wlw was chaYged with disorderly oonduct. The Statement of 
Material Facts alleged that the client was disorderly by fighting and swearing in public. 
Winstrncted that he had been in town with his partner and was approached. by a group 
of non-Aboriginal people who started yefling and challenging them to a fight. Police 
interoened and separated W from the other group (in the client's words, 'I was the only 
black man!). While the police were talking to w; one of the femol.es from the other group 
pushed his partner. W defended his partner by pusrong the femnle away from his 
partner. The client was th.en assaulted by a oouple of the men from the other group. The 
police involved were wearing a body worn video camera and the video was played 
during the triaL The video showed that ths W's tJeTSion of events was exactly what hnd 
oocurred and W was found not guilty. The others involved in the incident were issued 
with infringement notices for disorderly conduct instead of being charged. 

CaH &:ample Jl 

ALSWA aL:ted for X, an Aboriginal femak (with no prior record) wlw had been charged 
with assault police officer. Again, the police inuolued were wearing a body worn video 
camera. The video showed a scufJle, however, it was difficult to see what happened. 
The police officer forgot to rum off the uideo when they returned to their police vehicle. 
A fem.ale police officer asked the male officer words to the effect 'did you arrest h.er for 
you or was that for me?' The male officer replied, 'that was for you, she's not allcnued 
to do that to you'. The female officer said 'she di.dn 't actually touch me'. The male officer 
replled, 'that is ok she Is still not allowed to di:> that to you'. The female said, 'she may 
haue touched me with her jumper'. The male offeer subsequently prepared a wrttten 
statement stating that he 'saw' the client hit the fetrude officer with a closed fist. The 
~ecution disoontinued the charge of assault police officer on the trial date. 

ALSWA receives numerous complaints from the Western Australian Aboriginal 
community about police officers using excessive force. These complaints include 
allegations of hitting or punching; and the use of batons, tasers, firearms and police 

168 ALRC, Jhcarcera1ion Raia of lll>MigirtfJl and 7'omls Strott !slander hop/eB, Discussion Pap<r (July 2017) 
(12 .1)-(12.l i j. 
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dogs. They also include allegations of police officers verbally abusing ALSWA clients, 
often using racially derogatory language. 

C<u• Example Y 

ALSWA represented Y, a 14-year-old Aboriginal boy from a remote town in relation to a 
complaint about how the police treated him. Y an.d a number of his cousins went for a 
ride in their aunt's car. Y was a passenger and the driller dicl not hold a licence. A police 
car started following them. The driver kept driving. The driller then panicked and ueered 
off the road to try to go onto a back, dirt road but the car became stuck in a ditch. The 
boys aU got out of the car and started running. 

The police officers caught Y and two others. Y i nstructed ALSWA th.at the officers told 
them to 'Get down'. He got dlYWtl and he could.feel the officeraiminga gunon the back 
of his neck. The male officer then said 'Stop crawling away or I'll shoot you with the 
gun'. Anotlier boy heard the officers say 'Shut up mother fuckers. Get on the ground 
mother fuckers. Hey don't moue or we'll shoot you with the gun. Shut up - you want to 
die?' 

This boy said the police officers tackled him to the ground and hit him in the f ace and 
ribs. They then kicked him in the ribs. They al.so hit him on the leg with a bato11-

ALSWA submitted a complaint about this conduct to the Westem Australia Police 
Internal Affairs Unit who subsequently perfonned an i:nvestigatio11- The Western 
Australia Police interviewed Y and one other boy on one occasion; howeuer, other boys 
were not int.erviewed due tc difficulties in attending the remote locations. ALSWA is of 
the view that this clieni's complaint was adversely affed.ed by his and his cousins' 
renwteness and the difficulty he had with engaging with police offeers. 

The Western A11stralianPolice inlleStigation •established insufficient evidence to sustain 
any criminal oondud on the part of any police ofjic.er or any breaches of Western 
Australia Police policy.• 

This response is the st andard response that ALSWA receives to the majority of its 
serious complaints. It hl&hlight• the need fo:r an independent inve•tlp.tlve body 
to conduct investigation• into complaints about Western. Au.•tralian police. It is 
clear that police investigating police is n either effective nor procedurally fair .169 

Invariably, if ALSWA makes a complaint to the Western Australian Corruption and 
Crime Commission (CCC) about police conduct, the CCC refers the complaint back 
to Western Australia Police internal invest:igations.170 ALSWA has reques ted in s om e 
cases for the CCC to oonduct its own independen t investigation; h owever, the typica.l 
response is that the CCC has 'refocussed its efforts' and now oversees fewer 
inves tigations. The outcome is that the CCC discontinues its involvement in the 
matter. Bearing in mind the reality that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
in Western Australia have a deep and historical mistrust of police, the internal 
investigation of alleged misconduct is not appropriate. Al/SW A believes that if the 
relationship between police and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is lander peoples is to 
improve, this situation needs to be rectified. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people need to h ave confidence that complaints will be fully and independently 
investigated. Moreover, u n til police are held to higher standards of accountability, 
injustices and mistreatment will con tinue to occur and contribute to the over 
incarcera tion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

ALSWA also emphasises that over-policing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples is a key contributing factor to incarceration rates. Decisions to charge people 

l69 ~ Eggington, Dennis; Allingham, Kate -·- "l'olice ln9estigaling Pollet CoJJlplaints: An Urgent Need for 
Change in We.tern Australia" [2007) lwligl..o.wB 33; (2007) 6(28) Indigenous Law Bulletin 6. 
l 70 See• 37 of the Com;plion, Crime and M""'c:o"®c:t Act 2003 (WA). 
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even with low level offending will have repercussions for future involvement in the 
justice system. The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Affairs stated in 2011: 

The Cotnrnittee is concerned about evidence suggesting that over-policing of 
Indigenous communities continues to be an issue affecting not only relations between 
fndigenoua people and the police, but also the rate at which Indigenous people come 
into contact with the crimmal. justice eystem. 171 

For that inquiry, ALSWA referred to a number of case examples i.o it s submission.172 
One such example was the notorious ':freddo frog' charge where a 12-year-old 
Aboriginal boy with no criminal convictions was charged with receiving a stolen 
freddo frog worth 70 cents. The boy was later arrested by police and detained in 
antiquated police cells because he failed to answer his bail after his mother forgot 
the court date. Other examples included a 15-year-old boy from a regional area being 
charged with attempting to steal an ice-cream who subsequently spent 10 days i.o 
custody in Perth before the charge was eventually dismissed; a 16-year-old boy who 
attempted to commit BUicide by throwing himself in front of a car was charged with 
damaging the vehicle; and an 11-year-old with no prior contact with the justice 
system was charged with threats to harm following an incident at her primary school 
where she allegedly threatened teachers with plastic scissors.113 

While these examples concern children, they demonstrate that over-policing occurs 
to the detriment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Decisions made in 
relation to young people may have long-term consequences and cannot be detached 
from the issue of adult over incarceration. ALSWA has recentzy submitted that the 
most appropriate way of providing accountability for discretionary decisions by police 
in relation to the cliversion of children is to require police to produce a written record 
in every instance when a young person is dealt under the Young Offenders Act 1994 
(WA) for an offence.114 This written reoord must explain why police selected the option 
used and why they did not select a less punitive option. For example, if a young 
person is cautioned for an offence, the document must stipulate why it was 
considered inappropriate to take 'no action'. If a young person is referred to a juvenile 
justice team, the document must stipulate why it was considered inappropriate to 
take no action or to issue a caution to the young person_ If police arrest and charge 
a young person, the document must explain why they did not decide to take 'no 
action'; caution the young person; refer the young person to a JJT; or issue a notice 
to attend court. Similarly, Amnesty International has recommended that the COPS 
Manual should be amended to require that a 'failure to caution notice' be prepared 
on all occasions where a youog person is proceeded against by w~ of a JJT referral 
or charge and this notice should be provided to the legal representative and to the 
court.11s ALSWA coDBl.deq that police should be mandated to provide written 
records justifying decisions not to caution or divert Abortginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people £or first and low-level offences. 

171 H<m0e of Reprut:ntatl"'8 Standing Commiu.ee on Aboriginal and Toues Strait lel311der All&rs. DaUig 11'.me 
-ffme for D<Mq: /Rdig'1ttOU• youth.in the crimmoJjustia>sy1tem [20ll) [7.22). 
172 ALSWA, SUbmiaolon to the Parliament of AuotrAlia, House of Represcntati'1:o Standing Committee 011 
Aboriginal and Tones Slrail Jalander Affairs, Inquiry into the Higl> Level of Irwol»em•nJ. of Jri4igeflQUS .Juuenilss a'ld 
Young Adults in thM Qiminal Justice System (December 2009). 
173 Ibid 8. 
174 ALSWA. Subrn/$.Wn "' tl>e Review of the Yllilltg Of)enders Act (6 April 2017) available at 
http· I lwww.als..org,au twp-cqnts;nt /uploe.ds/2015108 IALS\VA-Submission-to-tho-Rey:irn:ot-the~ Young-00¢nds;ra
Act-7 ·Apri!-:20 l 7 .pdf. 
175 Amne&ty International, Thsre ts Always a Bri(Jh/M FuWZ'o: Keeping Indigerwus kids in rile community atu1 
out of detsnlion ill. Wosl<!1n Australia (2015) Recommemlatlon S, 
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Aboriginal womsn experlenclngfam11y violence 

Question 12-1 How can police work better with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities to reduce family violence? 

The appropriate police response to family violence in Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
]slander comm\Ulities is extremely complex. The arrest and incaroeration of 
perpetrators of family violence is clearly often necessary but it may not result in a 
reduction of future violence. Victims of family violence may or may not desire the 
intervention of the criminal justice IS)'Stem. Some will want support to leave a 
relationship, others will want to support for the perpetrator so the violence ceases. 

Many commentators have observed that victims of family violence may not seek 
police intervention out of distrust of police and police may not respond effectively due 
to bias and discrimination. As noted by the ALRC, police may have preconceived 
ideas and view some Aboriginal female victims of family violence such as Ms Dhu as 
'offenders' or 'fine defaulters' rather than vicfuns.176 The case of Ms Mullaley in 
Western Australia is another pertinent example. Ms Mullaley waa seriously assaulted 
by her estranged partner and was fo\Uld injured and naked by police officers. Her 
'agitated behaviour' (including assaulting a police officer) distracted police from 
responding to her concerns about the welfare of her very young child (who shortly 
after the assault was abducted and later brutally murdered by the partner). The 
Corruption and Crime Commission commented in its investigation that the police 
failed to consider whether the cause of her behaviour 'might be the result of an attack 
that left her naked and injured'.117 Ms Mullaley was later convicted by a Magistrate 
after trial of assaulting police and received a suspended sentence of imprisonment. 

ALSWA considers that the best way to achieve an appropriate response from police 
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander victims of family violence is to ensure that 
police treat Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander victims with equality, respect and 
dignity. Some Aboriginal victims of family violence will elect to keep their experience 
of violence hidden; some will react aggressively to violence and fight back; others will 
calmly seek the intervention of the justice system. Moreover, some will be offenders 
and fine defaulters. It is for this latter category, that police must be constantly 
mindful of the dynamics of family violence and cultural considen:tions in Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait I&lander communities. For this reason, ALSWA submits that 
Western Australia Police should undertake comprehensive training in relation to 
Aboriginal family violence. As suggested by the Human Rights Law Centre and 
Change the Record, '[i)mproving police responses will be assisted if Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander women are employed to work as, and to train, police officers',11s 
ALSWA agrees that it is vital that Aboriginal and Torres Strait llllander women 
aa well aa men design and deliver cultural awareneu tn.bling and family 
violence training to police. 

ALSWA also considers that positive relationships between the police and Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peak organisations and communities i.s likely to improve 
the way in which police work to respond to and reduce family violence. In this regard, 
the Koori Family Violence Police Protocols may be a useful model. These protocols 

176 ALRC, Incoroeralion Rar&< of AborigVlal Md l'brrss Slrait Islander Aroples, Dis<:u .. !on Papor (July 20171 
(12.26). 
177 Human Rlsbt• Law Centre and Ch.Qugc the Rl!cord, Ousr-rsprvamted an4 Ouerlooked: The crisis of 
Aboriginal and Torres Slrait Islander womsn's growing .,..,,...impmonment (2017) 3 l. 
178 Ibid 5. 
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are an agreement between local Aboriginal communities and Victoria Police that 
'document the local Police response to Aboriginal family violence.' 

The aim of the protocols is to strengthen the polloe response to incidents of (ainify violence in 
Aboriginal communities with tbe longer term goal of reducing both the number of family 
violence incidents, and the re.tee of families experiencing repeated incidents of family violence. 
The protocols are aimed at a holistic, improved response lO all parties including victims, 
ch~dren and perpetre.tors. m 

ALSWA does not believe that the mere existence of protocols is sufficient, but it may 
be a useful way to commence ongoing engagement between Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities/organisations and the police. 

Better pallce reaporues to communities 

Q11estion 12-2 How can police officers entering into a particular Aboriginal 
or Torres Strait Islander community gain a full understanding of, and be better 
equipped to respond to, the needa of that community? 

As the ALRC obseives, inadequate cultural awareness training for police and 
especially for thoae entering a remote community is a longstanding and ongoing 
issue.180 This was recognised by the LRCWA in 2006 in its reference on Aboriginal 
customary laWll. The LRCWA recommended that adequate resources should be 
provided to ensure that every police officer ln Western Australia participatea in 
Aboriginal cultural awareness training and that 'every police officer who is stationed 
at a police station that services an Aboriginal commllllity participate in relevant and 
locally based Aboriginal cultural awareness training' provided by local Aboriginal 
people.181 

S-Ome ten years later, the State Coroner recommended in the 2016 Dhu inquest that 
the Western Australia Police develops its tJ"aining for police officers who are 
transferred to a new police station to address the following: 

l. That it be standard procedure for all polioe ol!icers transferred to a location with significant 
Aboriginal population to receive oomprehenBive cultural competency training. tailored to 
refiect the specific isNes, ch.allenges and heelth concerns relevant to the location; 

2. That members from the local Aboriginal community be involved in the delivery of such 
training, and tghat it be ongoing to reflect the ch61lging circumstances of the location; and 

3. That the initial training e.nd at least a component of the ongoing training i& to be delivered 
face-to-face. •82 

This recommendation largely reflects the submissions made by Al.SWA in the Dhu 
inquest. ALSWA reiterates the critical need for all Western Australia police 
of'&cete to undertake comprehendve and replal' Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander cultural competency training and locally-based training to be 
mandatory for all police of'&cera w0tldng lJ1 specific Aboriginal communities. 
Such training must be delivered by local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 

179 Clear Horizon Oonsulting, Bvalualicm of the Koori Family Violence Pt>lioe Pro<ocols: Bal!arar, Darebin ond 
M"WA<m (20151 l. 
16() ALRC, J~n Rates of Aboriqln<>I and Torres StraiI Islander Peoples, Discu.,.;on Paper (July 20171 
[12.28J . 
181 LRCWA, Aborigillal ~ry !Awa: Tile inuracffon qf Westem Australian law with Aboriqirull law a'ld 
cultu.-., Final Report (20016) R.:commendation 56. 
182 Record aftllt lnV<:atiptfon into lhc Death of Ms Dhu, Reco=nendation 3. 
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Annual public reporting 

Question 12·3 Is there value in police publicly reporting annually on their 
en~ent strategies, programs and outcomes with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities that are designed to prevent offending behaviours? 

ALSWA agrees that there is merit in police publicly reporting annually on their 
engagement strategies and progra:rn.s with and outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities. However, this reporting should not be limited to 
programs that aim to prevent offenc:ling behaviours. All program& and engacement 
strategies involvtng Aborfginal aAd Toma Strait Ialanclcr peoples should be 
publicly reported. ALSWA notes that the Western Australia Police publicly available 
information provides little reassurance that appropriate and effective strategies are 
actually being employed. The Western Australia Police website refers to the 
Aboriginal and Community Diversity Unit but provides no details about what 
programs and initiatives are actually undertaken; instead it is a mere statement of 
intention.183 ALSWA also considers that the Western Auatralia Police should be 
required to report on an a11Dual ba$ia the proportion of police officers who have 
uaclcrtakon cultural competency training; tile nature, location and duration of 
that trainini; and how many officen have undertaken subMquent traln.ing. 

PoHce programs 

Question 12·4 Should police that are undertaking programs aimed at 
reducing offending behavioun1 in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
communities be required to: document programs; Wldertake systems and 
outcome evaluations; and put succemon planning in place to ensure continuity 
of the programs? 

The ALRC comments that 'where there is a failure to undertake systems and 
outcomes evaluations of police programs, the success or otherwise of particular 
programs cannot be measured. During stakeholder consultations, the ALRC was 
made aware that there were challenges in supporting arguments for new funding or 
continuation of programs where evaluation of police programs did not exist' .1e-. 

ALSWA simply responds that all government agencies including police that operate 
or deliver programs aimed at reducing offending behaviours in Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities should be documented and evaluated and subject to 
succession planning. 

183 ht.t,ps; t twww.pcilioe.wa suy.au/Our:Cammunjty/Community-Divqoity-and-SUbtt1mtivs-EguaJitv/AboMinol
Commw:aJtir;s. 
184 ALRC, lnooTcera1ion Rates of Aborioinal and Tomrs Stnlit Tslande.- ~1.,., Discussion Papc;r (July 20171 
[12.SOJ. 
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Reconc:Uiatfon Action Plluul 

Qu.eati.on 12-5 Should police be encouraged to enter into Reconciliation 
Actions Plans with Reconciliation Australia, where they have not already done so? 

Unlike many other agencies involved in the justice system (eg, Department of 
Corrective Services, Department of the Attorney General, DPP, and Legal Aid WA), 
the Western Australia Police do not have a Reconciliation Action Plan [RAP). Al.13WA 
highlights that the existence of a RAP does not guarantee improved outcomes in 
relationships between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and police; 
however, it is an important step. The inclusion of key objectives in a RAP may 
facilitate improved outcomes such as increasing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
employment and improving cultural awareness across the agency. In addition, RAPs 
can include specific targets that may assist in the reduction of incarceration rates. 
For example, the Department of Corrective Services RAP 2015-2018 includes an 
action to 'develop strategies to reduce recidivism by Aboriginal people by reducing 
adult and youth offending by 6% year on year'.'SS For the Western Australia Police, 
a RAP could include specific aims such as increasing the rate at which Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people access police diversionary options and increasing 
the number of cautions issued for low level offending. ALSWA is of the view that 
the Western Australia Police should entu into a Recon.cW.ation Action Plan. 

Question 12-6 Should police be required to resource and support Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander employment strategies, where not already in place? 

ALSWA considers that the employment of more Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples as police officers will assist in improving relations as well as encouraging 
victims of family violence to seek police assistance. In this regard, ALSWA notes the 
recommendation referred to above, that strategies should encourage the employment 
of more Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women as police officers. 

The Western Australia Police have established an Aboriginal Cadet Program.'~ The 
program is 'open to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as a special measure 
to achieve equality'; the applicant must be 16-24 years of age and the initial two-year 
course has 10 places. The program was 'created to encourage more young Indigenous 
people to become police oflicers' and the former Minister for Police was reported as 
stating that only 1.7% of Westenl Australia's 6000 or more police officers we:re 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people. The goal was to increase this figure to 
3.2%.1a7 Bearing in mind the overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in the criminal justice system and as victims, even 3 .2% Aboriginal 
employment is insufficienL ALSWA supports thia program IUld f1trther resources 
for Abori&fn1d and Torres Strait Islander emp101111ent strateps. 

185 See hUflilluww.reoona1iation1oro au.lrpphub/tup.,;iqntpntlup1qq4eyl20161091G9ut-WA-RAf pd( 
186 httptt I /pww.steniorward wa coy.au /join-wa-nolioe/ aborlgina]-cadet/. 
187 http a; l I lhsvs$ oom.cw /QCW&/ wa twa-police-lau.ndl-8 @ frlnal-r,adet-plnn·N·VA- 1 L2S97 
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Justice Reinvestment 

Question 13-1 What laws and legal frameworks, if any, are required to 
facilitate justice reinvestment initiatives for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples? 

ALSWA is a strong proponent of justice reinvestment strategies; investment in early 
intervention, prevention and rehabilitation is far more effective for long-term 
community safety and far cheaper than continuing to imprison the most 
marginalised and disadvantaged members of the community. ALSWA is a member of 
Social Reinvestment WA which is an Aboriginal-led coalition of approximately 15 
community sector not-for-profit organisations working together to achieve a new 
vision of justice for Western Australia by advocating for the adoption of a social 
reinvestment approach in this state.188 

ALSWA considers that many of the recommendations in this submission will 
facilitate the adoption of a justice reinVCfitment approach. In particular, the inclusion 
of justice targets in Closing the Gap will provide the Commonwealth, state and 
territory governments with the impetus to fund and support justice reinvestment 
strategies ln order to meet those targets. ALSWA considers that justice reinvestment 
approaches need to remain flexible and locally based and therefore does not consider 
that any specific laws are required at this stage. 

Other 

Other ctacrim1natory lawa 

In its submission to the Al.RC in response to its draft terms of reference to this 
inquiry, ALSWA highlighted that numerous different laws and legal frameworks 
contribute to the rate of offending and incarceration of Aborigjnal and Torreti Strait 
Islander peoples. From the Western Australian perspective, apart from those laws 
and legal frameworks already referred to in this submission, ALSWA wishes to 
emphasise a number of other laws and legal frameworks that it believes contribute 
to the over incarceration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 

Disruptive &ehaviollr managerrt1mt poUcy 

For many years, AJ..SWA bas been concerned about the impact of the Housing 
Authority's Disruptive Bebaviour Management Policy (DBMP) on Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Peoples. The DBMP states that legal action to terminate a 
tenancy agreement can commence after the tenant has accumulated the required 
number of strikes during a 12-month period. For 'disruptive behaviour' (as distinct 
to 'serious disruptive behaviour), if three strikes are accrued within 12 months, 
eviction proceedings will commence. The guidelines defme 'disruptive behaviour 'as 
activities that cause a nuisance, or unreasonably interfere with the peace, privacy or 
comfort, of peraons in the immediate vicinity'. 18!1 One example listed for disruptive 
behaviour is 'domestic and family disputes which impacts on neighbours'.190 

188 httpa; I /socialrelnvt§fm!jptp.cau&eVcw.com/ . 
189 llouaing Authority WA, Rental Policy: Disruptive B<b.avfour Management Policy, 80. 
190 http; //WWW.h-OUAing ww 1oy.1u /HousingDocuromto/ QBM brochure.pd! 
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The Equal Opportunity Commissioner has observed that the DBMP increases 
overcrowding because: 

When f1UDilies are evicted ae a result of the strategy, their only option (other lh1U1 being 
homcle..,) is to stay with relatives. These relatives are often also tenants of the Department. 
This frequently creates increased noise levels in theae households and nlisee the potential for 
autisocie.I beha,1our. In tum, this adds to the likelihood r>f additional complaint s under the 
DBMs.101 

It was observed in Parliament that in 2015-2016, there were 53 evictions under the 
DBMP and 51 % of these tenants were Aboriginal people.192 This policy contributes to 
homelessness and overcrowding wbich in tum contribute to social disadvantage and 
further offending. ALSWA recommends that the Western Australian covemment 
immediately review tlte Bouaing Authority'• DBMP. 

Mow on ordlJrs 

In Western Australia, police have the power to issue 'move-on orders' to persons in 
public places in a number of circumstances. These orders require the person to move 
on from the specified area for 24 hours. The potential circumstances include if the 
police officer reasonably suspects that the person is committing a breach of the 
peace; is hindering, obstructing or preventing any I.awful activity that is being, or is 
about to be, carried out by another person; or intends to commit an offence.193 The 
penalty for a breach of a move-on order is $12,000 or 12 months' imprisonment.194 
Data in relation to move-on orders was presented to Parliament in 2014. The data 
shows that for the six-year period from 2008-2013 there was a total of 137 ,050 move
on orders issued and 47,763 of these we:re against Aboriginal people (34%). In 2013, 
the proportion of move-on orders issued against Aboriginal people reached a high of 
40%. 

In 2014, ALSWA acted for a homeless Aboriginal man who was the subject of an 
application for a Prohibited Behaviour Order (PBOJ. The man lived on street s in and 
around the Perth CBD and Northbridge areas. The PBO sought to ban the man from 
entering those areas for a period of 18 months. The man had previously been issued 
with 463 move-on orders between 2005 and 2014. One move-on order required him 
to leave a CBD park where a charity was operating a soup kitchen which the man 
accessed every day for an evening meal 

The former Attorney General, Jim McGinty, who intnxl.uccd the laws, reportedly 
stated that these laws were not intended to be used in this manner and were meant 
to give the police power to 'diffuse anti-social behaviour that was threatening to 
escalate into a danger to people or propercy'. 195 The orders are discriminatory and 
ineffective for vulnerable and disadvantaged people, especially those with cognitive 
or psychiatric impairment_ ALSWA considers that the police issue many Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people with move-on orders because they are drinking in 
public, wandering around in groups, or shouting in the street. The reality is that 
many of these people are homeless and have nowhere elae to go . .ALSWA 
recommendll that the laws d.ellllng with move-on orders should be repealed or, 
at the very leut, reformed to ensure that a move-on order can only be iAued 

191 Equal Opportunity Commission West.em Auatrolia, A !:letter Way; A report inw tha Deporfrrumt of Housing's 
di.srupttue bshcwiour stTategy and more ef!ec¢i"" m.etltodo for dealing with tenants (June 20131 11 & S2. 
192 Western Australia, Parliamentary DebQtet, Legislative Council, 8 Septeu1ber 2016, S673 (Hon Col Hol~. 
193 Cn1ni1uU r,..,,,,,tigation Act 2006 (WAI • 27. 
194 Cnrtuital r,.._tigationAct 2006(WA) s 153 . 
195 Emeroon D, "MOY<>-On Notices 'used M'Ollgl,\I•, ~ WestAusvalion, 2 December 2013. 
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where there la a reasonable belief that the penon poses a danger to a peraon or 
to property. 

Prohibited Beha'Piour Ordsra 

The Prohibited Behaviour Orders Act 2010 (WA) provides for civil injunctive-style 
orders against persons (aged over 16 years) who have had at least two convictions 
for anti-social behaviour within a three-year period. Prohibitive Behaviour Orders 
(PBOs) may prevent persons from undertaking lawful activities such as attending 
specific locations. There is also a 'name and shame' website with the names and 
photographs of persons subject to PBOs publicly displayed.J96 Applications for PBOs 
are made by the Western Australia Police and heard in the Magistrates Court. The 
penalty for a breach of a PBO includes imprisonment: if the order was made in the 
Children's Court, the penalty is a fine of$2,000 or two years' imprisonment (or both); 
if it was made in the Magistrates Court a fine of $6,000 or two years' imprisonment 
(or both); and if it was made by a superior court, a fine of $10,000 or five years' 
imprisonment (or both) .197 

An internal review of PBO respondents represented by ALSWA in 2013 (a total of 59 
respondents) showed that 56% were homeless, 65% bad a. mental health issue; 52% 
were cognitively impaired and 96% had substance abuse issues. Of the overall 
number of applications for PBOs lodged by the state by July 2013 (114 applications}, 
52% were against Aboriginal people. Thirty-two of those applications were successful 
and seven of the successful applications were against Aboriginal people (21%).198 

While ALSWA was able to successfully defend a number of the applications, the 
impact of PBOs on Aborigine.I people, especially those with cognitive or mental 
impairment is extreme. Although a PBO is a civil order, non-compliance reaults in a 
criminal charge. A cognitively or psychiatrically impall-ed respondent to an 
application for a PBO may not u nderstand why the application is being made; may 
not understand the evidence that is presented to support the application; and may 
not understand the consequences of the order if it is made. Moreover, the legislative 
requirement to provide an explanation to the person about the meaning and 
consequences of the order does not expressly accommodate cognitive or psychiatric 
impairment.199 Case Example V above is a pertinent example of the impact of this 
law on Aboriginal people with cognitive impairment. ALSWA calls for the repeal of 
the Prohlbttsd S.Sho.vlour Orders Act 2010 (WA). 

Portee Orders 

ALSWA has already expressed its concerns about the presumptive sentencing that 
applies to breaching violence restraining orders and police orders. More generally, 
ALSWA is concerned about the impact of police-issued violence restraining orders 
(police orders] upon Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, especially those 
with cognitive impairment, intellectual disability and mental illness. Under Division 
3A of the Restraining Orders Act J 997 (WA) police have the power to issue a police 
order in circumstances where there a reasonable belief that there are grounds for a 

196 http: I lwww.pbo.wa.oov.au/PBOWeJ>S!ts; /Home/Index 
197 Prohibited Beh<wiow Orders Act 20 l 0 (WA) a 35. 
198 ALSW A, Submission to the Department of Che Attorney General Statut<>J:Y Review otttle Pmhil>lled Beluwiour 
On:!or.tM! 2010 (Ml\)' 2014). 
199 Secti<>n 14 of the Prohibited Behaviour Ord•"' AC! 2010 (WA) providco that the court must gi.ve W> 
e.<plaMl.lon ()f the terms and effect of the PBO to Ille per""'1 constrained. If the per eon does n<>t readily und~d 
Ellgllah or the oourt lo ne>t satisfied tha1 lbe peraon under910od the explanation the oourt must. "" fa; as is 
pnact!cable. arrange for the explanation to be given In a WI\)' that the person can under.tand. However, a. PBO 1$ not 
i.tlvalid because the explanation was not given. 
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violence restraining order due to family and domet1tic violence. Once issued, the 
police order remains in force for between 24 to 72 hours and, if breached, constitutes 
a criminal offence with a penalty of $6,000 or two years' imprisonment. Further, as 
noted above, repeat offenders are liable to a presumptive mandatory sentence of 
imprisonment. 

ALSWA aclmowledges the importance of providing immediate protection to victims of 
family and domestic violence; however, police orders are not subject to any judicial 
review and are issued in circumstances where a lack of understanding of the 
consequences of the order may have a profound impact. Further, police officers often 
impose police orders without properly considering the views of the victim and the 
circumstances of the family. The LRCWA has observed that police orders are issued 
against Aboriginal people without the assistance of an interpreter and often at a time 
when the person is intoxicated. ~oo It is unlikely that m the midst of an alleged incident 
of family and domestic violence (end, in particular, iftbe alleged perpetrator does not 
speak English as his or her first language and/ or is intoxicated) the attending police 
officers would even appreciate the existence of a cognitive or psychiatric impairment. 
Such persons are likely to fail to appreciate the serious consequences of a failure to 
comply with the order (which will often include conditions preventing them from 
returning home or contacting the person protected in any manner). Moreover, the 
person bound by the order has no defence to an offence of breaching the order even 
where the person protected initiates the contact or communication. To expect that 
an Individual with cognitive or psychiatric impairment will appreciate this subtlety 
in the law is absurd. 

Community Protection. (Offernkr Reporting} Act 2004 

Tue Community Protection (Offender Reporting) Act 2004 (WA) establishes a scheme 
whereby child sex offenders are required to register Vl'ith and report to police. Similar, 
although not identical, schemes exist in other states and territories and the national 
child sex offender register is known as ANCOR. In general, there is a requirement to 
report an extensive list of personal details (eg, name, date of birth, address, 
employment details, phone numbers, email addresses, internet server providers, 
vehicle details, details of children ordinarily residing with the person etc) as well as 
an ongoing requirement to notify police of any changes to these details. In addition, 
reportable offenders will be required to report periodically irrespective of any changes 
to their cixcumstances and this is at least annually but often far more frequently. 
Depending on the se:tiousness of the relevant offence(s), adults are required to report 
for eight years, fifteen years or life and children are required to report for either four 
years or seven years. 

In its reference on this scheme, the LRCWA found that there were particular 
difficulties in respect of compliance for Aboriginal reportable offenders from remote 
and regional areas and for reportable offenders who were cognitively or mentally 
i:mpaired..201 Furthermore, it is important to highlight that the mandatory nature of 
th e scheme in Wemero. Australia means that some reportable offenders include 
children who have been convicted of consensual underage sexual activit,y as well as 
cognitively impaired young adults who are convicted of consensual underage se.'tllal 
activity (eg, a 19-year old cognitively impaired person with a mental age of 13 years 
convicted of sexual penetration of a child undei: the age of 16 years). 

200 LRC\VA, &ihancing Laws Co1toomif'6 FanU1y a'ld Domestic Vioknce, Discusoion Paper (December 2013) 74. 
201 LRCWA, Community Prolectfon (Offendnr R.~) Act :200<I (WA), Discuooion Paper (11011) 115 & 150. 
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ALSWA echoes the concerns in relation to the capacity of cognitively or 
psychiatrically impaired reportable offenders to comply with the strict legislative 
requirements, especiQJ.ly those from remote areas where there is a clear lack of 
support services. ALSWA frequently represents persons who are repeatedly charged 
with failing to comply with their reportlog obligations because they do not 
understand or remember what they required to do. Many of these people are 
imprisoned. ALSWA appreciates the seriousness of child sexual offences (although 
does not support the mandatory nature of the scheme) and therefore aclmowiedges 
that some serious child sex offenders need to be monitored by polioe. For that reason, 
appropriate reforms include the provision of resources to provide suitable supports 
to reportable ofienders who are unable to comply with the strict conditions on their 
own and a more flexible approach to non-compliance that is clearly unintentional. 

Cultural competency training 

ALSWA has already discussed the need for cultural competency training for police; 
however, it wishes to highlight that it is equQJ.ly important that Q).l people working in 
the justice system have adequate, regular and locally based cultural competency 
training (ie, judicial officers, lawyers, prosecutors, community corrections officers., 
prison officers, counsellors, and other program providers). Given the high levels of 
intergenerational trauma among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, this 
training must be trauma informed, and designed and delivered by Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people and organisations. ALSWA considers that participation 
in cultural competency training must be compulsory and updated (eg, undertaken 
on an annual basis). It a.Jao considers that government agencies should be required 
to report annually on the proportion of staff who have undertaken cultural 
competency training each year; the nature, location and duration of that training; 
and whether stafi have participated in initial or additional training. 

Conclusion 

ALSWA recognises that the ALRC's terms of reference are restricted to reforms to 
laws and legal frameworks. However, it is vital that the ALRC emphasises that 
adequate resources must accompany these reforms. The development of culturally 
competent programs and services 'vithin the justice system (including diversionary 
programs, prison programs, throughcare programs and programs for women) as well 
as increasing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples' access to culturally 
competent legal services and language interpreters will cost money. But, continuing 
to imprison Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in such alarming numbers 
will cost more. 

It is oow time to act! No further inquiries into Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
over incarceration are necessary. ALSWA urges the ALRC to make concrete 
contemporary recommendations echoing the strong messages sent by all of the past 
inquiries held across the nation since the RCIADIC. Those me84lages repeatedly tell 
us that our justice system unnecessarily imprisons Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples far too often and treats Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
unfairly and un equally. And, if the ALRC's message is unquestionable, govemmenbl 
may listen. 
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